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PREFACE.

[HE design of this volume was briefly stated in the
preface of vol. I of this series. The original plan
has been adhered to, which was to devote vol.
second to the continuation of the exposition of the Ma
terial Universe. It is the aim in this volume to eluci
date the laws of universal material development, as far
as its scope and the subjects under discussion will
allow. The previous volume concluded the history of
earth’s development to the planetary stage. Commenc
ing with the period, of the formation of the planet’s
crust, the first chapter^ treats of planetary eras, the
nature and characteristic action of each, and the princi
ples involved in the successive changes of surface condi
tions, evolution of forms, etc. Chapter second treats of
progressive development of the surface and forms, speci
fying stages of progress and means of advancement,
with laws and principles connected with these of the
utmost importance to a proper understanding of the law
of evolution and the path of progress of a planet from
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chaotic conditions to the habitable stage. Chapter third
contains an enunciation of the law of creation, or of the
origin of life, law of evolution of species, and of m an;
tracing the origin of Procreative Force in a universe in
chaos, and following its successive transformations until
it became an incarnated force, the one only originator
of forms of all grades and varieties, including man. The
key to the law of evolution of species is revealed in the
progress of matter and forms by stages, each successive
one of which is a platform, so to speak, upon which the
next is built, and without which it could not be evolved.
Strict scientific principles are involved in all this
thorough exposition of the law of evolution and con
servation of force; and readers will do well to give
special attention to the principles involved, and the line
of argument followed throughout the chapter.
The fourth and last chapter contains a brief history
of the race of man from the period of its evolution
through the prehistoric age, with an analysis of the prin
ciples governing in the evolution of races, social forms,
languages, etc., etc.
W hat reference to spiritual laws and forces this vol
ume contains could not be deferred to vol. Ill, for treat
ment, since the material and spiritual are so intimately
connected in evolutionary processes, that the law of
material development involves spiritual development,
as well.
Hammonton, N. J.,

Dee.20, 1879.
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IN T R O D U C T IO N .

QUFTER fifteen years, the period which has elapsed
*5» since the introduction of vol. I, of this series was
penned, the writer again greets the public, and calls
attention to the closing volumes of the work then intro
duced. It is fitting that the causes should be given
which have so long delayed the publication of the two
volumes now presented. In 1867, they were written with
the view, in my own mind, of immediate publication,
if it should seem that the means could be spared for the
purpose. The volumes, as then written, were volumin
ous, comprising nearly double the amount of matter
contained at present; and it was not consistent with the
limited resources at command, to publish at that time.
The attempt was, however, made, and'fifty pages stereo
typed, when other work was interposed, less expensive,
which stopped this for the time. Finally, the enter
prise was deferred to a “ more convenient season,” after
the expense of the smaller works had been incurred,
and the costs fully counted, of continuing the work of
publishing the larger volumes. Then my strength
failed. It seems I had exhausted what nervous energy
could be spared at that period of my life, and work of
this character must be abandoned for a time. The
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“ valley” was reached that interposed between two
stages of labor ; and repose and reinvigoration of spirit
ual energies, were required to fit me for further work.
The volumes were “ laid on the shelf” almost in djfe- Qy
p a ir; and the years rolled around, bringing no prospect /
of completing the work, which was as my very life; I
having devoted the best strength of my maturity to it,
nothing, not even friends, or the world’s goods, or life
itself, seeming of eqnal value to me to the work laid
upon me to perform, without my seeking, by the Powers
above.
Some years since I began to realize, indefinitely at
first, that if my volumes ever saw the light they must be
abridged. In waiting, I gathered strength and energy
to re-write the two volumes
, but in abbreviated
form. In Feb., 1878, I took up the work, thinking to
look it over and leave out portions that could be spared
from the original text. To my surprise, I commenced
to re-write i t ; working in that year until my strength
gave out in the spring, by the return of the periodic
Asthma, that had been my ailment for years. This
scourge had relaxed much of its rigor, as it appeared as
the summer advanced, and I began to feel that I had
really, as I had been led to hope, so far overcome it that
work in my allotted field might be continued, and the
goal of my hopes be attained in the completion of this
work, and some others promised. The winter of 1878-9,
found me able to continue the labor begun the previous
one, which I have carried on to completion, in this win
ter of 1879-80.
I have been led on, from step to step, of this expe
rience, as by the hand of one who could discern the end
from the beginning, as it now appears to me. W hile in
the depths of the “ valley” that skirted my “ mountain
of power,” 1 could not pierce the darkness that en
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veloped m e; — could not conceive why I should be thus
called to a work I could not finish. My spirit was sub
dued into acquiescence, by the reflection, that nothing
could be gained by murmuring against fate, but much
would be lost to me if I suffered mental disturbance to
aggravate my bodily weaknesses. I suffered the ex
haustion of my physical powers to such an extent that
I was near giving up to d ie; though the point was never
hardly reached when I could believe that my work on
earth was done. “ The will of God is best,” thought I,
“ my feeble work for mankind can well be dispensed
with, since there are so many workers more able than
myself, in the field I occupy as a writer.” Again and
again, I reiterated this sentiment to myself, in trying to
silence the complainings that would arise, in spite of all
the philosophy I could muster. A cup was pressed to
my lips that it was hard to d rain ; and it was spared
me. The draught which replaced that one, whose bit
terness had been tasted, was a sweet and inspiring
nectar. The light of the day that at length dawned was
as brilliant as the darkness of the long night had been
dense and appalling. I rejoiced with great joy, when
it appeared that I had not been misled by a W ill
o’ the W isp in being led to believe that my work, such
as it was, was to be done as promised. My revered
teacher and spiritual prompter had not commenced his
warfare with my imperfect nature, to cultivate it to the
stage where it might serve him, without counting the
cost to the last farthing. I found that the years of
quietude and physical weakness had borne rich fruit.
My powers had brightened with an acquisition of spirit
ual strength. Development had progressed, weakness
serving as a means of spiritualizing my forces. Expe
rience, observation, and some reading, had increased
my capacity of being an expositor of principles. My
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teacher had planned it all, making circumstances serve
his purposes; but had not revealed to me what would
have served me no good purpose to know ; and by con
cealment, effecting what could not be, by other means.
Readers of the first volume of this work need not be
reminded of its imperfections of style, composition, etc.;
but, I would say in regard to it, that as my develop
ment has advanced since its publication, I have noted
the imperfections, and bewailed them. I have felt that
the work was worthy a better brain than mine, a mind
better stored with facts and principles, to serve as a
ground-work upon which the teacher could build his
structure of principles. I have come to the conclusion,
however, that it is best to submit patiently to the inevit
able ; knowing, as I do, experimentally, that medium
ship is progressive; and work must be commenced, if
at all, before a subject is as well qualified for it as he or
she may become under the tutelage of a wise prompter.
I hope my work here is better done, as it surely should
be, as the fruit of an extended and severe experience of
years of anxious waiting, and enduring the discipline of
a guide, as severe in his methods as he can be, in justice
to my constitution, physical and mental.
In presenting the two remaining volumes to the pub
lic, I beg indulgence in remarking concerning mediumistic authorship, that it is not to be judged exactly by
the standard applied to ordinary authors. The differ
ence between the two grades is th is ; the one is master
of his subject before he begins the work of writing it
out —or at least, is supposed to be — and writes from a
prearranged plan, having an arrangement of ideas in his
mind which it is his labor to transfer to p ap er; whereas,
the other, writes at the dictation of another what is new
to his mind, the language and ideas flowing as impelled
through the channel of his brain from another brain.
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Now, what is inconceivable to most people at this
day, is th is ; that it is an advantage to the prompter in
securing the best results, to keep the mind of the sub
ject, or writer, in expectancy, while preparing it to be
the channel for his thought. In my own experience,
the plan has been rigidly carried out, of concealing from
me the most important principles until the moment of
their delivery for transmission to paper. There has,
inevitably, been a struggle, as a travail of brain, before
the birth of thoughts which have appeared to me as
transcendently grand; as though the law were appli
cable here, which fixes it, that throes precede every noble
birth. I am confident that the exercise of mind and
brain induced by the aggravation of waiting and expect
ing what does not readily come, and the effort to grasp
the thought but vaguely conceived, if conceived at all,
and revolving all possible modes of expressing some
idea, conceived as the right one, is just the needed dis
cipline of the forces to prepare them to give proper ex
pression to a thought new to the mind. I have been
sorely tried by this enforced method, as it has been ap
parent to me that I am at a disadvantage through it,
from the fact that it is impossible for a spirit prompter
to give the same expression to thought through a sub
ject’s brain as be would himself directly; or to do equal
justice to himself as in the latter case, or indeed, to do
exact justice to the subject, whose capacity for express
ing thought from his own mind is not always to be
measured by what he says by spirit-impression. A
prompter cannot impress his exact style on composition
transmitted through a medium ; neither can he that of
the la tte r; for his effort to give his thought the clearest
expression possible, involves the necessity of command
ing the subject’s mind so completely as to obscure
thought, memory, and power of expression, as circum
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stances require, in order to give him the entire use of
the brain and mind forces. Control for the purpose of
expressing in plain, comprehensive language principles
of philosophy and science, is attended with difficulties
and severe labors, of which the common reader has lit
tle conception. The instrument shares fully in the
labors and perplexities, the latter being greatly aug
mented by the inability of the public to comprehend the
difficulties attending upon the effort to do the best pos
sible justice to truth, even at the risk of presenting it in
a clumsy manner.
I would not forestall criticism by these remarks, but
only call attention to an important principle to be taken
into account in judging of my work. I would further
add, that what of error or misstatement may be revealed
in these pages to critical readers or scientific experts,
may be attributed to my ignorance and inability to com
prehend the thought of my inspirer. I have acquired
perfect confidence in the wisdom and good intentions of
my guide and teacher, by years of familiar intercourse
with him in acting as his subject; and am persuaded be
yond a peradventure, that where there are faults in my
mediumistic work, they are attributable to my own im
perfections— not to my teacher’s, in any sense.
It is no flowery path I have trodden to reach my pres
ent stand-point; but as thorny as it has proved, I bless
the power that has impelled me along in it. Murmuring
at Heaven’s plan would ill become one on whom so
much of blessing has been conferred with the trial. The
sufferings are lost to view, while the angels smile and
open to my gaze the gates of the celestial city, and
beckon me on to more extended views within the spir
itual realm.
These chapters, as they now stand, have been written,
without the aid of a scribe; my own hand performing
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the work which, in case of volume one, and these two
at their first writing and my smaller works, was im
posed upon my hnsband. I had outgrown the neces
sity of the interposition of another’s magnetic force, to
stimulate my own and help the process of control, when
this later labor was commenced. This was the attain
ment of a superior stage in my mediumship ; although
the help my husband gave me, at first, was extremely
valuable to the teacher, and interfered as little with the
latter’s thorough control of my forces as is possible where
one or more are required to form the current of force
for controlling. His susceptibility to spiritual influ
ences was nearly equal to mine, in these first stages, and
his forces were, in consequence, under the control of the
circle in spirit that aided the teacher.
W hat changes have been made in the volumes by
their revision is chiefly in curtailing details. Principles
have been added, which were reserved for insertion now;
and some presented in vol. I, have been more fully and
clearly explained than they could be then by me. The
effort has been to condense, and omit as little as possi
ble, consistent with the contracted scope of the volumes.
I commend my work to the public, at the dictation of
the mind that inspired i t ; expecting no more for it than
the credit its merits deserve.
Maria M. K ing .
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CHAPTER

Y.

earth ’s geological development ,

planetary

ERAS.
F ir s t p l a n e t a r y e r a — se c o n d p l a n e t a r y e r a a n d e v o l u t io n o p
.
WATER, ETC.— INTRODUCTION AND USE OF ORGANIC LIFE — THIRD
PLANETARY ERA, ITS ACTION — FOURTH, ITS ACTION — LAW OF
EVOLUTION OF LIGHT — DEVELOPMENT OF CONTINENTS — LIFE IN
FOURTH ERA, ETC.— ELIMINATION OF MINERALS — EVIDENCES OF
OLD CONTINENTS — FIFTH PLANETARY ERA — CONTINENTS, ETC —
SIXTH PLANETARY ERA, ETC.

T N the closing chapter of the first volume of this work,
ok is given a minute description of the action of forces
? in the evolution of planetary conditions. It is un
necessary to repeat this in narrating the history of the
First Great Planetary Era, which is, in part, a repeti
tion of that of the closing era of the Cometary stage.
Action awoke after the night of the last Era had given
place to the morning of this. The ages had been many
wherein rest had been the condition at the surface of
the plan et; and matter was preparing for the re-awaken-
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ing that should initiate a higher stage — the first stage
of planetary development.
The order of action in the First Planetary Era and in
each snbsequent one, was the same as in the Cometary
Eras. It developed intensity by slow degrees, as ages
advanced, unfolding, stage after stage, of surface de
velopment, and affecting, at length, complete solidifica
tion of surface matter, and its preparation to enter into
the form of stable species of rock. The characteristic
action of the Era was to cool, condense, and solidify,
surface matter, preparing it for the action of the next
era, which should further advance these objects, besides
other important work. The eruptive forces periodically
active over a great portion of the surface, served the
purpose the same forces had in the last E ra; viz., to
further condense and purify matter, and eliminate the
elements from surface substance, in greater purity than
they had hitherto existed. It was a working over of
matter still, by the fiery ordeal that was in progress ;
and now, far more was effected in the same space of
time towards forwarding the evolutionary process than
ever before. The era was a less active one than that
which immediately preceded the late period of repose,
as it was the opening one of a new cycle ; but matter
was so far advanced towards solidification, that it re
quired only the more subdued action of this era to com
plete that end.
During this period the atmosphere exerted a more
powerful influence, comparatively, towards cooling sur
face m atter than during the last active era, from the
fact, that elemental action of it was intensified by the
influence of ultra planetary forces. Greater diversity
of climate in the different zones resulted from this ; and
heat was modified, and the cooling process advanced,
while atmospheric matter was becoming appreciably
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affected by the intensity of action of its forces. The dis
turbing forces of the Solar System— the great and lesser
vibrations and oscillations, were combining their influ
ence with those of the individual body for the further
ance of the developing process. The variability in
breadth of the zones of greatest heat and cold caused
by variation in obliquity of the eliptic, and alternations
of heat and cold in the northern and southern hemis
pheres, caused by the change in the relative positions of
the earth and sun in summer and winter, effected by
oscillations reaching(their maxima at widely separated
eras,— these occurring through the era of condensation
of cometary matter, and through the stages of planetary
development, were forces that added intensity to the
others in operation, and therefore greatly aided in un
folding planetary conditions. Polar cold co-operating
with equatorial, heat in the atmosphere, for the im
mense ages while the planet was a molten mass, and,
from pole to pole, swept by fiery surges, was the means
of qualifying the atmosphere for being a conductor
of solar influences to the surface. So apparently in
appreciable was this influence through the Cometary
stage and the opening era of the Planetary, that it was
as though the fiery vapor that was reacting with the
liquid heated mass of the body was acquiring acces
sions of heat rather than imparting a cooling influence
to the latter. Yet, the ages accumulated not in v ain ;
what was apparently a repetition of the same process
through eras whose length, to human comprehension,
was as an eternity, was the necessary action for accom
plishing the result; and no one age could have been
dispensed w ith; as, in each successive one, some new
force was unfolded to be added to increase the aggre
gate, and stimulate others.
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Action was for evolving the basic elements in their
p u rity ; and, until this was accomplished, chaotic con
ditions must prevail. Diffused in the heated mass of
the body and atmosphere, they were perpetually enter
ing into evanescent combinations, as the play of forces
brought into contact affinitized elements of the grade to
enter into chemical union, but whose affinities were too
weak to withstand the disintegrating force of the intense
heat, for any length of time. Transmutations of energy
from one form to another, were thus the order, without
cessation.
Down to the Era in question, stability of chemical
compounds was impossible, from the universal preva
lence of heat. But now that the cooling forces were so
effective at the surface and in the atmosphere, and sur
face matter was qualified for solidification by the refin
ing process it had undergone, chemical action exerted
its influence to more apparent purpose.
Mineral compounds began to assume a semi-perma
nent form. A crystalline crust was formed to the lava
mass as rapidly as sections of surface became sufficiently
condensed to resist the action of the subterranean fires;
which fires caused the heaving and surging of surface
matter until it had reached this stage; when the erup
tive forces found egress in channels, or at points where,
from some cause, condensation had been less thorough.
Thus were formed, at first, nuclei, which aggregated to
themselves crust, until the conjoining of islands and
continents that dotted the ocean of lava, formed a con
solidated crust over the entire planet, except where
chasms or fissures remained as vents to internal forces.
This crystalline rock was at first most unstable. It
yielded, again and again, to the force of heat, after
solidification had formed large tracts of solid surface, as
in the last e ra ; and when, at length, stability of crust
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was established, it crumbled into ashes before the disin
tegrating forces exercised upon it.
The Era was of a length to have included within it the
entire period from the Azoic age to the age of man. It
is termed/ The Fiery Era, in contradistinction to the suc
ceeding one, The W atery E ra ; and from the force which
characterized it more than any other planetary era; viz.,
heat. Waning, it still retained th is ; for, at the sur
face, until near its night, eruptive forces were at w ork;
fiery abysses yawned, and heated gases ascended into
the atmosphere ^rom innumerable cavities, causing it to
reipain one mass of heated gaseous vapor, too gross to
transmit one genial influence to the surface from the
parent sun. When, at length, the night of the era
’closed in upon the planet, there was universal quiet.
Activity of the eruptive forces had subsided, fissures
and cavities had become closed, — the surface was com
pletely consolidated. W hat gases escaped from the
smouldering fires beneath it found channels of egress
where broad cavities had been, and the loose structure
of the crust furnished the necessary vents to pent up
forces. Quiescent energies were gathering strength for
renewed action on a higher plane in the succeeding era.
The day that succeeded this night opened on a world
enshrouded in mist. Glorious morning! that gave birth
to the incipient moisture that was the forerunner of
water; the promised morn, that was withheld only
while the preparatory process was going on that should,
make its coming possible! The opening of the Second
Planetary, the W atery Era, was a most important
epoch in planetary development. The atmosphere had
arrived at the stage, when the stimulation of its forces,
which marked the introduction of the new era, insti
tuted a new order of action within it. There was added
VOL. II.
2
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to the forces that had hitherto wrought within it and
upon surface matter, another, that so strengthened the
affinities of substance that a new form could result.
The combinations of the gases that compose water, that
had before been too ephemeral and incomplete to effect
anything permanent, now gave place to the stable com
pound, water, in the form of mist, or vapor of water.
Held in suspension in the atmosphere while this was too
heated to permit of the aggregation of particles, it
formed an enveloping stratum to the body of the planet,
which was a powerful agent for stimulating progressive
action at the surface. The gaseous fluids that escaped
from the crevices in the crust, and from the decom
posing fragile rock, eliminated mist; and, over thq
entire surface, it was as though all things were to be
come evaporated into steam. “ The waters above the
firmament” were not “ divided from those under the
firmament,” until condensation of this mist resulted
from the further cooling of the under strata of atmos
phere and the surface. The Era of Mist composed half
the great era, and gave place to the Era of Bain, prop
erly called, for the last half of the great era was charac
terized by the fall of rain, as condensation of mist was
continually going on when action was sufficiently ener
getic to evolve it, until three-fourths of this minor era
had passed.
The reader will understand from preceding chapters,
that a Great Era is composed of minor ones; that each
subdivision of a great era is itself subdivided, by the
same la w ; and that subdivision is the order down to
short periods of a few y ears; the grade of energy mark
ing each waxing and waning, according to the same law
that prevails with the great eras, cycles, and compound
cycles of eternal periods. Characteristic action changes
as forces have accomplished some new evolution; and
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thus epochs mark the subdivisions, great and small, as
they do the opening of a great era. The great epochs #
of the W atery Era were three; viz., first, that which
instituted the era— the beginning of the evolution of
w ater; second, the period of the first condensation of
m ist; third, that of the cessation of this condensation,
which was the close of the era of rain. The character
istic action of the great era was the evolution of w ater;
which was continuous through the greater part of the
era when action was energetic. The waning of this action
marked the decline of subdivisions, and the waxing of
it, their opening; while its cessation for long intervals,
and accompanying quietude of other forces, indicated
. the periods of rest between the larger minor eras ; and
only partial cessation of these, showed the partially in
active periods that intervened between the smaller. The
above will apply to all eras, and is sufficient explana
tion on these points applied to all subsequent periods.
Every era is characterized by some form of action
which is peculiar to it more than to others, and which
appears with it, as the form of energy born of the re
stimulation of forces. T hus; in the Fiery Era consoli
dation of surface matter was the characteristic action;
being as peculiarly so as the evolution of water was
to the next; although other forms of action were prop
agated into it from former ones, as this and other
forms were continued in later ones. Progress signi
fies the stimulation of forces, and the evolution of new
forms of force to co-operate with those already in exist
ence ; and the order is, that the succession of eras in
the life of a world is the succession of evolution of the
forces that develop and characterise it. One after the
other, appear the forms of force that a planet develops,
that are the great agencies of evolution ; a whole era or
a succession of eras being requisite for the purpose of
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evolving in sufficient strength, what is to constitute a
prime factor in future evolutions. W ater in quantity
to serve Nature’s purpose as a qualified agency for co
operating effectively with all pre-existing forces for
evolving still higher conditions and forms, could only
be produced by the action of a great e ra ; for the con
flict of forces was such at that early period, that it was
but slowly that the higher gained the ascendency, and
subjected the lower to the service of superior uses in
the progressive scale.
Fire still contended for the mastery while mist pre
vailed like a thick curtain over the face of the planet.
In active intervals eruptive forces disturbed the sur
face; and craters, fissures, and broad chasms, belched
forth flame into the atmosphere, that seemingly retarded
the cooling process, which process must proceed, or
condensation be prevented. During the era, craters
th at were properly volcanic were formed, also volcanic
ridges; and these were numerous in equatorial regions,
where eruptive forces are always most active.
As it was in these most energetic periods that evolu
tion of mist proceeded most rapidly, it appears that
eruptive action was a necessary concomitant of the ac
tivity of this other prevailing force; and, therefore, was
a necessity to its continuance; though heat was the
great retarding force to this new species of evolution.
I t was overcome through the agency it had itself been
instrumental in developing; thus exemplifying the great
principle, that a use which is outgrown becomes an evil
that must be overcome by agencies that, in some way,
have sprung from it, or been dependent upon it, in part,
for their existence.
.
Evaporation was ceaseless during the long ages of the
era, and long, long, the rain in falling was dissipated
before it could reach the surface or serve any purpose
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but to be re-absorbed into the misty veil that was shed
ding drops of moisture, like the cooling cover to a boil
ing cauldron.
The ages passed like the momenta of a long day, ac
complishing as little, yet each in its place as indispensa
ble, and all together, at length, bringing about the im
portant consummation of the cooling process to the
point when the surface could retain water upon it. The
ages sped on, and another consummation was reached;
— the earth was enshrouded in a watery mantle. The
rain and the perpetual elimination of water from the
gaseous substance of the surface, had formed a stratum
of water above the rocky stratum that was awaiting
some agency to help in .its further consolidation other
than those that had previously been active. It was an
important epoch when this force was added to N a tu re ;
for it served as the weight that compressed the brittle
surface rock, and added firmness and stability to its
structure, besides exerting upon it a strongly solvent
power, and extracting elements from it that it would
yield up to no other existing force. The prevalence of
water on the surface at the close of the era was univer
sal. Fissures in the crust were closed and covered with
a stratum of water, when action subsided; yet, as at the
present day, necessary submarine vents were opened by
the confined forces, during the long period of quietude
that intervened before the next active era.
The water of this early period was of such specific
gravity as to form a condensing stratum to the crust
almost equal in strength to earth of an equal depth. It
was not the pellucid element that it now is, but was
thick and slimy, and dark with impurities. It corre
sponded with all other elements of that early time, when
form was in incipiency, and matter of all grades was
commingled in the gross, gaseous atmosphere, the par-
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tially condensed body, and this gross form of water. It
held in solution the elements that composed surface
matter in such amount that precipitation followed as an
immediate consequence of its accumulation on the sur
face. Thus it contributed, at the same time, strength
and material to the crust, and prepared the way for or
ganic forms. The latter were the next in order of evo
lution after water and the mineral forms that resulted
from the co-operation of this element with surface mat
ter. The foundations of the Mineral Kingdom, that were
laid when a solidified crust was formed, required to be
strengthened by the addition of a new force. This force
was to add material to it of a kind to enter into chemi
cal combination with the constituents of the frail, de
composing forms of rock, and re-form them on a basis of
stability. W hen this was effected, a foundation had
been laid upon which the Organic kingdon could be
built.
Towards the close of the Second Planetary Era, when
cooling processes had prepared the way, organic life
first appeared. The floor of the primal ocean developed
protoplasmic beds, which derived their germs of life
from the Magnetic Forces that were, from eternity, co
operating with gross matter for the promotion of life.
Spiritual forces and material magnetic elements inter
acting, originate all life and force. The life germs of
every possible form of life and of matter are supplied
by the dual element composed of these two forms of
force, progress consisting in the development of this
force in higher forms as evolution proceeds. The vital
izing fluids circulate in currents for the use of matter
wherever there is action in progress that can evolve its
forces to co-operate with those of spirit which gravitate
to the material plane, where the attractions of matter
call them.
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Evolution is, emphatically, the perfecting of these
forces— this gradual unfoldment to the ultimate stage
where shall be exhibited in perfected form the life prin
ciple that is akin to the Deific Life of Nature.
These circulating currents of force were attracted
where matter was in a state to eliminate a like force to
co-operate with them,—where the incipient force just
coming into being was reaching out after a positive
• wherewith to link itself for the perpetuation of life.
Matter progressed by virtue of the interaction of such
grades of magnetic forces with it as called out its highest
forces, —as coerced, as it were, the elimination of a vol
ume of force affinitized to it sufficiently to co-operate
with it as its negative, after the stage was reached when
travail for birth began. This interaction culminated in
higher births, and resulted after stimulation of natural
forces had effected their utmost towards bringing out
the forces of matter. A t the period in question, the
ocean bed, in localities where matter was ripe for a
higher evolution than had hitherto been effected, was
made a matrix where spirit concentrated force after a
higher plan than was"possible in the lower'stage of
matter.
.
Cell-life was instituted as the consummation of the
plan foreshadowed in the crystal. The gelatinous
substance forming protoplasm was &form of matter sus
ceptible to forces that could not actuate mineral sub
stance. It was an aggregation of substance magnetic
in a high degree, as being the evolution of the highest
forms of matter then in existence subjected to the high
est forces the planet had developed. The ocean bed
furnished this m atter; as the water was the powerful
agent for evolving the forces of matter required to bring
it to this requisite stage. The plane of organic life is
that where spirit assumes the ascendency over matter in
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such a degree as to fashion for itself a brain from which
it can react to advantage with the forces it helps to conCLs dense into a form. The Element/ry and Mineral King/ doms both foreshadowed this plan, in the methods
they developed whereby substance aggregated into ele
mental and mineral forms. Aggregation of substance
! to form a mineral is Effected by a similar law to that
/ operating in the organic kingdom for assimilation; but
the plan in the latter case is superior, since it is sus
ceptible to the variation exhibited in the progress of this
kingdom from the first vegetable forms through both
the Vegetable and Animal Kingdoms to the jrtunan /
type. Organized forms prefigure the Universal Form, in
which Deity is enshrined in a Sphere of Force separate
from all inferior force, npd yet conjoined with it j n such
a manner as to act with it, for the perpetuation of all
life. Interaction, interdependence, is the law between
the interior, which is the Superior sphere of the Uni
verse, and every atom thereof, as it is between the brain
and all other forces of an organized being; and there is
no escape from this law, in the one case more than in
the other. This illustrates what is pertinent to the law
of institution of organic life. Progress ever tends to
wards outworking the plan of Deific life. The minute
cell that was the vesicle wherein was first concentrated
magnetic life after the plan of a brain or sphere, from
which spirit with its related magnetic forces can act free
from the direct contact of gross matter, was this plan in
embryo, after it had been conceived and was near its
birth in the Animal Form. The process of its formation
was the coming together of forces in these germinal
beds, which acted for procreation, and thus generated a
nucleus of a form, concentrating spirit and its related
elements in force to repel from its close embrace grosser
substance, so preserving to itself power to react with
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the latter as a force qualified to build a form after the
organic plan. The plan was in the essences so concen
trated ; it was outwrought as germinal life always Out
works the plan of the parental organization, subject to
what changes may be instituted by radical changes in
magnetic conditions operating on parents or progenitors
at the period of generation.
The first form —who, or what, fashioned it? W hat
was its sire, and in what matrix was it conceived ? I t
was fashioned after the semblance of the slimy ooze
whose forces had conspired with the ethei^al dual force
for its generation, and bore also in its structure the im
press of the superior force concerned in its evolution;
and the matrix where it had conception was the ooze
which germinated with cell-life. The first forms were
incipient cells. These were multiplied over the sea-bed
until a force had been generated to co-operate with spir
itual force of sufficient strength to perfect the cell, and
to commence the building of more complex forms. The
starting point of the variety which was to characterize
the organic kingdom, was where the first germinal celllife was impressed with the characteristics of the quali
ties of matter and elements distributed over the surface.
Life, species, of all varieties, were to correspond with
the varieties of forms of m atter,— the combinations of
which the elements were susceptible in the progressive
development of the planet. Variation was to be effected r
through the law of generation; theTaw whereby the gen
erating forces impress their image on resultant forms.
This is the law of parentage, from the inception and \
birth of a world until its last form has been generated, /
bearing the image of the forces concerned in its creation. '
Accretion of cells by a plan, or after a pattern which
was not in the material world, is the mystery of forma
tion, which finds its solution only in the foregoing prin-
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ciple ; viz., that Spirit impels formation after a pattern
within it so nearly allied to that which embodies the
material force with which it co-operates for generation,
that it is possible for the two to coincide in one resultant
form. This form will be different in specific character
istics from the material progenitor, but will bear the
stronger impress of the spiritual, or positive force.
Thus it was that cells were globular, after the pattern
of a sphere, with forces radiating from a nucleus. This
form was that which spirit assumes in all germinal life,
from the fact that it ever acts upon matter in nucleated
atomic spheres, the nucleus itself being the atom of
Deific Life which inspires all life. Life were not, but for
this mode of action prefigured in the first cell-life, in
the drop of water, or the globular form assumed by
fluid matter under certain conditions. The crystal is an
approach to this form when matter is on the antecedent
plane to the organic. The sphere implies the idea of
Deific action. The cell was an idea embodied in ele
ments, as the mechanic embodies his idea of a machine
in material fashioned by his hand. It was an idea con
ceived in wisdom, for it was the perfect plan that was not
to be outgrown, nor improved upon, as regarded the
mode of organic life and formation.
Cell-life was to be propagated as all life ; the sphere
of force with its nucleus of concentrated forces to react
with outer forces for augmenting accretions of cells, and
carrying on structural unfoldment and prolonging func
tional activities, was the perfect plan, and could not be
outgrown or superseded. Once the start was made, and
this force incarnated in the simple material cell, the en
ginery of organic life was started. Cells divided; accre
tions of cells resulted from the increasing susceptibility
of matter to the action of the higher forces, after spirit
had become incarnated to act as a propelling power to
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work out the ideas of formation prefigured in physical
Nature as they existed in spirit. It was a step at a
time, in the direction of developing complexity of form.
Budding was succeeded by the mode of vegetable life,
where cells combine to form fibers; being built upon
each other, after the manner of laying one stone upon
another to form a structure. The simple plan of the
first vegetable form was the augmentation of force by an
accretion of cells in the form of a disc; radiation from
a center being the plan. Thus the Radiate type of life,
which was instituted in the vegetable, was founded.
It must be remembered that forces and forms at every
advanced step bore an impress superior to the origin
ating material force; that this material force imaged
itself mi its successor, and yet was outstripped by that,
inasmuch as the higher stage that was reached .when the
latter was conceived presupposed the addition of a new
force to those already in existence. The new birth was
consummated by adding another cell or cluster of cells to
construct a more complex form, and was effected through
the influence of the superior force exerted by the brood
ing etherjal currents, strengthened as they had been by
the forces communicated to them by the forms of life em
bodying the superior force already in existence. It was
adding another form to N ature,— another foundation
stone to her structure of forms. The law of institution of
formation and of propagation of specific differences, is
imaged in germinal life of every variety; Embryology
teaching the great lesson that science has failed to learn
for the ages. This law is also imaged in every superior
birth, where generating force produces something in
reality superior to parents, and which yet images them
m s i degree.
The plan of life embodied in the Vegetable Kingdom
was propagated into the Animal, with the improvement
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of concentrating force in organs, as the brain and other
nervous centers. I t is unnecessary to specify here the
line of progress to this climax, or to particularize more
concerning the law of institution and variation of forms.
In a future chapter, the subject will be resumed and
enlarged upon in treating upon Life, Species, etc.
Conditions were higher after the epoch of submergence
of the crust and the establishment of the stability of the
Mineral Kingdom, and this was the signal for a new
creation. A new force was created by the uplifting of
conditions, and it was incarnated in organic forms.
This had ever been the order— the evolution of a new
force by the process of unfolding a new stage of matter,
and its incarnation in some form of matter, to assist as
a propelling force to a yet higher stage. Germinal
essences gravitate to matter of a grade to appropriate
them ; and where, as was the case in the present in
stance, there is no embodiment of procreative force, the
law of procreation acts through atoms and molecules of
matter subjected to the influence of currents of con
densed magnetic forces of the proper quality, and forms
result. If this were not the law, life would never have
existed; neither organic^or inorganic forms could have
resulted from the co-operation of Force and Matter.
There was a time when organized life was not on the
planet; a time when it was being introduced without the
agency of parental reproductive force; and a time when
the higher organic kingdom, the animal, was being estab
lished by some other agency than this. To affirm that all
this was effected by the Creative will, does not account for
i t ; for as far as man has been able to trace the Creator’s
works, he has discovered that all things exist by law,
j. tirf'Lr, o.c- being the products of the operation and co-operation of
,,
/
laws as old as Nature itself. Creation means evolution
r
u _ 1_________ . u : ___________ , __________________
u-i
by law; nothing more, nothing less. mThe
fountain of
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law and force is in the. Deific Spirit; that is the Su
preme Positive of Nature, from whence emanate the
• laws of matter and the forces that are forever .operatise
within the universe. MimijcUrt&t&, Will, guides, in all
things; and the book of Nature appears as if inscribed
by the Divine hand with the pencil, Law.
The incarnation of force in organized forms, was a
grand step in the progressive career of the planet, to be
succeeded by another as important, from the footing
established by this. The Vegetable Kingdom formed
the basis of the Animal, as the Mineral had of the Vege
table, and as the Elemental Kingdom had of the mineral.
The superstructure that was to arise from this founda
tion, was to cap the. climax of material development;
for, out of it, and of it, was to arise the crowning form
of Nature, Man. Thus it appears how much was ac
complished by the evolution of this new force.
The inception of the first forms of life upon the planet
heralded the era of formative energy, wherein matter
was to be subjected to a developing process higher
than any that had preceded this, and effective for un
folding its intrinsic possibilities. Thenceforth, forms
were to succeed each other in such profusion, that to
number them from this period to the age of man, would
be like counting the leaves of the forest. Matter of the
planet was to be regenerated by passing through these
varied forms. The sepulchre of one grade was to be the
birth place of another; the ashes of the decayed forms
of lower species was the material from which higher
ones were to be evolved.
By the law above stated, the evolution of the Vege
table Kingdom was the creation of a force that, in co
operation with all others, pushed matter on to a higher
plane still. From the starting point established in the
Vegetable kingdom — the Radiate Type, evolution ac-
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complisbed the establishment of the Animal Kingdom.
This was carrying out the original idea of formation to
the point where the semblance of the perfect idea was *
enstamped on forms. The first animal type vaguely
embodied the idea that found perfect expression in
Man, — the idea embodied in Nature as a whole.
Cell-life, in its consummation, originated the living,
breathing, moving form, endowed with brain, nerve,
vital circulating fluids, and vital organs to serve the
form, a body complicated in its structure, fitted to this
complicated vital mechanism. W onder of wonders!
what a force is this Life Principle condensed in the
infinitesimal Sphere within the nucleated cell!
The Vegetable Kingdom was germinal when the Ani
mal succeeded through i t ; that is, it was in incipiency;
having as yet developed only inferior orders of marine
plants. The interdependence of the two kingdoms is
fixed by the law of the constitution of each. Hence, it
followed, that when vegetable life was developed in pro
fusion over the sedimentary beds, there was created a
strong attractive force for some element that was want
ing to strengthen the vital energy of species and add
stability to the structure of plants. This was what
was requisite to co-operate with other forces of Nature
for the introduction of a higher force, one that should
be incarnated in a higher order of forms than the vege
table. This attractive force coerced, as it were, the in
carnation of the next superior force— the institution of
Animal life. Thus it appears that interaction of the ele
mentary forces of the two kingdoms resulted as soon
as the lower had been conceived, so to speak; as soon
as it existed in sufficient strength to evolve the force
above designated. The Animal Kingdom supplied the
necessary element to complete the stability of the Vege
table. This principle was illustrated in the consolida
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tion and completion of the crystalization of surface rock
by the addition of water to the forces of Nature, which
was itself an evolution effected on precisely the same
principles as that just described. The Elemental King
dom derived stability through the Mineral, its imme
diate successor, as the latter did through water and the
forms of life of both organic kingdoms to which this ele
ment was instrumental in giving birth, that survived its
evolution.
So it appears, that interaction of superior and inferior
related forms is the law of their existence ; such inter
action as makes the inferior, which has priority of exist
ence of the superior, dependent upon the latter for a
force it does not itself possess ; a most important prin
ciple, to be considered fully in discussing origin of
species.
The earliest vegetable forms were as unstable as the
earliest forms of rock. .After the advent of Animal life,
when both kingdoms were in their infancy, the forms of
both were frail, and crumbled to ashes readily by the
action of the forces exercised upon them. They were
earthy in their structure, and served to eliminate from
earth and water elements of impurity, that, by passing
through this first ordeal of formation, became fitted for
others. The waters of this early period imposed upon
beds of rock of the proper quality, became a crucible
wherein matter was undergoing the refining process that
was indispensable to prepare it to enter into the consti
tution of high forms of rock, and of marine and terres
trial life.
The rocky foundations of the great deep were incom
plete until testacea had, for ages, strewed the ocean
bed, and become consolidated into rock, after complete
or partial decomposition. The unstable forms of the
earlier ages of the formative era (as the era of evolution
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of organic life and nnfoldment of both kingdoms may,
•with propriety, be termed,) are not preserved in fossil re
mains ; yet, they have left their record in the stable
rocks of the lowest Azoic beds; and their successors of
immediately succeeding ages, when a degree of stability
of organic forms had been established, testify to the
efficiency of Testacean deposits in forming rock of high
quality. The limestone formations of the Azoic beds
are monuments recording the mode whereby N ature
built up out of the imperfectly crystalized rock of the
early eras, a surface structure whose stability could
withstand the changes that must necessarily accrue
while the planet was outworking its higher stages. The
insignificant denizens of the deep were the architects
that moulded the crust into form after the waters had
prepared it for their handiwork. Thus does it appear
how Nature’s forms are interdependent — the higher
upon the lower, as well as the lower upon the higher.
The oldest traces of animal life now in existence are
! in the Azoic limestones; and of vegetable life, in the
S/ anthracite and graphite these beds sparsely yield. The
/ unnumbered ages of the first three Great Eras and a
portion of the former part of the Fourth, were consumed
in depositing the Azoic form ation; and during the im
mense period, from the latter epoch back to the begin
ning of the latter part of the second era, organic life
of both kingdoms flourished and decayed; generation
after generation taking up the work of reorganizing the
elements, until it was so far accomplished that a new
order of things could be introduced.
The Second, or W atery Era was succeeded by the
Storm Era, as the third is called, from the action which
characterized it. It was an era of spasmodic wind
storms. The atmosphere had arrived at a stage where
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its elements could beactuated, more than formerly, from
its upper to its under stratum, by the cold of space; but
not as at the present day, when that serves as an equal
izing influence, modifying equatorial heat and polar
cold. The gaseous, vaporous atmosphere of that era
was of such a density as to prevent this thorough equal
ization of temperature, while under strata had become
sufficiently susceptible to the influence of the cold of
upper strata to be swayed by convulsive action through
the agency of cold. The principle was identical with
that which now produceshurricanes, or wind storms of
any character. The eruptive action of the era was spas
modic, or intermittent; and at periods when it was
prevalent, and in localities where it prevailed, the in
tensity of the heat emitted into the atmosphere and con
ducted through lower strata to where it came into
contact with cooler strata, explosions of intense violence
occurred, and powerful disturbance resulted in the
lower strata. These explosions of wind were like the
outbreaks of a volcano in violence, and like the resist
less tornadoes of the present, only more resistless — more
destructive, if the latter term is applicable where only
beneficent ends are served by the warring element.
This was the force provided to aid in the pulverization
of rock, after it had become hardened by the action of
fire and water and organic life. Eruptive action, during
the era, formed craters and fissures, whence issued vol
canic flames and
debris,and upheavals along the fissures
and around the craters, where subterranean forces were
pressing for egress, caused the elevation of surface,
which became land as it grew under the action of the
elements that were building it up. The universal sway
of the waters was broken before the powers of earth and
air, that were warring upon them, to gain a foothold for
a higher order of conditions than had heretofore been
VOL. II.
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possible. The winds conjoined forces with the waters;
and the waves dashed upon the emerging islands,:and
over the crests of the low uprising ridges, and crumbled
the rocks, causing fragments to dash against each other
with such force as to pulverize them into atoms, which
were spread over the ocean floor. W aters of such sper
cific gravity under the force of such convulsive wind
storms, lashing the beaches and craters, caused the un
dermining and complete demolition of whole islands,
sometimes; leveling the ridges, and sweeping into the
deep the debris that was needed there to form sediment
ary beds of higher order than had before existed. Ac
tion proceeded after this manner through the active
intervals of the e ra ; and the result was, what the action
of every era is— the general uplifting of all conditions.
At the close of the era the waters had abated, and
islands were distributed over the surface, in many cases,
as the nuclei of the continents of the fu tu re; sediment
ary beds had been vastly thickened, preparatory to the
upheavals that were to leave them bare, as the soil of
continents or islands where terrestrial life could be pro
duced ; the character of the rock had changed; the
brittle crust had become consolidated; the atmosphere
had become so rarified that the next era, continuing the
action introduced in this, would accomplish the work
of the “ fourth day,” referred to in scripture as the
“ creation” of the “ great lights.”
The peculiar action of the Third Era was, as a matter
of course, propagated into the Fourth, when it gradually
became modified, as the rarification of the atmosphere
proceeded. Storm action continued to be one of N a
ture’s most powerful agencies for impelling progress of
all conditions of the surface, as it is in the present
age. Agitation of the atmosphere and the waters by
the fierce wind storms of the early eras, after this be
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came possible to any extent, hastened progress wonder
fully. The vaporous atmosphere, actuated by the winds
of the fourth era, rapidly changed its consistency. Sun
light began to dawn upon the earth, and rays of light
from the Moon and distant stars pierced the gloom of
the night. Perpetual darkness had hitherto hovered
over the surface, except where flaming gases made way
for themselves through an atmosphere too gross to admit
of the evolution of the ethereal element, atmospheric
light, — or whose vibrations produce the effect which is
light, in the scientific language of the day. Light was/
not in the atmosphere as an illuminating element until!
the fourth great era, designated in scripture as the
“ fourth day;” and with strict propriety, according to
the usages of the sages who inspired the revelations of
ancient periods, which are based on phenomena and the
natural subdivisions of time.
It will be well, in this connection, to add some ex
planations concerning light to those already given in the
former volume of this work, which were incomplete.
Light is a name that has been applied to matter when
being evolved, and when it is assuming the first appre
ciable form or stage; which is rare cometary vapor,
visible in consequence of the aggregation of atoms around
a controlling center, whose forces coerce condensation.
Substance of every nature is thus evolved or condensed
from the dissipated atomic matter that is inappreciable
when in the elemental state, from its rarity, and dis
tribution in atomic form. Accumulations of substance
of different density receive different nam es; but the
rare cosmical ether that is visible by its own inherent
light, is sometimes termed light, as above stated. This
establishes a precedent for giving this name to the ethers
that produce the phenomenon, light. And further;
another precedent is offered in the fact, that ethers of
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different grades of refinement act upon the organs of
vision of different grades of animals, producing the
phenomenon, lig h t; while the actinic ray possesses prop
erties that the others of the spectrum do n o t; showing
that an element wanting in light is concerned in the effect
of this ray. The ethers of space are as diversified as
the forms of matter in worlds that move therein; for
they are emanations of these and all the variety of sub
stance and forms they contain. Primeval matter that
has not entered into form in the existing universe of
worlds is not included in this category, for it is not sus
ceptible to the action of planetary forces, such as are
here being delineated, neither is it the evolution of con
densed worlds. Worlds, in condensing, evolve atmos
pheres ; and every form of substance, in like manner,
evolves an atmosphere peculiar to itself; that is, throws
off atoms of substance that are magnetic, and are re
pulsed from immediate contact with surface substance,
and so form a sphere of ethereal matter that has its cen
ter in the central force of that quality of substance.
Animal forms of every variety evolve magnetic spheres,
and these are intermingled grades of spheral matter, the
brain evolving one grade, — the highest, — animal tissue
another, etc. These varieties compose the ethers of
space, as they are as diffusive in their natures as attrac
tive force, and go hither and thither, throughout the
universe, which is of like substance throughout— subject
to identical forces, all worlds uniting their forces as one,
and all subject to the forces of each, and each to those
of all. Ethers vibrate to the forces to which they are
susceptible; and these vibrations take effect where they
find an answering element, or one that can appreciate
their forces. Air vibrates to the intense action generated
by the intermingling of cold and hot currents, and
these vibrations affect gross substance allied in ele-
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mental quality with air, while magnetic substance is un
affected by them except through its relations with grosser
matter. W ater vibrates to the action of air, and the
effect of these vibrations is similar in kind to that of
those of the more fluid air, to which it and earth are
nearly related. Now, were it possible for the senses of
man to appreciate the vibratory action of all the grades
of ethers that come in contact with the organs of sense,
it would be easy to perceive how these are allied to the
vibrations of the elements air and water, and how each
grade, like the two latter elements, is subject to certain
forces, having vibratory motion peculiar to itself, and
which is confined in its effects to certain grades of affinitized substance. Light is now defined in scientific cir
cles as the effect of the vibrations of an ether of space
upon the sensitive retina, the ether not having been
analyzed any farther than in its effects in producing
visual and related phenomena. W hen science reaches
far enough into the ethe^al world to discover the origin
and gradation of these subtle fluids, that are so deeply
involved in physical phenomena, it will name the ele
ment to which the human retina is so sensitive, and
to which the mind responds so readily, Atmospherio
Light, if it gives it an appropriate name. This ether
iB magnetic to such a degree that the nerve-fluid re
sponds to it, carrying impressions to the brain, and
through this channel to the mind. The vibrations,
which are sound, are transmitted to the auditory nerve
through the medium of a fluid that is more nearly allied
to the nerve than the air itself is, and is hence, a neces
sary conductor of sound to it. The tympanum appre
ciates the vibrations first, but does not convey them
directly to the brain, as the nerve is not distributed over
it, but in the fluid behind it, which catches them and
hands them over to the nerve. Sound-vibrations are
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not the product of one medium, only, but of several
affinitized ones. So visual phenomena are not the pro
duct of one grade of the ethereal element, but of several,
which are closely affinitized, and are peculiarly adapted
to the purposes of vision.
The action at the Sun’s surface, which generates the
vibrations that affect the human eye, is responded to in
space by a very rare ether, but in the atmosphere of a
planet this quality of ether is eliminated in profusion by
the action of the magnetic rays from the sun passing
through it; and hence, the flood of light that over
spreads the surface in the presence of the great lumi
nary. The rarity of the refined ethers in space renders
it dark, as it is cold and forbidding in every respect.
Gross atmospheric matter gravitates to the surfaces of
planets, suns, etc.; but the ethers that are more mag
netic, more refined, are like the breath of Deity, that is
life everywhere — that searches throughout the empire
of space for errands of good it may perform in the ser
vice of the Overruling Mind. They are, indeed, the
link that binds the material to the Spiritual universe,
circulating as they do, freely in atmospheres and in
space where spiritual currents gravitate' to meet them,
and conjoin forces with them for carrying on the pro
cesses of physical life. Germinal essences, vitalized by
spirit, are supplied from ethereal currents to every
variety of matter and form s; these currents obeying the
attractive forces of the latter when reproductive forces
are active, or in periods when formative action is ener
getic, and matter is aggregating into all the variety of
substances and forms planetary surfaces develop. In
terchange is thus revealed to be the law between surface
forms and ethereal elements floating in space; such in
terchange as lies a t the very base of all surface life.
In the early stages of the life of a sun, before the
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planetary stage is reached, and when its atmosphere
is of almost equal density with the body itself, the
fluid, vapory matter which composes it yields the
ethereal light element in exceedingly rare proportions,
but this suffices to make it luminous and visible; and
as condensation progresses, and heat increases in inten
sity, and combustion becomes more energetic, the ethe
real elements that communicate motion to the ethers of
space, are generated in greater profusion, and luminos
ity of the body increases while it is becoming a power
in its system for evolving the forces of its dependent
forms. W ithin the dense atmospheres of such bodies,
at the surface where gross, gaseous vapors gravitate in
abundance, no atmospheric light yet exists. The ethers
that communicate with the human eye are yet unevolved
in these lower strata of the atmosphere in sufficient
abundance to impress a retina, were there one then in
existence. Upper Strata, where the most ethereal at
mospheric elements gravitate, yield those that co-operate
with other bodies of space. After the planetary stage
is reached, this condition prevails until after the vapory
atmosphere becomes cleared, and the magnetic action of
its mother sun takes effect upon lower strata; then it is
that the light is born that illuminates the surface and
lower strata. At first the light is dim, as the ethers are
rare, and the vapors not yet dissipated; but from its
first appearance, in a hazy, cloudy atmosphere, where it
struggles, as it were, for a feeble life, it is a powerful
agent of progress.
During the Fourth Planetary Era, light exerted its
effect upon the earth in good measure. Terrestrial life
flourished in that era at periods when surface conditions
allowed it, and the waters were prolific of higher orders
of life than had previously existed. The magnetic in
fluences of the sun were then powerful to co-operate
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with those of the planet, and the life of the latter was of
an order corresponding to the superiority of the condi
tions. Continents first appeared in this era. Eruptive
action was energetic in its opening periods, and in
creased in intensity until after its meridian; and this
was instrumental in building up continents.
The islands of the Third Era were, many of them,
above the surface of the waters at the opening of the
fourth, and formed the germs of larger tracts, which
assumed continental proportions before the waning
period of the era commenced. The thickening and con
solidating of the crust had confined the igneous forces
of the planet within its interior, and these could not
remain so pent up after the restimulation of energy
which introduced the era, but sought egress through old
craters and fissures, and wherever the rock was of a
character to act as a conductor to external and internal
electric currents. Natural plateaus were scattered over
the ocean bed. These were sections where eruptive
action had piled volcanic
, and the remains of
testacea were heaped mountain-high, almost, and com
mingled with the scoria and decomposed ejected matter.
These sections were invariably those where uplifts occur
red accompanying outbreaks of volcanic action in the
third and fourth eras, and in the latter, the ridges that
were either submerged entirely, or but just above the
water, widened and lengthened, as volcanic energy dis
rupted and upheaved crust, and created mountains and
volcanic peaks, to melt away and scatter material far
and wide under its mighty power, combined with that
of the other agencies at work.
These early continents were unstable in character,
from two causes; they were developed previously to
the thickening of the crust sufficiently to prevent the
serious undulatory action which resulted from the in-
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cesjtynt activity of internal forces; and they were built
up from narrow ridges, which widened by the accession
of ridges and the accumulation of matter on their mar
gins, the latter sloping to the sea, and thus subject to
submergences at every oscillation of the crust. These
continents were mazes of mountain ridges, piled one
upon another, in utter confusion, and volcanic to an
excessive degree, in active intervals, while interspersed
among them, were plains of comparatively small extent,
and valleys that sloped to lower plains and to the sea.
There were no continental plains interspersed with
ridges and veined with permanent river channels; but
the rivers, which only flowed periodically, forced their
way through valleys, and whatever obstructions had
gathered in the old channels during intervals when they
were not flowing, and found their way to the sea. River
channels windened, from age to age, unless permanently
obstructed by upheavals; and floods deposited material
and formed, at length, alluvial plains, which became
productive, in one age, of low forms of terrestrial vege
tation, only to be denuded in the next, and rendered
, arid deserts, or volcanic ridges. The slope was abrupt
from the great central ranges toward the sea; and in
land lakes or seas did not exist, only as the pent up
waters of overwhelming floods lingered awhile in moun
tain gorges.
The old continents were subject to forces that may be
characterized as most intense; more so than any that
have prevailed in any subsequent era. These were peri
odic, and spasmodic, in a degree, for a portion of the
era, but became more regulated during the later periods.
Volcanic action was of an intensity unknown in later
eras. It sufficed to build continents. This is a suffi
cient history of this force in this vast period.
To aid it in preparing material for the continents that
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were to be, the winds, the rains, the. floods, the overflows
and submergences of coast regions, prevailed periodi
cally. Mountain peaks and ridges, that had been built
up by volcanic force, crumbled through the agency of
this and other forces, and sedimentary beds were en
riched by the high order of material that could only be
furnished by such means. Thus Nature’s compensa
tions are sure.
These continents were four in number, and occupied
portions of the great areas of the oceans of the present.
Polar latitudes were, in that remote era, more prolific
in land surface than in any subsequent ones. This was
partly in consequence of the direction of the forces in
that era, and their surpassing strength. The convulsive
throes of the planet were felt from pole to pole; and
where the waters were shallowest, which was near the
poles, and in opposite hemispheres to those occupied by
the existing ones, continents were developed. The main
reason why, in the early eras, land was in more abun
dance in polar regions than in equatorial, was in conse
quence of the greater depth of waters in the latter, which
accumulated there in obdience to centrifugal force.
To compensate for this, action is always more energetic
in equatorial regions, and upheavals accomplish more
for tropical and temperate latitudes than for polar.
The characteristic action of the Fourth Great Era was
the evolution of life. Light having been added to the
sum of the forces operating at the opening of the era,
the stimulation that resulted was chiefly appreciable by
vital forces of the order that quicken organic life. This
flourished, in consequence, as it had not before. Indi
viduals, species, orders, and types, multiplied rapidly;
and terrestrial life was developed. ; The land of that
remote period did not favor the perpetuation of any
species of terrestrial life beyond certain lim its; yet, low
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species of this order of animals and plants appeared
toward the close of the era, after the elements had be
come regulated so as to admit of their evolution and
propagation. Vegetable life could exist in few varie
ties where animal life could not, and the closing period
of the era, including its night, has left records of this
life in the Sub-Carboniferous strata. A few Amphibi
ans of the first orders in the rising scale of that Type
were also developed, and their fossil remains in the
same beds, tell the tale that land existed in large sec
tions previous to the existence of the continents of the
present.
But marine life reached its climax, in one sense, in
the course of this vast period. The Silurian Age com
menced in the former part of this era, which, in its later
ages, included the Devonian and Sub-Carboniferous;
the latter extending into the morning of the Fifth Era.
Of the life of these Geologic ages, it is unnecessary here
particularly to speak. The reader will find descriptions
of it in the Geological works of eminent scientists.
Plants and animals of the third and fourth eras, as well
as those of the Carboniferous Age, the opening period
of the Fifth Era, were highly bituminous and carbon
aceous^ deriving these substances from the elements,
which were then surcharged with them. Vast deposits
of mineral oil were made where strata permitted it,
before coal deposits could be la id ; and after this, the
seams of disjointed strata and hollows^— natural reser
voirs within the crust — were filled with this oil. The
destructive forces which played, for the ages, upon the
crust, made havoc with this treasured materia], yet, its
elements remained in earth’s bosom, where heat did not
dissipate them, as the treasures of future ages, which
should reap rich harvests from the products of these
early ones.
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The waters, earth, and air, were then all surcharged
with every variety of matter that now exists in mineral
form ; and it was the special work of the forces in ac
tion, to eliminate the minerals distinctively, and deposit
them ; thus purifying the elements, and providing neces
sary material to serve the uses of future time. No high
orders of life, such as are cotemporaneous with man,
and lived for many ages anterior to the appearance of
the human race, could then exist. As before stated, air
breathing animals of the lowest orders appeared before
the Coal e ra ; but it was not until after the long ages
that composed that period wherein N ature’s energies
were concentrated upon the work of clarifying the ele
ments, that any high orders appeared. Vegetation fol
lowed the law that governed in the animal kingdom, to
the extent that the flora of an age corresponded to other
conditions, being of such grade as the elements determ
ined. As the Vegetable Kingdom preceded the Ani
mal for the purpose of preparing conditions for the
latter, it followed, that, through the whole formative
era, until the highest orders of both kingdoms had taken
their places side by side, the Flora of one age was for
the purpose of preparing conditions for the Fauna of
the next, and so corresponded to that more than to the
Fauna of its own age. Thus the terrestrial vegetation
of the Coal era prepared the elements for the existence
of the reptiles of the next age, and corresponded to
them more than to any land animals of the former age.
The Monsters that occupied the lands of the R eptilian
age breathed an atmosphere that had been cleared of its
excess of carbon, by means of the vegetation of the pre
ceding a g e ; but they were amphibians, cold blooded
animals, and such as lived principally in marshes, and
fed on the vegetation of the moist lands, that was in
profusion for their u s e ; while a higher was developing
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in the higher lands for the use of a higher order of ani
mals when they should appear, and for which the new
Flora was preparing the way. The Tertiary Mammals
were preceded by a Flora that nearly corresponded with
that of the present. Palms and many orders of Endo*gens and Exogens appeared as precursory of the Mam
malia; and previous to the appearance of the Post
Tertiary Mammals, the Flora of the globe was regu
lated to suit them and man. Thus is illustrated in Geo
logical records, the principle of the interdependence of
successive ages, kingdoms, and ty p es; — the law by
which all things came into existence. The preparation
of the earth for each type of life was complete in every
respect before it appeared. Each type served a multi
plicity of uses in its existence, among the chief of which
was, to prepare the way for its successors.
In the vast laboratory of the deep, chemical action
prepared the way for the deposition of the minerals that
vegetation and animal organisms had collected from the
elements in a cruder state than was consistent with their
deposition previous to undergoing a refining process.
Decomposition was rapid in waters so impregnated with
salts of every variety as were all the waters of the
period; and so, as the alternate submergences and emer
gences of tracts succeeded each other, there was going
on the ceaseless process of elimination from one element
and then from another, of many of the mineral varieties
that exist in profusion at present, in the various forms
in which they are found in the stratified crust. Heat
served an important purpose for eliminating mineral
matter of some kinds from the aqueous formations,
where it was imbedded in remains of various kinds. Be
fore there could be a deposition or an elimination of
pure mineral substance, there was the indispensable pro
cess to which crude matter must be subjected; viz., its
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passing through the crucible of form. The rocks that
now yield, or ever have yielded, minerals by any sort
of action, have been formed from aqueous deposits
worked over and over again in this crucible. N ature
meant more than is generally supposed by strewing the
bottom of the seas and the lands, in all ages, with the
multitudinous varieties of life that bespeak the infinite
resources of her ingenuity.
So early in the life of the planet — so soon after
the crust had begun to solidify and a foothold for
life been formed on it, did the process of recombin
ing the material of the elementary rocks begin ; and
so thoroughly was it carried on in the almost inter
minable ages th at preceded that which developed the
higher forms of organic life and of the Mineral King
dom, that there could be no mistake as to the thorough
preparation of all the material of the solidified crust for
the use of organization in the later eras. Eruptive
forces had brought to the surface the under crust to
gether with new material, and the waters had taken this
up, after disintegrating forces had prepared it for them,
through the rounds of the ages of whole eras, when fire
and water had, seemingly, been contending for the mas
tery ; and when solidification had done its perfect work,
so that the waters held sway, and volcanic forces were
confined to certain localities, the winds and waves scat-,
tered the material they furnished ; and so the workingover process was continued in the depths of the waters
and on beaches, where organisms used the sedimentary
deposits as fast as they were formed.
The Carboniferous Age furnishes a perfect illustration
of this law, which can be studied by all. Periodic sub
mergences of productive lands caused disintegration
of organic material, which formed beds where a dense
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Flora was produced,- when emergence again brought
them to the surface.
The ages are uncounted in Geological works wherein
it is known that this process was going forw ard; but
they are well understood to have been many and long.
This lesson is of importance in respect to giving a clue
to the existence of the old continents. The earliest Car
boniferous beds must have been enriched with deposits
from lands different from the low-lying tracts that
formed all there was of the continents of the present.
These undulating tracts of the great continental areas
supplied inaterial to each other as they alternately
emerged and subsided; but it was not enriched with a
sufficiency of the material of volcanic rock, which is an
important ingredient in soils, and without it in certain
proportions, they are not prolific. In the early ages
when soils were forming, this ingredient was introduced
in profusion ; and it required aqueous action to modify
it into such form that its elements could be appropriated
by organic life. A t the early period when the existing
continents were germinal in the low-lying lands of the
Coal Era, there was wanting on these lands the condi
tion for creating perfect soil-elements, as there was,
in part, lacking the volcanic action to supply them.
B ut the lands in juxtaposition with these were those
where the most active forces of the era tended, and these
supplied the material, as has been before stated, to en
rich the lands of the uprising continents. When, at
length, action subsided there, to re-awaken on the oppot site hemisphere, and the old continents disappeared,
leaving few recognizable traces behind them, this one
important trace remained, to leave its mark on succeed
ing ages, that savants might exhume, in theory, the
continents that
werej— that must have been—and w
their history as they write that of the continents of to
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day, from the period when the delta lands of the streams
of the old continents were forming. Those delta lands
were none other than the germinal tracts of the new con
tinents. They were prepared to produce the vegetation
of the Coal Era by fertilization in the manner described.
The old continents had served their purpose when they
had prepared the way for the new, until later upheavals
and other processes of continent-building^ should cause
the emergence of lands where these were. Delta lands
are now forming, and coral deposits are building up, on
shallow beds, the foundations of land that will be stable
continental surface, at some period after convulsive ac
tion has added sufficient force to that of the tiny build
ers, to make it so.
Bemnants of the ancient continents, and of the lands
of the third era, are now in existence; forming parts of
the continents, and islands in the polar Zones. The
W estern border of North America, including the Sierra
Nevada range with its extension north some degrees, and
the slope of the continent west of this, which is a maze
of mountains of less magnitude, with plains intervening
between the ranges subsidiary to the great range, and
with valleys sloping to the sea, is a section of an ancient
continent; which was elevated after subsidence, by the
action which upheaved the continental plateau. This
forms an example of the character of the old continents
in a modified form. The highly crystalline character of
the mountains in this region, as it is now exhibited, is a
r result of the forces of the sixth era acting upon the
t) i crystalline formation of ridges that were volcanic in the ,
fourth era, but which were beneath the waters during a
greater portion of the fifth. These formations were of
high character; and when action was energized beneath
the great Continental Plateau, to the eastward of the old
continent of which this section was part, it was propa-
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gated, in part, from this section; and owing to the fact
of its being an outlying portion of the old continent, and
one where action had been less energetic in the fourth
era than on more western lands, the forces of matter
were not then so completely exhausted as on the latter.
Here, in consequence, was a nucleus where force was
generated, that culminated in the upheaval of the sec
tion, after the Continental plateau had been partially
established.
The Azoic lands of the polar and temperate Zones, are
also, in part, sections of continents of the fourth era.
These lands were early subjected to the working-over
process mentioned on a preceding page, having been
under the waters until hardened to their present con
sistence, which was effected by the means of heat and
pressure on rock prepared in the crucible of formation.
These lands were necessary nuclei to the continents, old
and new. Having been exposed to atmospheric influ
ences for long ages, they were generators of force which
instituted upheavals, these stable tracts having with
stood changes that have, in some instances, submerged
adjoining continental areas.
The stable form of continents which succeeded the
old, in the Fifth Era, were built upon vast plateaus, cre
ated, in part, from the sediment derived from these
earlier ones; and elevated by degrees by the undulatory
action, which, at each successive oscillation of the thick
ening crust, left portions higher than at the previous
one, when it was more susceptible to their action.
These plateaus, gradually presenting sections of their
surfaces above the waters to atmospheric and solar influ
ences, became energized, and propagated energy over
the whole territory within their influence; and when, at
length, this action culminated, there occurred a general
VOL. II.
4
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upheaval of the whole of the vast areas, with the excep
tion of some basins where the crust subsided periodically,
and did not respond to the active forces of the period*
The Continental Plateaus, as these are called, were
emerging gradually, as described, during the fourth era*
and grew up under its forces; though action was far less
energetic in those sections of the globe than in the conti
nental areas of the period. The tides of energy rise in one
quarter while they ebb in another, during active periods;
as is shown by the oscillations of crust, th at have been
continuous over the surface since the crust was formed,
and also by the alternations of volcanic activity between
different ranges and on different continents. This law
prevails among nations. These sympathize in their vital
! energies with inferior forces; and when national activity
or progress in civilization wanes, in the present great
/ active era, it is a sure indication that the forces of the
! planet in that section are on the ebb.
The great uplifts that followed the Carboniferous Age,
on the American Continent, which will illustrate others,
instituted the Plateau by degrees; convulsive action
fracturing the crust for long distances, a t some periods,
and upheaving the adjoining surface on one aside, while
on the other,' the crust subsided further. In the case of
the section of the continent referred to on another page,
the fracture weakened the crust where the Great Basin
to the west of the Rocky Mountains adjoins the Sierra
Nevada range, and the former tract obeyed the impulse
to rise with greater alacrity than the latter ;■ which,
although an energized section, was weighed down by its
connection with the great continental area that was sub
siding with the oscillations of the crust which were
bringing the new continents into being. It emerged,
however, in time to form part of the new continent, and
its energies were propagated over the vast area of the
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continent west of the “ Great interior Continental Basin,”
which occupied the region of the Great Mississippi Val
ley, until a comparatively late period.
The eastern slope of the plateau gradually developed
its present outlines under the action of the energetic
forces that prevailed; the whole continent assuming pro
portions, as the ages advanced, until its mountain ranges,
its elevated plains, its valleys, river bottoms, seas, lakes
and rivers, were established on a stable basis. So with
the other continents. Simultaneons action in the two
hemispheres, Eastern and Western, developed the con
tinents simultaneously, the greater amount of land ap
pearing in the Eastern and in the Northern hemispheres.
Forces in the Northern hemisphere are positive to those
in the Southern, which accounts for the greater amount
of land there than in the Southern. The Eastern is also
positive to the Western hemisphere, as forces have here
tofore been balanced; but changes may yet effect the
oscillation of the balance until the preponderance will
rest in the opposite scale. This must depend upon
physical circumstances. In relation to the Northern
and Southern hemispheres, a change in the balance of
forcesJ^impossiblewith them^irom the fact, that at the
period of the formation of the body, the balance was
fixed by pre-existing forces, whose sway was tanta
mount to the fiat of fate, as regarded the arrangement of
its polar forces,—positive and negative. The poles of
the earth coincide with the character of electric and
magnetic currents, which influenced action when it was
evolved within the mother sun, and sent out to seek its
orbit within the system. Equilibrium of these forces
would be fatal to the development of the planet, ac->
cording to the law of force stated in the former vol
ume ; while oscillation of subordinate forces, as from
the eastern to the western hemisphere, or from one seer
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tion to the adjoining one, is productive of necessary de
veloping conditions. Action and reaction of positive
and negative, is thus forever the law of all development.
The Fifth Great Era was, by far, shorter than the
fo u rth ; and the sixth, than the fifth ; progressing condi
tions being subject to stimulations by stronger forces, as
types advanced, and all elements, correspondingly. The
Great Eras, or grand subdivisions of time, in former
cycles, were of such length as to be incomprehensible pe
riods ; and in the last, up to the closing one, were almost
too vast to be measured in years to the comprehension of
man in his first estate; but the present, and the preced
ing one, are more comprehensible as to their duration.
Their epochs as revealed in the rocks are plainly marked,
and the intervals between them are a tracery of circum
stances of development, of such a nature as to be read
by adepts in the science, and the periods can be thus
measured with approximate accuracy.
The action which characterized this era, aside from
that of propagating life and species, was upheavals, and
such incident progress of surface conditions as estab
lished the Great Continental Plateaus on a firm basis.
There was yet much to be accomplished in adding to the
stability of sections lying inland and shoreward, where
the incipient ridges, that were to form great ranges, were
yet hardly above the ocean level, or where basins had yet
to be subjected to upheaving force, to fix the stability
of portions of them. The intervention of the closing
age of the great era, the Cretaceous Period, checked
the progress of surface conditions, and subsidences of
unstable sections resulted from the waning of the en
ergies of the planet. Yet, during this age, there was im
portant progress on lands that had become qualified to
resist the unfavorable circumstances that forced others
to succumb. The lands were outgrowing the monstrous
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forms that occupied them in the last age, and these were
disappearing through the action of subsidences and
gradual decline. A few species survived to propagate
their kind into subsequent periods; but, they also de
clined in that age, although possessing a tenacity of life
that has enabled some to survive until the present; the
lands of the earth furnishing localities suited to them,
and where they serve the purpose their first progenitors
did ih their day; viz., that of imbibing the gross ele
ments,— the miasms of tropical swamp-lands and jun
gles, particularly. They serve the same purpose in
higher latitudes, where they are found in less abundance
and of more harmless varieties than in the warmer lati
tudes. Some species advanced beyond the general plane
of the great type, and propagated from this elevation;
their progeny taking higher rank than they, in the next
great era.
■
.
The Sixth Great Era crowned Nature’s work. It was
an era of intense activity of vital energy; all forces of
the planet participating in the energetic labor of fitting
up the surface to assume the permanency necessary
after the permanent orders of life should be introduced.
The periods that composed this era have been described
■with precision by Geologists, and the action of each de
lineated as far as observations have revealed it. In the
next chapter will be delineated, particularly, the most
marked and important activities of this Great Era, also
that of the Seventh Era. It is unnecessary to prolong
this chapter, to specify the progressive stages of the
remaining Eras to the present, the Eighth Planetary
Era, since it is the object of the next chapter to describe
progressive developm ent through the Great Eras to the
culmination reached in the later ones, the conditions of
which demand particular specification.
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PROGRESSIVE DEVELOPMENT OF PLANETARY SURFACE.
Dev elo pm en t

of

surface

—

c a u s e o f u p l i f t s - ^ p r o g r e s s iv e
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OF OLOBE — REGULATION OF CLIMATE — GLACIAL EPOCH — EVOLU
TION OF STABLE CONDITIONS AND TYPES — PREPARATION FOR MAN —
LAW OF INTRODUCTION OF ERAS, TYPES, ETC.— PERIOD AND CON
DITIONS OF INTRODUCTION OF MAN — PROGRESS THROUGH SEVENTH
ERA TO THE PRESENT.

T N introducing this chapter, it is well to remark, that
»e its purpose is to carry to their conclusion subjects
fr introduced in the preceding one, but on a plan con
sistent with the more thorough treatment of some than
was admissible in that. Surface development of the
planet has already been considered until the commence
ment of the most active stage of the Fifth Era, with re
gard to illustrating the character of the successive eras;
it will be necessary, however, to revert to circumstances
and laws connected with the nnfoldment of planetary
conditions, which the successive eras, from the first, re
veal. This will involve but little repetition.
The progressing cycles of ages that compose a planet’s
lifetime, weave into the web of that life the variety that
is an essential ingredient in all life. Vicissitude is the
condition of life, its necessary attrib u te; whether it be
the life of a world, or any form thereof. Change writes
itself in characters that are the impress of Law, on all
things pertaining to time. W orlds evolved from the
bosom of immensity are the theatres upon whose stages
are acted the Laws governing in the Infinite Universe of
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G od; each separate world being a universe in miniature,
and governed by laws as universal in their application,
as is the Divine government. “ Earth was without form
and v o i d — this first line in the planet’s life-history, is
rich in suggestions relative to the utility of the changes
to which it has been subjected,— the plan by which
order was elicited from the chaotic confusion of its pri
mordial elements. Divinity has inscribed itself upon
the laws that govern the progressive development of a
planetary surface; and whoever fails to read it there,
misses the significance of one of the most important
lessons that can be given man to- study. The swaying
of time’s pendulum through the eras, marks, with each
vibration, a chapter of “ Special Providences” ; or what
is the same,— of interventions of law, which serve the
special purpose of bringing about necessary changes,
and thus pushing on development. “ No sparrow falleth to the ground without his n o t i c e n o tide of dis
aster, swept over the surface, or reign of terror and
confusion supervened, in the early eras, but, in its final
results, bespoke wisdom, supervision. The mode by
which progress has been achieved is Divine; for it never
fails of its purpose. There have been no fluctuations of
purpose, which imply ignorance and weakness; but firm ,
adherence to the one plan marked out by law as the effect
ive one. All this appears evident to the thoughtful mind
conversant with the plan of Earth’s developement to the
present stage, as it is revealed in the ages that can be
studied by man on the planet, who, with any faith in a
Supervising Power in Nature, compares the evidences
of Divine Supervision exhibited in his own individual
life, with those revealed in the planet’s life-history, as
far as he can read it. The revelation of God in Nature,
is apparent to even the superficial thinker, but to the
profound philosopher or scientist, whose work it is to
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] discover and define the modes of Nature, Atheism, in its
i true signification, is as impossible as disbelief in law
| itself. Law swayed by Intelligence;— this is the lesson
1 inculcated by a study of the principles of development
operative in the evolution of advanced planetary condi
tions from a world in chaos. Reverently then, as in the
presence of Omnipotence, let man study the history of
the home of his birth,— the planet whose life prefigures
his own, being a succession of experiences, whose pur
pose iy 'to overcome all evil tendencies, and exhibit the
inherent good in bold relief.
The reader who has carefully studied the preceding
chapter is conversant with the mode of unfoldment of
stable planetary crust, and also understands the nature
of the forces involved in the process of regulating the
surface structure. The continents of the present exist
as monuments of the efficacy of the plan that unfolded
the land through the instrumentality of the water and
the forces that operate to convulse the crust. Upheavals,
after sedimentary deposits and heat had formed a stable
crust, instituted land surface, at first, after the waters
had prevailed long enough to so fix this stability as to
cause the upheaved lands to serve the purpose of nuclei
to greater areas that future action should unfold. Co
operation of atmospheric with internal forces through
the small tracts of exposed crust, first in existence, was
necessary before the energies of planetary matter could
be sufficiently aroused to cause extensive upheavals,
such as would elevate continental areas. In'the Third
Era, as already stated, the nuclei were formed in tracts,
that remained as stable surface until other upheavals
exposed crust of a character better fitted to serve, in
future and more advanced eras, the same purpose these
had already done.
Many of these lands that once bordered the continents
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in different localities have subsided, after serving the im
portant purpose of nuclei to forces to aid in generating
extensive upheavals, and thus to help in banding the
new continents with ranges of mountains that were to
them an indestructible framework, which could defy the
destructive forces of all coming time.
The trend of mountain ranges, and the direction of
uplifts, denote the direction from which the forces were
propagated; as in the case of the Apalachian range of
North America; the force here was propagated from
the ocean on the East, or, rather, Southeast, which
gave the Northeasterly and Southwesterly direction to
the range. Thus say Geological works. Uplifts are
the result of a complication of causes. The earth's
interior is molten around a centre of solidified heated
substance; central matter of the body being so suscep
tible to condensing forcé as to solidify sooner than the
other matter of the body not subjected to surface influ
ences through the crust. W ithin this subterranean
chamber, especially in active eras, are perpetually being
generated expansive forces; and these must find vent
through the crust. Volcanic action and earthquakes, in
the present era, are the result of these confined forces
seeking and finding egress. In past ages, more than in
the present, contraction of the crust from the gradual
cooling, has been a powerful force to disturb it, as in early
eras it was thinner and more flexible than at present. It
is also a significant fact, that in early eras, when there was
vastly more molten matter within the circumference of
the planet than a t present, and the heat of the whole
body far greater than in recent eras, there was an im
mensely greater amount of expansive force generated
within the thin crust than is possible by the modified
forces of the present, which accounts for the intense
activity of eruptive forces in the early eras. The co-
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operation of these two forms of force will account for
all the phenomena of uplifts, foldings, fractures, etc.,
th a t are not due to the tension caused by oscillations.
However, it remains to state that the oscillatory move
ments of the crust are caused by the generation of the
above mentioned interior forces in greater abundance in
some localities than in others; and that land surface is
an important factor in the operation; which fact has
been before referred to.
Subsiding areas, having expended their vitality to a
great degree, are not the strong abettors of force that
are required for upheavals of the kind that occurred in
the fourth and fifth eras, when the great continents were
upraised. The lands whose forces were not exhausted,
and hence, which were not subsiding for lack of force,
that were in existence prior to the commencement of the
uplifts, in the vicinity of the areas where forces were
awaking to activity after an interval of rest, were the
abettors of the strong forces that should upheave the
wide tracts and fix their stability. In the Carboniferous
Age, for instance, in the vicinity, to the eastward of the
gradually uprising coal areas, and Apalachian range of
the United States, there was land surface of this charac
ter ; and after the extensive uplifts of the next age be
gan, there were islands in the Atlantic Ocean not far
distant from the coast, and also sections subjoined to it,
which belonged to the subsiding areas, but which, hav
ing been more recent formations than the interior lands
of the old continent, retained their vitality longer, and
remained affixed to the uprising crust and as part of the
continent, for a time, by virtue of the activity of their
forces. It was after the intense activity of the early
Mesozoic age had so completed the exhaustion of their
vitality, that, being coast lands, they could no longer re
tain their places above the level of the ooean, that these
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subsided; and in subsiding, they dragged partially
down coast regions of the new continents. The oscilla
tory forces had changed their base;— that is, the gener
ation of expansive gases was continued under the up
rising area, having subsided beneath the sinking lands.
The Azoic lands of polar latitudes became stable sur
face in consequence of favorable position. They propa
gated force over the emerging continents as stable areas,
that would, in return, receive as much as they had im
parted, being more susceptible to the invigorating forces
of the adjoining surface than the more tropical lands.
They had not been exhausted by intense volcanic action
continuing at intervals for vast ages, as the latter h a d ;
this being attributable to their situation outside the
equatorial belt.
W ithin this belt, forces were positive to those of polar
latitudes, from the first; as there the fiercest fires blazed,
generated by the superior motion, and fed by the more
appreciable solar radiation; there the atmosphere was
ever operated upon by influences superior to those that
could prevail in the opposite quarters of the globe;
and there, surface matter soonest yielded to condensing
force, and solidified. The consequence of all this was,
that the earth was a form after the perfect model of
Nature, whose existence is perpetuated by the means of
this diversity of forces. Starting on i ts career as a world,
under circumstances of position, motion, and form, that
fixed the necessary diversity of its forces, development
waB the natural consequence of its existence, and by a
mode determined by the laws governing m atter; and by.
a constantly accelerated force.
External forces were positive to internal ones; and
such interaction of these as resulted in the phenomena
of eruptive action and upheavals where forces were
strongest, were the natural1consequence. Currents of
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Superior force followed coast lines where the crust was
thinnest and interaction most energetic; which currents
were constantly strengthened by currents of high qual
ity from surface m atter; as mineral beds of different
kinds, and organic matter and organic life. Electric and
magnetic currents circulated in the atmosphere, flowing
from pole to pole and from the equator to each pole,
obedient to the principle of co-operation of positive
and negative, and these were swayed by the forces that
surface matter yielded in, superabundance, in different
localities. These currents co-operated with all surface
influences and internal forces, to fix the direction of
uplifts, the trend of the great mountain ranges of the
globe, and the coast lines of the continents. The gen
eral direction of these has been, in all eras, northerly and
southerly. W hat deviations from this line that exist
now and have heretofore, are owing to circumstances of
situation of land and mineral beds of high and low
order, and the greater or less prevalence of water snrface, and marine depositions of great depth, etc., etc.,
in the early eras, when the lands of the earth were form
ing; all erf which causes have been determined by some
precedent ones, dependent for existence upon the law of
force just explained. Continents were shaped by these
forces, which existed, in the nature of things, before .
there was land or water, or even a crust to the globe.
Continents shaped atmospheric and oceanic currents,
but acting in subordination to the forces that were, and
ever must be, Omnipotent on the planet to Bhape its des
fttinies.
Mesozoic time, which, in Geologic phrase, means the
middle period of earth’s Geological history, is included
within the fifth great e ra ; its closing age, the Cretaceous, Lcomprising the night of the era, or its closing period.
This was a period of general subsidences, like the Sub-
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Carboniferous age, the last of the fourth era. Geology
confirms the theory of the subdivision of time into great
eras, between ‘which intervene periods of general sub
sidence of energy of the planetary forces, when it recog
nizes the nature of these two periods, which are suffi
ciently recent to be understood through their formations.
There are also land-marks to point to more ancient eras
and the character of the energy exerted in them, and
the action which characterized them ; as for instance:
the evidences of disturbances which occurred some time
in the Azoic age, which appear in the foldings and crys
tallization of beds; the accumulations of formations of
vast thickness, and the evidence of the prevalence of
marine life exclusively in them,— which means a period
of universal rock-making of vast duration, which neces
sitated the prevalence of the waters, and the absence of
conditions favoring the existence of terrestrial life, and
indicates also the part which marine life played in rock
formation, or in working over the matter of the crust,
preparatory to the introduction of higher conditions of
life. Later periods have left such evidences of the char
acter of the successive great events that have marked
them, as leave no room for questioning the authenticity
of the previous history of the globe, which traces prin
ciples in their operation down to recent periods, where
they are exemplified in the light of science by the inves
tigations and discoveries- of learned men.
The true history of the life of the globe is found re
corded in the rocks j and science is reading it, and un
folding to the understanding of the present generation,
the wondrous revelation, that tells more, in reality, than
the expositors themselves are generally ready to admit.
The fact of the succession of types and species, the
gradation of animal and vegetable life, that is ob
served to have been the order on the earth since life was
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introduced, is suggestive of the origin of species, aud of
life itself; questions which the revelations of geology
have brought prominently before the thinking public.
The true solution of these important questions is only
possible by a thorough understanding of principles
gleaned from a knowledge of Nature’s modes, from first
to last, as far as this is possible. The prominent fact of
the peopling of the continents with terrestrial life, after
the long exclusive occupation of the earth by marine
life, occurring as a consequence of the changed con
ditions of the globe, leads to the conception of this
tru th ; viz., that Conditions a t the surface determine the
character of the life of different ages, being instrumental
in introducing it. This truth is fully illustrated by the
recurring changes in terrestrial and marine conditions
through the different eras. . Living forms survived the
successive changes of the early planetary eras in small
proportion to the great multitude and variety which
) marked them: Periodic disturbances, local and general,
which were the order through the early eras, and which
preceded the institution of new and higher conditions,
were of a character to be destructive to life of both king
doms, but especially to animal life. Ocean areas were
depopulated by eruptive action when the crust was
' thin ; and after it became more capable of resisting out
!breaks, sea beds were still susceptible to upheavals and
changes of water level and temperature, which were dis{ astrous to life in general. However, complete extermi
nation of species was out of the question, considering all
the circumstances favoring the preservation of remnants.
“ Arks of safety,” Nature had provided, where the
“ select few” might resort,—which the “ fittest” would
find, through their superior instincts, and thus live to
propagate life over a renovated surface. Nature was as
sparing of her energies as circumstances would allow ;
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and hence, when life had been developed through the
action of reproductive force, exerted through the in
organic kingdom, it was perpetuated by the same force
operating through the superior mode the higher king
doms unfolded. It would have been a retrogression
altogether inconsistent with permanent progress, had
complete destruction of life resulted from catastrophes,!
and so the re-establishment of it by the one possible)
method been made necessary. A contingency so con
trary to all law and precedent, is not supposable; as it
is not possible to calculate what would result from a
change of the established order and relations of things.
Terrestrial life was subject to the saine law as marine,
in respect to catastrophes, and the preservation of rem
nants through the law of “ natural selection.” Each
new modification of conditions was followed by greater
variety ; of life ; a variety that corresponded with the
forces in action in the successive periods, each of which,
in its institution, added to the previous sum. Types
expanded with the expansion of habitable areas; and
species were prolific, such as were qualified to propagate
a high order of life. Destructive forces served the pur
pose of ridding sections of the great mass of living
forms that conditions were outgrowing; thus prevent
ing the deterioration of the prepared remnants that were
to propagate in a new era, and the degradation of con
ditions in such era by an inferior order of life.
The sweepings and cleansings that the earth and differ
ent localities scattered over it underwent at different
periods were sufficient for the purpose of thinning out
old orders of life, to prepare places for new, and to rid
them of foul elements, that could not be propagated
into new periods, consistently with the preservation of
higher conditions. Noah’s Flood was thus prefigured,
again and again, in the ages before man lived to exer
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cise his superior ingenuity in devising means to corrupt
his race, and the earth, as well. N ature is ever potent
to deal with her forces, whatever they may b e ; and man
has to learn the lesson, that he lives to be an element of"
progress, if he lives through his progeny for many gen
erations. The law that operated to destroy, for instance,
the vast mass of many of the Paleozoic races at the close
of that period, to make way for higher types, and to rid
the elements of their degrading influence, prevails
through all tim e; and races of men and families are as
much subject to it as animal types. Progress is not
to be hindered by obstacles that are in the way of every
thing that is good, or that savors of human happiness;
and so judgments have been pronounced by prophets
against national and individual sins— such judgments
as nature has recorded in the Great Book of Law.
The introduction of the successive types of life, ma
rine and terrestrial, was through the law of evolution
stated in the last chapter, and involved in all develop
ment and progress of surface conditions. Terrestrial
life followed marine, and its appearance was an indi
cation that conditions had reached a stage where progress
would be rapid, and the peopling of the earth continue
by a plan superior to the initiatory one. Types, families,
and species, followed each other on the land, while ma
rine life was also undergoing a transformation suited to
advancing conditions. The culminating type of the or
ganic kingdom was Man, and his evolution was the pro
duct of the activities of all the forces of all antecedent
stages of action. The chapter devoted to the discussion
of Life, Species, etc., will treat particularly of the law
of evolution of all these. The successive great events,
as introduction of new types, etc., marked epochs in the
earth’s history; each later recurring one denoting the
rate of progress in the last. Intervening minor stages
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were the milestones along the ages between the impor
tant stations where relays of forces were supplied to the
progressing elements that made up the planet’s multi
tudinous array.
These landmarks each pointed a partial halting place :
as though the new, fresh start that was to be made, re
quired rest and preparation, to provide the energy requi
site to make it. And so it was, most emphatically. N a
ture is a stager, truly, after the type of the olden time ;
but latterly her rate of progress is more like railroad
speed than formerly, when it was such as may be com
pared to that of the old fashioned coach, that lumbered
along over rough highways, and halted over night at
relay stations.
The peopling of the continents with terrestrial and
aerial life, and the distribution over them of vegetation
of corresponding orders, effected for the atmosphere and
surface what marine life had for the waters ; viz., their
purification from the grosser elements. Air-breathing
animals took the place of the opposite class, over the
areas that were elevated, to carry on the process of work
ing over the elements on a higher plane, by the superior
method of imbibing directly from the atmosphere into
the system, elements that were suited to them, and which
needed to undergo the refining process in Nature’s cru
cible, instead of operating through another element for
the same purpose. Progress was more rapid after the at
mosphere was subjected to this higher influence, becom
ing, in consequence, a more effective force. Terrestrial
life progressed more rapidly than it was possible for
marine life to do, under the more disadvantageous cir
cumstances. Types succeeded types, with a rapidity
proportioned to the progress of surroundings; and it
followed as a result of the vast stimulation of progress
that was effected through the changed conditions, that
VOL. II.
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the eras shortened in a proportion exceeding that of
former cycles; epochs of change following each other at
proportionally shorter intervals.
The successive great events tending to the regulation
of the surface structure of the planet have been noted
in their order up to the introduction of Mesozoic Time,
the most active period of the fifth era. This period was
a marked epoch in the earth’s history; it being that in
which terrestrial animal life began to flourish. The
Great Reptilian Age made such an impress upon the
earth as metamorphosed conditions completely. At its
close, the face of the planet was changed in all its great
features. Continents with mountain ranges and much
high land, were outstretched over wide areas, where, in
the last period, low-lying lands, which were oscillating
areas, and waters, prevailed ; the waters being in excess
of the land far more than at present. Moreover, the
character of the life was as greatly changed as the sur
face ; and henceforward, there was in prospect no more
such seeming retrogressions as involved the far-reach
ing catastrophes of continental subsidences, and over
whelming overflows by the tides of ocean, of land where
order and progress had prevailed for an age or for ages.
The oscillating areas were confined to coast regions and
inland basins, and were of comparatively small extent.
The planet, in outgrowing the great Reptilian Type,
was developing a higher stage, one whereon a higher
type of life, animal and vegetable, could flourish. The
Great Mammalian Type succeeded this in the next age.
There was room still for representatives of many of
the lower types, and there was need of them ; yet, the
great mass must give way before advancing conditions,
and their places be filled by those fitted to the times.
The revolution involved great destruction to the estab-
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lished order, but it was the renovating process that pre
ceded a reconstruction on a higher plan than the previous
one. Transition periods are, necessarily, epochs of d is -'
order, when the old is being thrust aside to give place
to the new ; but in Nature, what is dispensed with at '
such periods, is only that which cannot survive c o n -;
Bistent with the universal good.
It was in the Sixth Era that the climate of the globe
became regulated as at present, and the Fauna and Flora
of the different Zones fixed. Temperature was a very
important factor in the process of unfoldment of the
planet’s higher stages; as upon it depended-the condi
tions necessary to the establishment of the indispensable
variety essential to the permanency of the whole. Zones
of life react upon each other like different types and
races; the magnetic conditions created by animal and
vegetable life, in different localities, being propagated
broadcast in the ethers that rise and intermingle in the
atmosphere, and also through oceanic currents. The cur
rents of the air and ocean that have such an important
share in the regulation of temperature of the different
Zones, are thus made to act another part in the drama
of progress. They bear upon their bosoms, as they cir
culate over the globe, elements that they distribute on
the way, which vitalize the life, animal and vegetable,
of the waters and the land, which prevents its deteriora
tion. It is, in a manner, like the intermingling of the
individuals of the fixed types of the different Zones,—
this distribution of the ethei^al elements in all Zones,—
the effect however, is more in consonance with the well
being of all than this would be. Interaction through
magnetic ethers, that tend hither and thither, wherever
attractive forces call them, is the mode; not only all
varieties of matter, forms, and of life, of different Zones
of a planet interacting by this means, but also those of
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different planets. The unity of the universe is estab
lished by this law of interaction of all worlds through
the forces common to all.
W hile the Tertiary Period was in progress, and the
great type of mammalia was advancing toward the point
of culmination in the development of the highest orders
of animals of this class, the earth was undergoing the
final process of preparation for them. The completion
of the great mountain systems of the globe; the con
fining of the oceanic waters into channels that must
continue fixed in regard to the existing continents; the
fixing of the continuity of great valleys, and lake and
sea basins;—these circumstances, fixing the range and
direction of atmospheric and oceanic currents, fixed the
diversity of the temperature of the different zones, and
established the thermal lines, if not exactly as they are
at present, yet nearly so. The changes that introduced
the Seventh Era modified these lines, somewhat, but not
enough to change the Fauna and Flora of any extensive
region.
The Tertiary Period closed by the intervention of a
period of catastrophe, such as was calculated to rid the
continents of the great superfluity of life this age had
developed; leaving enough individuals of the necessary
types to re-people the desolated lands. The Glacial
Epoch, an enigma of Geology, was fruitful of the high
est results to the planet. It was, emphatically, some
thing “ new under the sun.” The Frost Kingassnmed
supremacy in the earth in a manner he had never be
fore, and acted the part of devastator of vast provinces;
marching his cohorts over the land, dispatching his
fleets over the oceans, like a mighty conqueror, as
he was.
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The Glacial Epoch, as it is termed* was a long period,
composed of alternating epochs of cold and graduated
temperature, opposite hemispheres, alternately, being
subjected to the extremes of cold which introduced
glacial action on a grand scale. The causes which led
to the introduction and propagation of such a series of
epochs, were complicated, and can only be stated in a
general manner here. In the first place, let it be re
membered, that the surface of the globe had, at the
opening of this period, been so far completed in its struc
tural unfoldment that the continents had developed
their functions as regulators of temperature in the dif
ferent Zones, and the oceans had fixed their boundaries
within certain slightly varying limits. Land extended
almost from pole to pole, there being then more land in
existence in polar latitudes than at present; and land
and sea interchanged air currents in all latitudes as a
means of propagating the temperature of the one to the
other, so modifying that of botji. Upheavals and corre
sponding subsidences were the order on a contracted
scale, and operated as instituting causes of changes of
temperature of sections, in eras when ultra-planetary in
fluences were wanting to this end. A frigid temperature
was fixed in the frigid zones, as a t present, which might
have been propagated to temperate latitudes in excess,
by a combination of causes, none of which were extra
neous to the planet. Extraneous causes combining .with
intra-planetary, would aggravate the consequences aris
ing, to a degree commensurate with them. It was such
a combination that introduced the Glacial Epoch, and
extended it over many decades of centuries, as above
explained. The great and lesser vibrations, affecting
the obliquity of the eliptic, and the great oscillations
which determined, — the one, greater excentricity of
earth’s orbit at certain periods, and consequently, the
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greater distance of the planet from the sun at certain
periods than at others ; the other, variation in the dis
tance from the sun in winter and summer of the N orth
ern and Southern hemispheres of the planet, (this being
that which causes Precession of the Equinoxes) — all
these causes combined with intra-planetary to intensify
effects, at epochs, separated by long periods, but which
cannot be distinguished with sufficient accuracy through
geologic formations, to admit of their description, or
even scarcely to prove their existence. In fact, glacial
action, when and where it was prevalent in greatest ex
cess, obliterated the evidences of the changes which oc
curred during the great epoch, to a great extent ; and it
is only by the closest study of the phenomena which
point/ to the existence of such a period in earth’s history
in all Zones, and combining this with facts of astronomy,
that the discovery is made, that there must have been
alternating periods of glacial action. However, the era
was one in its influence on progressing conditions of the
surface, and admits of the same general and brief notice
here that others have had, and must have, in correspond
ence with the plan of the work.
Preceding eras had been diversified with similar
changes ; causes the same as were in operation in this
era, had affected the temperature of the globe; first
when it was in a molten state, repeatedly; and again in
eras when thè planet was less susceptible to climatic
changes than in the Sixth Great Era, as referred to in
chap. I. The ancient continents were more like the
Australian continent than the present great Eastern and
Western, and oceanic waters circulating around them,
prevented the extension of glacial influences, as in the
later era ; although, the Great Fourth Era had an epoch
corresponding to the sixth, after its continents had as
sumed their greatest size and altitude. Modifying influ-
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ences prevented the propagation of glacial conditions in
this remote era, beyond the cooling of the crust and
atmosphere so as to admit of the introduction of the
Devonian type of life. This was an effect equal in its
consequences to that produced by the one under notice.
Besides this, the elemental action induced by the chang
ing temperature, set the planet ahead in its progressive
career, as no other causes could. Thus are illustrated
the uses of all interposed action in all eras.
Uplifts and corresponding depressions attended the
introduction of the Glacial Epoch, the consequences of
the natural oscillations of the c ru st; and these magni
fied the phenomena of the glaciers and icebergs, as they
existed after the epoch had fully set in. W hen this
had taken place, there were changes caused by accumu
lations of ice in frigid latitudes, which caused a sway
ing of the crust, and thus the phenomena were again
magnified, and “ the ball was kept rolling,” which was
to distribute over the continents, to the verge of the
tropics, and in some eras, even in some portions of the
torrid Zone, glaciers and icebergs. Opposite hemis
pheres at the alternating periods were exempt from the
extreme of glacial action. There was compensation in
this, that was preservation of types of life that could
not have survived the prevalence of the same conditions
at the same time in both hemispheres. The positive,
the northern hemisphere, propagated its conditions, in
some degree, in some epochs, into the southern; but
not sufficiently to be destructive to the higher fauna
and flora of the different Zones. Destruction of life was
not complete in the glaciated hemisphere in any era,
though it was great in every one. Some types disap
peared from a hemisphere, to be replaced from the
other in a favoring period, while others survived in
sufficient strength to propagate themselves. The “ reign
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of terror” was prolific of a good that could not have
been attained by any other means. Earth and atmos
phere experienced a new birth by the throes Nature un
derwent in this travail of ages.
Glacial phenomena were introduced and propagated
as follows: The extension of the continents to the
northward and southward by the uplifts which accom
panied the introduction of the Glacial Epoch, was
attended by corresponding depressions in adjoining lat
itudes, where the crust was susceptible to the oscilla
tory forces, and where waning energy decided subsi
dence. As a result of this, waters accumulated in low
lands of the extreme temperate latitudes, and, in coast
regions, icebergs were carried by currents where they
trenched upon the land, and aided in the establishment
of a frigid temperature, far and wide, by their numbers
and extensive distribution. This was the case in north
ern North America, where the great depression existed
that included the great Inland Basin of the North, and
that where is now situated the Basin of the St. Law
rence. Bergs derived from glaciers at the north, stud
ded these vast areas, and were stranded in vast numbers
on the southern coasts of these wide seas, causing an
arctic temperature over the land and originating glaciers
wherever the flow of the currents favored it, or where
valleys or natural inclines started the mighty force, that
in its onward march became too resistless to be checked
by mountain barriers, rivers, lakes, or channels sepa
rating coast islands from the mainland. The icebergs
that studded the ocean surface, and which were stranded
in great numbers along the shores, added to the frigid
ity of the climate, and distributed glacial influences
even into the torrid Zone. The mouths of great rivers
became clogged with them, in some instances, thus caus
ing overflows, and starting glaciers, which made their
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way over the land as far as the temperature would
allow.
The great barriers of ice that the ocean thus cast upon
the shores of the continents, shut out all genial influ
ences of the ocean breezes, standing as grim sentinels to
guard the land, lest the process of renovation that was
going on should be hindered. Old Ocean raved and
beat in vain against the ice-bound coasts for long cen
turies, and still could not regain the power that had
been usurped by the conqueror he had landed on the
shore. The icebergs intensified the action of the gla
ciers, and
viceversa. There was not in all the planet,
at such periods, a force that could break the sway of
the frost, or change the conditions. It was, indeed, as
though chaos had come again. The unwonted action,
the awful sweep of the mighty glaciers, the prevalence
of storms over the glacial latitudes, all contributed to a
reign of horror of a kind the continents had not before
witnessed.
Evaporation must have been continuous during the
Epoch, to have caused such enormous accumulations of
ice. In Alpine regions snow enters largely into the con
stitution of glaciers, which gives them their peculiar
character; and it is not possible to conceive of glacial
phenomena without the continuance of snow and rain
falls, which are the product of evaporation. The mov
ing glaciers represent the flowing streams, that are fed
by the rains and melting snows; and a cessation of
evaporation that would cause the springs and streams
to become dry, would, as surely, dry up the source of
the glacier.
Life over vast regions succumbed to the power of the
elements. The flow of icy currents over mountain,
plain, and valley, Bwept vegetation, and with it, animal
life, from the surface of broad b elts; and river channels
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and lake beds were depopulated, in many instances.
Yet there were localities, even in frigid latitudes, where
some species were saved. In the beds of streams and
lakes, there were recesses where life was preserved ; and
on land, hardy types found refuge where they could.
The sections where the terrestrial types that flourish
in temperate and warmer latitudes were preserved, were
where volcanic action prevailed during the period, and
in localities distant from glaciers and icebergs. These
were numerous enough to serve the purpose of preserv
ing remnants of types. There was room enough in
streams, lakes, and oceans, where species could resort
and escape all danger of extinction from the destructive
conditions. Animal instincts prevented the entire de
struction of numerous species scattered over devastated
sections; and it is not too much to state, that the Provi
dence that intervened to save with the Patriarch Noah
and his family, individuals of the species that peopled
his section, interposed in this case, to save from com
plete destruction, species that were needed to propagate
over the renovated earth. Instincts are stimulated by
special interpositions; however the idea may he scouted
by disbelievers in the supernatural. The truth is, that
the supernatural, which is so much discredited, is very
apt to be the n atu ral; and according to law as well
established as any of the laws of Nature.
The uses the Glacial Epoch served are too apparent
to be overlooked by the careful observer. This period
is a striking instance of the establishment of extraordi
nary conditions by extraordinary means; means that
were natural, following as a necessity upon certain phe
nomena ; but, at the same time, out of the common
course of events, as they had transpired upon the planet.
The ends to be subserved were as important as the
means were singular; and the tide of events was push
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ing on with a rapidity that required stern measures to
meet them ; speaking as with reference to intelligent
action. The emergency was just th is ; a coming event
must be provided for, and that within a specified inter
val. Now, to such as deem natural processes the
sequence of laws fixed in the nature of things, and be
yond the reach of interposing intelligences of any grade,
this language may seem strained; and not exactly ex
pressive of the truth. That Nature should be ’actually
driven to the accomplishment of a certain work in a cer
tain time, except by the coincidence of laws and pro
cesses that inevitably bring it about, is beyond belief.
It is this coincidence, indeed, that must bring about
every event; but coincidences can be arranged by intel
ligence, and events can be thus hastened; still taking
place, and in better season, through the operation of
natural law. This is illustrated by man’s interference
with Nature everywhere. Art is called in to assist
Nature, wherever man’s genius outstrips the slow pro
gress of natural events. The fields produce vegetation
without the plough; but this implement, in the hands
of man, hastens the harvests which the cultivator has
planted, instead of waiting for its production without
his aid. Intelligence above the plane of earthly man,
supervising in the universe, is as fertile in expedients to i
provide for progress as h e ; none can doubt this, who
have faith in the existence of the Heavenly Pow ers; and \
that this should use natural law as the instrument to
promote progress, to bring about necessary events in
the quickest time possible to serve the best uses, is
consistent with all precedent. The planet had arrived
at the stage when forces were verging on to the plane
where formation, as of new types of life, or new species,
should cease. The formative era was near its close; its
climax was imminent, when the forces of the planet
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would be b o regulated that permanency of the stable
orders of life would be established; and henceforth, the
energies of Nature would be expended for their im
provement, instead of for the destruction of old orders
and the introduction of new. In some sections, condi
tions favored the subsistence of high orders of life, in
others, they did not; and there was a tendency to
equalization. The equilibrium of forces throughout the
continental areas of the planet could be hastened by
means of the intermixture of soils and the destruction
of low orders of life, and the general purification of the
atmosphere and surface. The means whereby to bring
about these several processes were immanent, from the
natural course of progressive development; but they
would but too tardily co-operate for this end without
the interference of the Powers Above, which interposed
by degrees, to stimulate and add intensity to the forces
in action, that the end should be attained in appropriate
tiipe. It is said, that “ there is a tide in the affairs of
misn that pleads on to fortune,” or, it might be said, a
point upon which their destiny depends. Thus it is
with a planet. The tide in the latter case turns which
way God in his Omniscient Wisdom sees best for the
Universe; since he rules by means of intelligent powers
that can, and do, intervene in the affairs of a universe
of worlds, as they do in those of a universe of men.
W inter propagated from the poles to the equator
was the efficient means of renovating conditions at the
surface. The freezing-out process, was necessary after
the occupancy of the earth for so many ages by the
crawling, hideous reptiles of the former era, and their
successors of the Animal Kingdom, that were of a grade
too low to conduce to pure and healthy conditions,—
such as were necessary to the higher types of life that
were to succeed them. It was as thorough as could be
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desired; and it left wastes to be re-peopled, like the Post
Diluvian world, by the favored few that had availed
themselves of the only means of salvation—the isolated
“ arks” of safety. The severe climate of the Glacial Epoch
effected another important purpose in the economy of the
planet. Prevailing for so long a period, it had the effect
to harden species, and provide for the peopling of the
cold latitudes, after the climate of the different Zones
should become fixed. It lengthened the lease of life of
numerous species or remnants of species that had become
enervated, and required the stimulation of a cooler cli
mate to promote their health. The selections that Nature
then made were of the best, most assuredly, as none
other could stand the test.
The glaciers, in their broad sweep over the continents,
were the transporting agencies that gathered and dis
tributed material broadcast; bearing surface matter
from one locality to another, and so intermixing soil
elements; like the husbandman, who enriches his fields
with materials that are foreign to them, but are essen
tial to their fertility. Seeds and roots that were suffi
ciently hardy to survive the ordeal, were distributed by
glacial action, and thus vegetable life was propagated
over desolated sections, remnants being preserved, and
located by this means, in some localities.
The evidences of the tremendous force of the glaciers,
that abound in the different regions where they prevailed,
are startling; and would stagger belief in their real origin,
were there not the strongest testimony to establish the
nature and origin of the phenomena. These are exhib
ited in the partial denudation of mountain tops of crys
talline rock, and the deposition of the latter in valleys
and on plains, where these identical elements were
needed to enrich the soils; in the distribution of gravel
beds over the alluvial valleys; in the moraines which
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left their traces on the land, and in the variety of soils
the Drift deposits supplied. The use of all this is ap
parent. The provident Mother was providing for the
fu tu re ; and her far seeing wisdom provided blessing for
the generations of all succeeding ages.
Subsequent to the Great Ice Age there have been pe
riods of recurrence of some of the causes which insti
tuted th a t; and such epochs have been marked by
recurrence of glacial phenomena. This fact has an im
portant bearing upon the question of the age of the
human race. Since the Glacial Epoch, fiords have been
excavated by glacial action; and, in some instances,
river channels have been choked, and the deposits of
one Drift period mingled with those of another in such
a manner as to make it appear that they were the
deposits of one period. Much of the Drift that has
been attributed to the ancient Glacial Epoch, is of more
recent origin; the remains that are found in it being
sufficient evidence to establish this fact, if there were no
other.
Recent discoveries have led some observers to the con
clusion that man lived in the Great Ice Age and Ter
tiary Period. The age of the human race is a question
that science must decide for itself; nevertheless, there
must be data other than the mere finding of remains in
strata adjudged to belong to this or that formation, to
fix this age ; for it is a fact well established, that there
is uncertainty, in the present state of Geological science,
as to the age of certain formations, or as to where, in
the progressive scale of the successive ages, to place
every deposition that may be discovered and examined.
The geologist who dares to stake his reputation as a man
of science, a keen observer of the facts revealed by his
special science, upon the meagre data now to be had,
and declare his belief that man lived in the Pliocene, or
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any other age anterior to the Great Ice A ge; or in those [
subsequent periods wherein the earth’s surface and forms V.
of life were becoming modified to suit the race, is more ]
short-sighted and superficial than one should be, to say i
the least, who lays claims to the cognomen, scientist. I
The order of evolution from lower to higher, which has
been traced in foregoing pages, is the lesson Geology^
teaches, if it teaches anything.
The fact cannot be overlooked, that adaptation of
all conditions to each other, has ever been the rule
on the planet — must be, in the nature of things. To
suppose that man could exist prior to the orders of
animal life nearest allied to him, and before the earth
was prepared as a habitation for the race in which it
could fix its stability without peradventure, is to believe,
that in the case of the institution of the race, the order
of Nature was reversed ; or that no order was observed
in the evolution of the crowning form. The Ice Age, J,
taken all in all, was a barrier the human race in its in
fancy could never have crossed— (and, had it lived in the ,
Tertiary, from all known precedents, it must have been
in its infancy at its close). Besides, there were succeed
ing ages of change inconsistent with its stability, which
depended upon its expansion over stable areas with reg
ulated temperatures, and fixed Fauna-and Flora, in the
different Zones. Remains that bespeak the existence
of the race in times anterior to the historic age, tell the
tale of acclimatization of savages in far northern lati
tudes, it is tru e ; but they do not repeat the story of the
migrations of already hardy races to more northern lati
tudes than their progenitors occupied, or how the latter,
by slow degrees, advanced from genial southern climes
to those incongenial ones, where necessity was an im
pelling force to fix stability, and create the capacity to
overcome obstacles of climate, sterility, etc. It is not

J
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written in caves where calcined bones and rode imple
ments lie intermingled, so eloquent of the past, that the
cave-dwellers of the northern latitudes were not of the
first people or tribes of the race, but children of tribes
that had acquired stability by long experience and exer
cise of the human faculties— offshoots of such, that
had wandered off in Bearch of homes secure from moles
tation, that had sunk into a savagery below that of their
ancestral tribes, and of the first ancestral types of the
race. Such are the facts.
The ages have been long and many, in which man has
occupied the earth ; as explorations plainly reveal; yet,
they do not reach beyond the limit in the past when
conditions absolutely forbade his existence. It is safe
to place this boundary to the age of the race, and let
science fix it where it belongs in the ages; but it is never
safe to be misled by facts to the sacrifice of principles
as well established as that the sun sheds its light upon
the earth. The fact must be misunderstood, where it is
in contradiction to a well established law, as in the in
stance under review.

The spell of the Ice King was broken when the oscil
lations changed their direction. There was an era of
subsidences in extreme .polar and temperate latitudes;
a reversion of the former action. The climate underwent
a change as the causes were removed that fixed the con
ditions of the former age. The overflows of the ages of
this period are as distinctly marked as the glacial action
of the former, and in the same regions. The swaying of
the pendulum does not more surely, mark the fleeting
moments of the day, than the vibrations of earth’s crust
mark the passing ages. They are, so to speak, the clock
work, designed for the purpose they serve on the dial
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of time, as much as for iany other of the numerous uses
they serve.
The Champlain Epoch, as this is named, served to
modify the climate of the earth to the very poles. There
must needs be a warm age to melt the ice that had ac
cumulated over the earth in such vast amount, and to
remould species sufficiently to fit them to the warm
Zones. The age favored the remodelling of the surface
structure over the desolated areas, and the distribution
of drift material over the lands. River channels were
cleared by the prevailing waters or new channels were
cut around obstructions; and valleys th at had been
denuded of their alluvial soil, were covered with de
posits better adapted for a good soil than the former.
The husbandman was distributing, in favorable locali
ties and in available quantities, the fertilizing material
that had been scattered to his hand.
This period was rich in products, animal and vegeta
ble, suited to the advanced stage upon which the planet
was entering. A Transition Epoch followed the last as
an effect of the reversion of the oscillation of the crust.
Every age was increasing the stability of the vibrating
areas, and this age witnessed the phenomena of former
ages much modified. The terraces of this Epoch mark
the periodic movements of the crust, the subsidence of
the waters, and the periods of intermitting action. There
was a leveling, a preparatory process carried on, that
fitted the lands for the occupancy of man and the higher
animals, his companions. The changes that afterward
occurred were not such as affected extensive areas, only
in a few instances; and these were generally such fleet
ing changes as made small impress, comparatively, on
the planet's surface.
As the Era was verging to its close, conditions on the
two continents, Eastern and Western, were becoming
VOL. II.
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so regulated that Mammalian animal life reached its
highest level, the plane upon which it was to exist sub
sequently, subject to the influences man and his su
perior age should exert upon it. There was yet in store
for the age a change of a character to act for the evolu
tion of Man. This was a change in vital, or magnetic
conditions, such as operated for the evolutiop of a
species superior to any in existence. Certain localities
on the Eastern Continent had reached a plane of de
velopment far above the average of the two continents;
no part of the W estern having advanced to this plane,
or within a stage of it. These areas had been exempt
from disturbing action for an age, but had been recipients of the benefits arising from changing conditions in
surrounding sections, and had hence/ outstripped the
latter in the character of their products. They were
sufficiently extensive to create conditions that were ex
clusively their own, in that they decided the character
of the vital elements pervading the districts, and lent
their influence to surrounding territory, to modify and
elevate conditions there. The magnetic changes th at
were in progress during the ages while the highest
forms of the Animal Kingdom had been taking their
places over the earth, and surface products were of a
character corresponding to these, were particularly ap
preciable by these advanced localities, and it was the
culmination of these changes, which wrought the won
drous work,— the evolution of the hnman race.
Transition in the life of the globe or of localities
marked the closing epochs of great and minor eras, hav
ing been effected through modifications of all condi
tions, snch as attended upon culmination of species and
types in the organic world, and the evolution of mag
netic life of higher grade. The order was as follows:
Types of life culminated when the climax of conditions
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that developed them was reached; which was on the
eve of periods of repose of planetary forces. It was
the unwonted action that culminated in the evolution
of new types, which completed the exhaustion of
forces of matter to the degree that rest must ensue.
Evolution in every era, great or minor, reached its
climax just previous to subsidence of action that marked
its close. Introduction of species in a great era was by
periods marked as longer or shorter by the character of
the life they developed, each closing up with an inter
val of repose, which ushered in another active interval.
A great era culminated with the culmination of its
characteristic order of life ; that is, when a change was
imminent that would introduce another and distinct
order. Types expanded through great eras by the
evolution of species after species, until the changes thus
wrought had begotten a greater change, which was to
be effected with the birth of a type with specific char
acteristics different from, and essentially higher, than
those of the older type. The first, or introductory
species of a type, were few compared to the number
developed by expansion of the type, and were sparcely
distributed; and individuals of each species were few,
correspondingly. Forces having reached their climax,
concentred where new creations resulted after Nature’s
order. Subsidence of force resulting after the evolu
tion of the initiatory forms of a nev order of life, was
Nature’s provision for the perpetuity of this order.
Having birth on the eve of the important change which
introduced a new order of things, it was to be instru
mental in introducing this order. It was to serve as the
advance guard of approaching superior conditions, even
although, through a long period of catastrophe and con
vulsive action, it was to be, as it were, in embryo, hid
den away in recesses where it could be preserved, and
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survive the mass of deteriorating life of the planet, or
of sections.
Vital forces centre in life of the highest grades, at
epochs of evolution; and hence, lower Nature suffers a
corresponding exhaustion, which is expressed in waning
of planetary forces, even while the most important ac
tivities a planet can develop at these stages, are in
progress. Advancement on one plane at the expense of
retrogression on another— this is the rule at these
epochs. Succeeding the inactive periods are active
ones, when the balance of force is reversed, in a manner.
The activities of forces in the former and middle period
of an active era are expended for the development of
physical energies in all types of life, and in planetary
matter. The culminating point is where physical forces
reach their climax, and forms are developed which em
body a character of force superior, physically, to the
antecedent ones; and when the scale is turned, and
physical Nature is on the eve of suspension of its un
wonted activities, the spiritual assumes the supremacy
for a season,— long enough to impart to forthcoming
life, spiritual attributes of higher order than character
ized the older type. I t is the sp iritual which confers
specific qualities—fixes the differences o f fo rm s in a ll
kingdoms. Magnetic forces of superior grades being
evolved from physical Nature while its forces are in the
ascendency, there is created a draught on spiritual N a
ture for a corresponding grade of forces, which being
supplied, these retain the ascendency after the others
have lost it; thus preventing that perfect equilibrium
that would be utter stagnation. The scale is shifted
again in season for the physical forces to take up the
work of carrying on progressive action of surface matter
and forms, preparatory to another transference of the
balance of force on a higher stage of action. Thus it
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appears, that inactive periods were those when physical
and spiritual forces were trembling in the balance pre
paratory to the resumption of ascendency by the physi
cal, and Nature was awaiting the augmentation of the
latter by an addition which was to be born of rest.
Prom thé foregoing, it will appear, that changes in
augurated in the waning periods of active eras culmi
nated in the opening periods of the ensuing ones ; the
suspension of activities between the two being the natu
ral result of existing causes, and, at the same time,
necessary to the perpetuation of the new creations which
were to be the characteristic life of the later era. Com
pensation, conditions fitted to each other, is ever the
order.
The evening of the Sixth Era was closing in when the
culminating point of the formative forces of the planet
was reached, in the evolution of the Superior type, Man.
Numerous races of animals were passing out of ex
istence, and new types were taking their places, propa
gating a higher grade of magnetic elements, and thus
fulfilling the conditions of the law above stated. Plan
etary forces were becoming quiescent, and fitted to the
perpetuation of the infant types, whose infantile energies
were not to be wasted in the activities an active era
must generate. The new forms were to develop strength
gradually, while conditions were waiting on them. A t
this important juncture, planetary forces had progressed
beyond the point where activity could cease to such a
degree as to endanger the existence of the new types, or
prevent their progressing. In the localities where the
human race appeared, particularly, everything was in
harmony with the order of life there to be sustained.
The instincts of the first men impelled them to remain
in their “ Eden” while the surrounding lands yielded
nothing but briars and thorns, figuratively speaking.
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The earth was populated over its length and breadth;
and at the centres where the high species of animals
originated, there was the same provision made for their
preservation as for man in his domain ; for they were a
necessity to his existence, and to the progress of the
planet. The high orders of life of every grade reacted
upon other forces, and thus stimulated them to activity
in the localities they inhabited *, and, from thence, the
stimulation was propagated, far and wide; and it was
demonstrated with greater force than ever before, how
magnetic life reacts upon matter for energizing it. The
inactive period, or night of th e era, was of short dura
tion, comparatively, caused to be so by the extraordi
nary character of the new forces that were developed to
co-operate with the older, which were, also, of highcharacter.
.
The six days of creation of the Hebrew Scriptures
were completed with the Sixth Planetary Era. A day of
rest then supervened, according to the ancient seer.
This day or period was the Seventh Planetary Era, the
night of the first cycle of planetary eras, which is also
the first period of the second cycle. ' This era, according
to the precedent th a t had prevailed from eternity, was
comparatively an inactive one; it was less energetic than
the preceding and succeeding one. Energy had been
| expended in vast amount during the cycle, and there
' must, necessarily, be a period of quiescence, which, of
/course, would be of a character determined by the status
\ of the planet.. The Seventh Era was, consequently, one
of tardy action. The forces of the planet exhibited the
quality of energy that the evening of the Sixth Era had
displayed. There were tardy oscillations, slight up
heavals and subsidences, that repeated some of the phe
nomena of the last era on a smaller scale. There was
also volcanic activity in some of the more recently ele-
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vated ranges, and in ocean areas. The most energetic
physical action of the era was within the area of the
Pacific Ocean. Vast archipelagoes were elevated, that:
have since subsided in part or entirely. The amount)
of land in that broad section, after the upheavals, far
exceeded that of the present or of the Sixth Era. There i
were highways from continent to continent, that the
early tribes of men could, and did, traverse, through the j
means their simple ingenuity devised. It was as though
Nature provided specially for the peopling of the
Western Continent, and of the Archipelagoes, by means
of the chains of islands that stretched from one to the 1
other and thus across the Pacific, from one continent to j
the other. Long before the close of the Era, many of /
the islands, and portions of the W estern Continent, I
possessed a population of men.
'
General conditions during this era, as of climate, dis
tribution of land and water surface, vegetable and ani
mal species, did not differ greatly from what they were
during the closing ages of the last era, or from what
they are in the present age. V ital conditions were,
however, much lower than at present, as the tardy ac
tion of all forces attested. The closing age of the era
was particularly marked in respect to the enervated
condition of all forces. There was a general subsidence
of energy, accompanied by such vital phenomena as
were a new characteristic of a declining e ra ; viz., the
general subsidence of the human race into a state of bar
barism, after having made good progress, as a whole,
and in the case of some nationalities, high attainments
comparatively, in civilization. Of this, more will be
stated in the closing chapter of the volume. The
Noachian Deluge^occurred, among other phenomena of
the kind, in this a g e ; whose effects in regard to renovat
ing the earth by sweeping from it the debased human
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elements, have already been referred to. Local over
flows of the kind were nnmerons at the same period,
concerning some of which, on both continents, legends
are now extant in historical records and among low
tribes, whose remote ancestors witnessed the floods.
These catastrophes were the heralds of a new era, an
age when Nature should put on strength, and a reno
vated earth should be re-peopled in its desolated sections
by such remnants of tribes of men as were fit to propa
gate their kind, or could do so with the prospect of per
petuating the species. The Eighth Planetary Era
opened before the dawn of the historic age, when the
people were in a state of barbarism too low to use the
means of transmitting reliable records of their times to
future generations. Fabulous records of early times,
before and after the Deluge, are in existence, and these
are a commentary upon the state of civilization of the
people. The revival of the energies of Nature was ac
companied by outbursts of volcanic activity in many
quarters. The active volcanoes of the globe then began
to exhibit renewed energy, and many old extinct craters
were re-opened. Earthquakes were common, and up
heavals occurred to balance the subsidences that were
in progress in some sections. The areas of subsidences
were in the Pacific and Indian Oceans, chiefly. These
were not all destined to be permanent subsidences, but
were temporary in the case of some. There are uprising
areas in these oceans, and also those which form perma
nent oceanic channels which cannot be upheaved con
sistent with the situation of the continents, and the hight
of adjoining lands. There is a proportion between the
depth of oceanic beds and contiguous continental lands
and mountain ranges, that is preserved ; the upheavals
always corresponding with the subsidences, and
versa. The depth and compass of the great Paciflo
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corresponds to the compass of the Eastern continent and
the bight of its m ountains; the oscillating areas of the
Pacific, corresponding to the plains and low lands of
this continent. However, the channel that bounds the
border of the other on the west, corresponds in depth to
the bight of the ranges that stretch through the whole
extent of the Western continent from its Northern ex
tremity to its Southern, on this border. The forces that
will, in the future, operate to equalize the land and
water surface, will leave undisturbed oceanic channels;
while vast oceanic areas that are now vibrating to the
forces of the planet, will become stable land surface,
with sea basins and channels interspersed properly
around and over them. This is according to the law of
planetary development; and it cannot be otherwise, as
will appear plain to the careful reader.
Progressive developmeht of planetary force has so qual
ified the law of the transfer of action from one hemisphere
to another, from continental to oceanic areas, in different
eras and ages, that it is hardly observable, in the pres
ent era, with reference to surface phenomena. Since the
uprising of the present continents, and the fixing of the
oceanic basins, the action of this law is most observable
in the periodic oscillations of vibrating areas on the con
tinents and in the oceans. The strengthening of the
vital energies of sections, large or small, that result in
superior surface conditions, so modify and equalize
forces as to nearly obliterate the evidences of this law of
Nature. It is one of those natural regulations that
is modified to suit circumstances ; as positives and neg
atives change characters sometimes, or their forces be
come so nearly equilibriated that they react with less
energy upon each other. The necessity for the positive
and negative can never cease in Nature, neither can the
arrangements be other than to cause their coexistence;
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yet, changes must continue that will cause equalization
and tr^sfer of forces, and the obliteration of differences,
etc., and thus it happens, that continental areas that were
once positive and negative to each other are now both
equally positive or equally negative, or positive in one
relation and negative in another. The great differences
of former periods have ceased to be necessary; as the
prevalence of vital forces over the planet causes the re
actions to be general, which result in universal progress.
The human race is the great force in action, that de
termines the changes that are now occurring and are
destined to occur; and as it develops power with intelli
gence, it will work wonders on the planet, to make of it
an Eden where all conditions shall favor the development
of the Divine in humanity.
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CHAPTER

V II.

ORIGIN OF LIFE, SPECIES, AND MAN,
O r i g i n o f l i f e — p r o c r e a t iv e f o r c e — d e i t y a n d m a n — o f f i c e o f
MAN IN NATURE— LAW OF EVOLUTION OF SPECIES — EVOLUTION
OF MAN.

E great questions of the age are “ W hat is Life,
and whence does it originate?’’'a n d the kindred
W ones jf “ W hat was the origin of the human Species,
and what that of the myriad species of animals and plants
that have successively appeared since the early stages
of the planet’s existence ?” “ Life is the mystery of the
universe, the secret of God,” it has been said; “ and
there is no solution of the question — what is life ? since
there is none to the other—what is God?” But men
will investigate ; and lovers of truth, having no fear of
a dogmatic theology before their eyes, dare to question
Nature concerning the secret of life and its develop
ment ; feeling that ignorance is the mother of mystery,
and that both stand accursed.
The law of evolution has been illustrated to some ex
tent in preceding chapters of this w ork; but the consid
eration of the questions to which this chapter is devoted
will require a repetition of some of the principles before
stated, and a more thorough analysis of the whole sub
ject, as it relates to Life, Species, and Man.
Life was, and is, and is to be. There is no going be
hind or beyond it. Force and matter — the actor and
the acted upon/— there is no conception of Nature or of
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God without these. Motiori of different and distinct de
grees has constituted the life of Nature from eternity;
has originated all the phenomena of life, of suns and
systems, of planets, and of all forms of planetary life.
It is, in reality, all vital phenomena. Motion inherent
in matter bespeaks a force inherent therein also— a pro
pelling power. To discover this force, to identify it, is
to discover the origi.n of life. To trace its action in the
unfoldment of the universe of forms—as the perpetual
promoter of progress, the fountain and the executor of
( 7 , law, whose end and aim are to o u tw o rk jin intelligent
plan, is to discover its character,— is to find the revela'c tion of God in Nature, as the source of its life and of
the phenomena of evolution.
1‘ Diversity is as much a law of matter as m otion; and
its influence in promoting much of the phenomena of
life and motion is well understood. Indeed, it is known
to lie at the foundation of life and reproduction of physi
cal forms ; co-operation of diverse elements, as positive
and negative, or male and female forces, originating re
production. Reciprocity of action between grades of
matter, grades of forms, and grades of mind, is the
ru le ; and there is no action but what is impelled by
some counter action — no force exerted but what is ex
cited by a counter force. To cite examples of the action
of this law would seem altogether unnecessary, so uni
versal and well understood is i t ; yet, it may be well to
give some illustrations of it, for the purpose of calling
the reader’s attention to its importance in the solution
of the problem of life.
The attractive forces of suns and systems, of primaries
and satellites, reciprocate each other. Earth travels in
an orbit strictly defined by the forces exerted upon its
mass by the sun and sister planets; and the same is true
of each planet, and the sun itself; which latter keeps
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its station as the centre of its family of planets, by
virtue of their combined forces linked with those of
surrounding systems. Reciprocity— interchange, in
teraction, is thus seen to be the source of life of the sys
tems of the universe — of all physical life. Enough has
been discovered of the influence of the heavenly bodies
on the meteorological phenomena of earth, to establish
the principle of the interchange of magnetic forces be
tween them. Storms, earthquakes, volcanic eruptions,
droughts, magnetic disturbances, etc., are believed to
coincide, and have an intimate connection, with sun
spots, comets, and other disturbances of magnetic or
electric conditions of the various bodies of the system ;
and such disturbances occurring on one planet or on the
sun, are recorded by like or similar ones on the others,
according to the susceptibility of each and all to the ac
tion of the forces in operation. Interchange, according
to the law of affinity of forces, is here perfectly illus
trated. How much this law operates in the production
of meteorological phenomena on the planet in its present
stage of development, cannot be estimated in the present
state of physical science; yet, it may be set down as
■fact, that it is incessantly operative, and ever must be,
since the relation is so close between the bodies of the
Solar System ; the relation, indeed, being that of differ
ent organs of a form, or the members of a closely asso
ciated family. W hen one member suffers, all suffer
with it, by the law of affinity of force, or reciprocity of
action of magnetic forces, which, in the human family,
is exhibited as sympathy.
In human society, the same law is illustrated. Social
life is a system of reciprocation of force, of interchangability of offices such as society develops, and as are
essential to its existence, and the maintenance of its in
dividual members. Unity in diversity, is exhibited as
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the law of its life, which law is as universal in its
operation as life itself; —the actor and the acted upon,
each an individual force, but both acting to one end,
which end is only accomplished by such co-operation.
The law of life is developed by diversity; as appears
from all phenomena. Motion results from diversity, the
law of repulsive force ever acting to limit the power of
attractive force, whether in regulating the motions of
suns or atoms. Like seeks like; yet, closely allied
forms, atoms, or elements, develop a repulsive force on
near contact, which preserves the individuality of each
intact, while the diverse forces are battling for the mas
tery, thus perpetuating motion, or the resultant quality
of action. This law is illustrated in the motions and
positions of celestial bodies, the birth of worlds, as ex
plained in the first volume of this work ; and in atomic
motions of all substances — the chemical action which
results in the formation of molecules, forms of matter,
and compounds; also in the organic world, where it
fixes the relations and interactions of organs of forms,
circulating fluids, and vital forces; being, in fact,
the law of their being — the actual Life-principle of
every living form, as it is of all Nature itself. The mov
ing principle in the world of mind is the diversity which
causes mind to act upon mind for the prevention of uni
versal stagnation, or complete destruction of human
society; as atom upon atom, world upon world, or form
upon form, in the physical universe, for the promotion
and perpetuation of life; and which causes the distinct
but indisplubly conjoined faculties of mind to act upon
each other for the promotion of the life and health of
the intellect. The forces of an individual mind may be
compared in their relations and interactions to those of
the physical form ; the conjoined organs and fluids of
the body co-operating for the perpetuation of life and
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health ; and all indispensable to this end, as each is in
its own specific action.
Interaction is life in body and mind, and life is de
pendent upon the diversity of conjoined and closely
related forces or elements. This proposition is introduc
tory to the consideration of the paramount question:
W hat is the moving force of the material world?
what the element so intimately conjoined with matter,
so closely allied to it in all its grades and forms, whose
diversity to it is the instigator of its life, the first ini
tiator of motion? This interrogatory, like all others
relating to natural phenomena, phenomena must answer.
There is no other clue to truth besides th a t' which
„ Nature reveals by its methods of action presented and
illustrated by phenomena. Nature has developed its
representative form, one evident purpose of whose being
is, to illustrate natural processes in the universal w orld;
concentrating in that form the elements, forces, and pro
cesses, of the latter,—refining and simplifying them
without changing their true character or import, so that
it shall be a microcosm in itself—an epitome, a reflec
tion, of the universe. Man is this form. Since philoso
phers began to scan Nature with a critical eye, to man
has been conceded this title of honor— Nature’s Repre
sentative Head. Man’s physical nature represents the
material universe, his inner or spiritual, the interior or
spiritual forces of the universe. This must be true, if
. man is an epitome of the universe. His being is d u a l;
he is individually, a unity in duality; spiritual forces
and elements being so conjoined in his form with ma
terial as to form an inseparable unity on the material
plane, while they retain their distinct individuality.
N ature must, in correspondence, be a unity in duality;
must possess an inner life, or spiritual forces conjoined
with material ones, which conjunction results in life,
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and all its phenomena. Nothing can be plainer. It
remains, then, to trace in man the forces that generate
and perpetuate life, and, withal, to link him to the great
universe of which he is a part.
Gradation of elements and forces, is at once perceived
to be the order of the human constitution, the mode
through which its forces act in the generation of vital
phenomena. There is the physical frame with its envel
opment of tissue, the blood, the nerves, the brain ; then
there are the vital fluids,— the nervous force, the mag
netic ether that connects the physical with the spiritual
part, then the intelligent mind, and the Deific spirit that
vitalizes it and the whole being. The Spirit of Man sits
enthroned in the inner temple of his being, as the
K ing— the governing power of the whole domain. Its
prerogative is to command, while it is that of all the in
ferior forces to do its behests. This is strictly true, and
in a more unlimited sense than has been generally con
ceived. Intelligence is the superior force, and it act
ually uses all the inferior forces of the being a s . its
servants. It acts on physical Nature outside the form
through the intermediate forces the form develops, -and
in no other way. The will, at its bidding, moves the
mind, and physical forces, and all together, act like a com
pound lever reaching, it may be, far out into the outside
world, or concentrating power on the physical structure,
for serving the various purposes of its life. Flesh and
bones are not more really forces that can act upon sub
stance than are intelligence and will, the forces that
impel them to action. The inferior are the forces ap
preciable to the physical senses, to which they are
directly related, as gross m atter; while the superior are
magnetic, and inappreciable to the physical senses, save
in their effects. Thus, it is plain that there is co-opera
tion between the higher and lower, or the spiritual and
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physical forces of man, for carrying on the processes of
life; but how far this co-operation extends, whether it
underlies all the vital phenomena of the form, is the
question.
•
The Instinctive forces of man — the motive power of
the system, as they have been termed,—are directly re
lated to intelligence, and are subject to it through the
will. The appetites, the passions, all the physical pro
pensities, are stimulated by the action of the intelli
gence or m ind; thought, imagination, being the power
that fans their slumbering fires into flame, or shames
them into quietude when they would overstep the
bounds of necessary gratification. Even the involun
tary forces of the body are under the control of the
w ill; and man can, by the force of mind, stimulate
health or disease of the body; can accelerate the flow
of the blood, quiet the pulsations of the heart, soothe
the excited brain and nervous system ; or he can induce
stagnation in his system, excite hysteria, heart disease,
and other maladies. His mind affects his bodily health,
and
viceversa— the bodily health affects the mind,
whether he will or n o t; and nothing is more common
among diseased humanity than cases of hypocondria,
hysteria, lassitude, or peculiar sensitiveness of mind,
etc., all directly traceable to the intimate relation, and
the interaction, of the forces of mind and body. Mind
attracts or repels disease. Contagious diseases and
others do not always come as fortuitous dispensations,
or as the necessary consequence of exposure; but are
often attracted to a body made susceptible to their influ
ence by the mind. The imagination, so real a thing it
is, reaches out to the diseased magnetism in its vicinity,
and draws it to the body, which is thus infected. I t is,
in such cases, interaction of the magnetism of mind
with that of Nature outside of the form. This subtle
VOL. II.
7
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element of the haman constitution cannot be confined
within the bounds of its fleshly tabernacle, but it ranges
abroad as it lists, when unrestrained by a cultivated
will, and often works fatal mischief by trenching on
forbidden ground.
This is no imaginary, baseless theory; stern facts
point to it as tr u th ; and it goes to prove more than the
doctors generally adm it; viz., That m ind is the mov
ing power of N ature . The phenomena of reflex ac
tion of the nervous centres, the brain particularly, are
evidence of the fact—a most important one in this dis
cussion— that the mind acts mechanically with, and
upon, the other forces of the body. The human system
is a machine constructed upon the same principle as
any other machine; that is, it is a system of forces re
ciprocally dependent; and whatever excites motion or
action of any part, draws upon the power at the foun
tain head, and tends to promote action of the whole.
Habit is a force which impels reflex action, unconscious
cerebration. The machine habituates itself to the action
prompted by the natural impulses of the constitution,
I iit'.f»
and it moves in the grooves of the natural requirements
of the whole system, unconsciously when thought does
not act to stimulate to motion. By this means life is per
petuated. Unconsciously the will consents to what the
being requires for the maintenance of its life ; or, rather,
it is held in abeyance while the spirit furnishes the
power to keep the wheels of life in motion, obedient to
the attractive forces of the system, coming into use as
the power that applies force to any particular point,
or for any specified purpose, or as Regulator of the
forces of the system.
The imagination carries the will captive, where it is
not under the control of the intellect, and thought or
desire prompts to excesses, which are committed by the
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passive or unconscious consent of the mind. Strong
will-power persistently exercised, is necessary to keep
strong passions and animal desires under control; but
some persons are so constituted that these cannot be
controlled until a vital change has been effected in
them. The lower propensities are stronger than the
reason, and they subject the whole being to their ru le ;
the will being made the slave of passion. When strong
animal propensities get control of the man, destruction
is as sure to ensue as when the engineer is cast from the
locomotive and it is left to pursue its mad career, crush
ing whatever comes in its way and destroying itself.
The reproductive function is often exercised uncon
sciously, according to the principles above enunciated.
The body subjects the will in such cases; or the mind
and will being in abeyance, as in sleep, or unconscious
ness induced from any cause, the instincts have the
ascendancy. Medical science has speculated on this
subject, and adverse opinions have, from time to time,
held the ascendancy among the medical fraternity. In
disputable facts point to the truth of the principle just
stated, and vindicate the virtue of many victims of
man’s brutality, who, through force, or by means of
induced unconsciousness, have been compelled to the
exercise of the procreative function.
Many and various are the ways in which phenomena
illustrate the modes of action of the mind with the in
ferior forces of the being, but none can be traced to dis
prove the truth, that interaction is perpetual between
them, and that it underlies all life of -the being. There
are phenomena which point to the truth, that man is a
trinity in unity, and a duality in unity; and that the
spirit does not, necessarily, always act through the
physical form, its outer part, on the material plane.
Spirit, soul, and body, a trinity, man must always be,
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to perpetuate the mode of actiou which is his life.
Spirit and matter interacting as the mode of this life,
constitutes his duality. In the phenomena of dreams
and trance and the double, the spirit acts, in a manner,
independent of the outer form. In the former, the body
is at rest while the mind is in action, which action pre
supposes an activity of brain not consonant with the
law of action of the physical brain when the body
sleeps. Sleep signifies rest ^-inactivity of the functions
of the physical b rain ; therefore, activity of intellect,
while the physical brain is in passive rest, implies the
existence of a spiritual brain, the counterpart of the
former; and, as a necessary consequence, a spiritual
body to support this brain. Alexander Bain speaks of
a “ mind body,” (see Conservation of Energy by Balfour
Stewart, p. 213,) which is, evidently, in his opinion, and
correctly, forces subject to mind, that correspond to the
finer graded forces of the body, whose action upon the
mentality suggests a corresponding grade of mental
forces, whose office is to transmit action to the mind
proper. It is just reasoning to maintain, as this phi
losopher does, in effect, that intellect cannot act directly
on the bodily forces, but must act through a “ mind
body” upon the nervous fluids, in producing physi
cal phenomena. Through graded forces, always, spirit
acts upon matter. The spiritual body is so nearly
allied to physical magnetic elements, that some of these
inhere in its substance, causing it to be a reacting force
with the interior spirit. This decides the eternity of
man’s existence, as the material can never be so com
pletely dissevered from the spiritual that action shall
cease between the intelligence and the outer part of
man. This «particular principle, so important to be un
derstood in connection with the whole subject of the
present chapter, will be again referred to. It appears,
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therefore, that in dreams and trance the mind acts
legitimately, or after its one mode of action; the physi
cal body being, in a manner, in abeyance while the
spiritual body assumes its functions, in part, and reacts
upon the spiritual brain; carrying on the phenomena of
mental activity. The mind sometimes appears to sur
pass itself in seasons of unconscious cerebration. It
soars above its routine mode of thought, occasionally,
and enters fields of investigation beyond the reach of its
normal powers. This is because it is, for the moment,
partially released from the bonds of the physical, which,
too often, is grossness itself, and its powers expand to
grasp principles above its comprehension in the normal
state. It views the fields of Nature with the com
prehensive vision of the spiritual; and when, as is
nearly always the case, disembodied intelligences stimu
late the spiritual powers on the auspicious occasions
when the right conditions exist, the dreamer becomes a
Seer, a prophet, a clairvoyant, or a mind-reader.
Somnambulism illustrates the action of the spiritual
body and brain upon, and through, the physical body.
In the somnambulic condition the physical brain is in
such a state of passivity as to be an entirely uncon
scious instrnment in impelling the motions/of the body.
In this state, an individual displays acute perceptions,
accomplishing feats, with the physical senses completely
benumbed by sleep, impossible to him in his waking
honrs; feats requiring acute power of vision, accurate
judgment in calculating distances, caution and agility
excelling the power of most people to exercise in the
normal state, and such reason, facility, and rapidity of
thought and action, as the greatest emergencies can
scarcely call forth from the most self-possessed, self
reliant, and active minds. This phenomenon, so com
mon, and so puzzling to materialists, is inexplicable on
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any other theory than the one here set fo rth ; which is
the Spiritual Philosophy.
The experiments and discoveries of Mesmer and bis
co-laborers were the entering wedge which cleft the old
philosophical and theological theories of the schools
and churchmen, and cast new light upon Nature and
man ; bringing gradually into view the principles that
decide, beyond a peradventure, the duality of Nature,
and man ; the existence of spirit, its relation to matter,
and man’s relations to the world of spirit. A clew to
the phenomena of somnambulism, trance, clairvoyance,
apparitions, etc., having been discovered, the world had
entered upon a new stage; thought upon these and
kindred subjects was stimulated, and a new Philosophy
of Life resulted. The mode itself, by which this phi
losophy was embodied in language and introduced to
the world, was its potent illustration.
The Seer, Andrew Jackson Davis, illustrated, in him
self, all the phenomena above nam ed; and, aside from
the written volumes he has given the world on the
principles involved, is himself the best exponent of the
truth of his philosophy that could be afforded. Others,
like him, clairvoyant and subject to trance and the
superior condition, wherein the physical nature becomes
subjected to the spiritual, are continually exhibiting to
the world principles that are calling loudly for con
sideration and exposition by the leaders in the world of
mind. Spirit, diffusive as life itself, itself the fountain
of intelligence, from its own peculiar plane of mind, the
sphere of thought above that occupied by physical
man, reveals itself to the lower plane of mind, scatters
thought as the rain from heaven, to fructify thought,
strews germs of living truth broadcast over the mental
world, which, springing into vigorous life in soil pre
pared -for them, a rich harvest is in preparation.
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Reaction of spheres of thought on spiritual planes
above the reach of material man's conceptions, with
each other, and with thought on the material plane, is
as much the law and method of Nature as reaction b e-.
tween spheres of thought or grades of mind on the
material plane. This is according to the law of all life,
and is manifested as true by phenomena as persistent as
the life of the race of man on e arth ; being an attendant
on the race from its infancy, and exhibited in super
abundance at the present day. Reactions of plane with
plane, sphere with sphere, of the spiritual universe,
and these with the material universe; thought, mind,
and Superior Spirit, interacting with all on and between
every plane, thus conjoining spirit with material sub
stance, and making Intelligence the moving principle of
the universe, in every sense;— this is the lesson the
present age is learning.
Spirit, then, is the great Positive Force of the uni
verse, acting and reacting upon material Nature as its
negative, the resultant action being life of every grade,
upon every plane of existence, in every sphere, material
and spiritual. The conjoining of spheres material and
spiritual, and the interblending of elements of the posi
tive and negative spheres of the universe, is the mode
by which, alone, life is possible throughout Nature.
By this law of action is the Supreme Intelligence made
the Central Force of the universe/ By this mode is
power propagated from this Central Source to the ex
treme boundaries where physical elements, in the
grossest possible form, are. repellent to refinement. In
the first Volume of this work, the law of interblending
of spheres of attractive force and influence, in the phys
ical universe, was fully explained; and reference made
to the law of evolution of Spiritual planes and spheres.
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The careful reader, by studying the principles there
enunciated, will be better qualified to understand what
is to follow in the present connection, in explanation of
/ the law and method of all life, material and spiritual.
/ This chapter being particulars devoted to the subject of
/ Evolution of life and forms, an analysis of Spirit, and
its mode of operation with, and upon, physical Nature
is necessary; however, the subject matter of this chapter
will not trench on the volume devoted to the discussion
of spirit distinct from matter, and Spiritual spheres,
planes, etc.
The conjoining of elements positive and negative, to
act and react upon each other, the positive being the
dominant force, is fully illustrated in man’s constitu
tion. The Duality of man is the Duality of N atu re;
the Trinity of man is the Trinity of Nature. The ma
I terial structure of man — body and brain— is a type of
/ that of the universe; and the spiritual body and brain
l\ with its innermost intelligent spirit, typify the spiritual
universe with its innermost intelligent Spirit. The in
terblending and interactions of spirit and body in man,
are in exact correspondence with the relations and
jreciprocity of action of these distinct forces in Nature
;j outside of m an;1 while the method of action of these
I conjoined forces, which is the same in man, in all lower
j forms, and matter, and in all Nature as a whole, is the
| Trinity of God. Body, Soul, and Spirit,— this expresses
| the Trinity which is Nature’s whole, including the Su| preme Intelligent Head, whose prerogative is to rule
\ therein. Physical elements and forces, the body of
Nature, clothe the Spiritual magnetic elements, which
are sufficiently allied to material magnetic elements with
which they are interblended to interact freely with
them. These, coexistent with matter wherever it is,
form a Soul, or Spiritual Body, the exact counterpart in
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form of material Nature. The Intelligence of the uni
verse, the principle that moves upon the “ mind body ”
or Soul — the spiritual principle nearest allied to mat
te r— and through it upon material Nature, to promote
life and development, is the Spirit—the interior andSuperior Principle in this Trinity. These terms, Soul,
and Spirit, as here applied, the former to the Spiritual
Body, and the latter to the Diviner Principle within,
are arbitrarily used, they being interchangeable terms.
However, to the writer they express, as so defined, the
true idea intended to be conveyed, which is a sufficient
reason for their being so used. Spirit, the essence of
substance; God, the Great indwelling S p irit; Soul, the
vital principle pervading forms and all nature, the ele
ment that liuks body with m ind; this is the sense in
which these terms are here used in discussing the science
of life.
The correspondence between Nature, as a whole, in
the correlation of its forces and the interdependence of
its elements and forms, and man, the correlation of his
physical, vital, and mental forces, and the interdepend
ence of all the elements and forces of his being, is per
fect. In truth, the same elements and forces are invol ved
in one case as in the other; the same ends are served in
both cases. Intelligence is the fountain of force, and it
can only act through allied elements, such as are exem
plified in man’s structure. The brain and nervous
fluids in m aiyare like the fluids and life centres of other
forms; and inorganic matter is living substance, by
virtue of the magnetic and electric elements that vitalize
it, and which are the attributes that actuate it to forma
tion and all development ; which elements are of the
character of the circulating medium of life in organic
forms.
Confusion of terms is productive of misunderstanding
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of principles involved in their u s e ; therefore, it is ap
propriate here to state that the terms, Magnetic force,
and Magnetic elements, as used here, are applied to the
finer forces and elements of material substance and to
spirit, in contradistinction from the grosser material
forces and substance. These forces and elements are
magnetic, in the sense of the following definition of
Magnetism, given by W ebster: “ The agent or force in
Nature which gives rise to the phenomena of attrac
tion.”
The attractive forces of matter are embodied in the
circulating vital fluids of all forms and substance. The
nervous fluids of the human form, vitalizing as they do
the entire structure, embody the spiritual element of a
grade corresponding to that whose function is to co
operate with the physical magnetic force in lower
Nature for the promotion of all vital processes. Here
is the basis of life. “ The loves and the hatred of
atoms,” it is that impels molecular action. Atomic and
molecular motion is the basis of all motion, all life.
The molecule of spirit that reacts with matter is a. nucle
ated sphere, as was related in a former chapter, of the
force engermed in cells. The central force of this mole
cule is the atom of Deific Spirit that is Force itself,
without which in some proportion, action or life is not.
The molecule, spiritual and material, like the cell, typifies
form of every variety; from the universe, whose central
force is Deity, to the minutest form or agglomeration of
molecules having centralized force. Polarity is an a t
tribute of molecules and atoms, as it is of worlds; the
law of all action, all motion, being dependent upon the
interaction of the positive and negative principles which
compose Deific Life. The ultimate Deific Atom, the
life-principle of any atom, molecule, or form, has polar
ity, which it propagates outwardly. The Deific Prin-
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ciple itself is atomic force interacting perpetually, and
propagating action outwardly, upon the principle of
the Positive and Negative—Male and Female. Thus
is universal action upon the same principle; and thus
do the sexes in the Human Kingdom embody the Deific
Principle to perfection; as will appear further on.
Molecules of spirit centralize material molecules, after
the order of cell-life; and associated molecules of mat
ter attract and repel as permeated by the force which is
spirit itself. Atoms of sp irit; — who has measured the
tenuity of this substance, or found the ultimate atom 1
Deity alone. Therefore, it is sufficient here to state that
atoms react among themselves like molecules, being, in
reality, as far as they have been investigated, molecules.
This is true of spiritual as well as material atoms.
Hence, forces are measured by the strength of the atomic
force exerted from the Central Spirit Atom, or the
strength of the Deific force there concentrated. Atoms
of atoms, of this Force to infinity, is the measure of it
exercised within molecules of matter undergoing the
process of being built up into forms—condensing into
elemental, mineral, and organic substance; and
the
Deific L ife is
,erht located w ithin the molecules, as
certainly as the Holy of Holies was within the sanctu
ary of the inner temple, prefiguring the fixed dwelling
place of Infinite Spirit within the Universe, its Grand
Temple.
Life-centres embody this Principle in stronger force;
that is, it is less attenuated within the cells there accu
mulated, and its sphere of force is of such strength as to
create reactions of the proper quality to stimulate similar
force throughout the system ; as all inferior forces are
stimulated from the Deific Sphere. Centres of different
grades within the animal or human form, react with
each other, all inferior ones dependent upon the brain,
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the superior centre, for stimulation of their forces, as
the life force of the various organs are dependent upon
them. So it appears, that every grade of form images,
in a degree, the Deific, as every grade of force is vital
ized by the Deific. The “ Human Form Divine” it is,
I however, that images this to perfection, because its
functions are Deific, made so by the quality of its
forces. These forces are Deific, as being derived from
germinal essences of the Deific Body and Mind or Intel
ligence, which is the Superior Deific Force. The Sphere
i of Deity, the Plane where dwells the Perfected Grade of
I Mind, is permeated with Deific life, and atoms of force
from all varieties of substance and life on that plane,
are propagated throughout the universe as life-germs,
< attenuated to infinity in physical Nature. The Deific
; Mind and Bodily Force is propagated directly from the
Deific Brain, and related Centres, through grades of in
telligences who embody this force in proportion to their
I grade. Down through the spheres of life from the
Highest, to the physical universe, where man is born in
; the “ image of God,” is this Superior Force propagated
; direct, and every immortal germ is endowed with Deific
| Attributes in germ, because within its brain and bodily
centres are incarnated atoms of this Superior force, that
is Intelligence itself and vital force allied to this, as the
nervous fluids throughout the human body are related
J to the b rain ; thus it embodies the possibility of outt working an intelligent mind and bodily structure after
the pattern of Deity. M ind essence propagated direct
fro m
ytie,D is the germinal spark that centres the
' human being, and stimulates all its bodily centres;
'.and hence, this is the typical form,— the embodied De
ific Force, whose office in N ature is ever representative
of that of Deity, as its foroes are developed to a c t
In treating of cellular life, it was stated how the im-

I
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press of the sphere was made upon the first organic form
or cell. I t will appear from what was stated above of
the origin, of the forces that centre all forms of life be
low the human, how all forms in the Supernal Spheres
of life impressed themselves upon physical elements
aggregating by the law of formation, dimly at first, but
plainer and plainer still, as progress proceeded, and
matter was subjected to the perfect law, by being raised
to the highest stage the physical develops. Spirit im
pressed itself still upon the successive forms of the
physical world, as the spirit-force concerned in the evo
lution of the first cell-life, had done. Variety in the
material world represented the variety in the Superior
Spheres of life, and evolving forms embodied the ideas
pictured in perfected forms, as nearly as possible con
sidering the tardiness with which all matter in this
lower stage obeyed the attractive forces of spirit.
The sphere of Spirit is coextensive with that of mat
ter, Snd hence, force is propagated throughout the uni
verse, and matter is ever subject to the degree of force it
can appreciate. Like seeks its lik e ; forces centralize
where their attractions call them. This signifies that
matter in its chaotic and elemental state is permeated
with a force allied to the Deific, which causes it to be
susceptible to the operation of ethereal currents, as de
scribed, causes the tendency of such currents generated
on spiritual planes, to be towards matter where formatipn is imminent. The tendency to obey the force of
gravity is inherent in all m atter; so spirit is inherent in
all m atter; that is, permeates it, links it to developing
forces.
The law of life is embodied in physical systems of
worlds, where centres of force govern, by the law just
explained. Spirit forever has the supremacy, being em
bodied in the attraction of gravitation, and every other
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form of force physical matter develops. Material Mag
netic forces embody spirit, their quality of superiority
being derived from their spirituality — their density as
forces pregnant with spirit. This makes them pecu
liarly attractive to spirit, with which they co-operate
for creating germinal life, and for carrying on the
functions of life within forms. The vital fluids are
magnetic, and hence, are the vehicles of spirit within
organized forms. The repulsions of spirit and matter
are propagated throughout forms in the fluids that
centralize spirit, and by this are the vital processes
perpetuated.
Spheres of repulsive force are developed wherever
action is instituted by the universal plan, in corre
spondence to the sphere of repulsion Deity develops
by perpetual interaction with the outer universe, which
preserves the Deific Forces from contamination by infe
rior force, through the perpetual rounds of an eternal
existence. This principle is illustrated in systems of
worlds, where each form takes the place determined by
the quality of its forces—its likeness and unlikeness to
the central body. Illustration of it is to be found every
where in Nature, in the manner of association and loca
tion of forms and forces. Thus it appears that attractive
and repulsive forces balance each other, and so preserve
the equilibrium of Nature.
Forces centralize, as it appears, on the material plane,
on the verge of Spirit, in the Magnetic Forces, that may
be termed the Great Central Force of the Material Uni
verse, whose local centres are distributed throughout
space to infinity. Across the line that divides the two
planes reactions are propagated that preserve the vital
ity of the universe,— prevent universal stagnation. In
ertia opposes itself to Force across this lin e ; and Force
opposes itself to Inertia. Matter is Inertia. Spirit is
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Force. The one is not without the other. Matter is in
conceivable without Force actuating it; and Force.is
equally inconceivable separate from matter. The actor
and the acted upon, are requisite to keep in operation
the law of life the universe unfolds.
Deific Mind distributes Force directly throughout the
Sphere which is its immediate dwelling place, thereby
impelling action and conferring attributes upon matter
through the agency of the forces of that Sphere, that in
/ C- their es^en/e are like those of mind. Thus forms grow
n p under the action of the vital forces after a specific
plan, that is as fixed and unvarying under-the same
circumstances, as the law of life itself. Thus is uni
versal action exhibited as Intelligent action,— action to
an end, and by a plan as far reaching as Deity. To
illustrate: The force of gravity is the exhibition through
physical substance of the attractive force of mind,
which is love. The arms of Everlasting Love, an attri
bute of Deity, are forever extended through the empire
of the Omnipresent, and grasp the physical universe in
a deathless embrace, through the law of gravity. For
ever tending towards centres where the forces of spirit
are strongest, matter is brought under the more direct
sway of spirit the stronger the attractive forces become.
The loves of the atoms exhibited in chemical affinities,
culminate in chemical unions which result in the birth
of forces. The immutability of forces and law, in the
material world, and the universal adaptation of laws
to each other, of means to ends, and the harmony of
physical creation, are the Power and Wisdom, Justice
and Harmony, of the Perfect Mind, displayed on the
face of material Nature. The laws of matter are as
fixed as the laws of mind, and are fixed by th em ; since
mind is indestructable, and permeates matter as the
force that moves it to action. The organs of the human
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body, for instance, are the instruments of the mind, in
the sense that they serve the purpose of perpetuating its
life, and are subject to its dictation. Mind itself per
meates these organs as instinctive force in atomic pro
portions just suited to their separate functions, thus
individualizing, or conferring the distinct functions of
each. This is evident from the law of mechanics, that
decides that the propelling power of a machine must be
applied to every part and in such proportion to each
separate part as will serve the function of that part.
The machinery of the universe, of the human form and
of every other form, is run by the same plan. A law
of mechanics is as fixed as God himself, in the universe;
and as well might a steam engine be propelled without
the application of power generated by the steam to its
several parts, as the order of N ature be maintained with
out the proportioning of the original force to fit the •
functions of all atoms, elements, and forms, that go to
compose it.
Thus are laws derived from Deity; thus is each law
of matter, each distinct element, form and force, in
vested with its distinct and never failing function in the
universe of matter. It is conceivable that the universe
of matter, the body of Deity, as man’s physical form is
the vehicle of manifestation of his intelligent spirit, is,
from eternity, invested with the characteristics of a
body; that is, possesses the diverse qualities of matter
necessary to all the functions of the form ; which quali
ties answer to the diverse qualities of substance in the
human body, or to the combinations of elements form
ing this substance and the different organs of the form.
From eternity, the Ineffable Divine Spirit existed, as the
Source of life and motion, and in a body through which
it expressed itself, as in the present order of Nature.
There were the incipient elements known as the bases of
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all matter, in the universe of primeval matter, when the
only order expressing any relationship of atoms, was
position of masses of atoms or strata of atoms with
regard to each other. The functions of the universal
form were suspended in complete rest, and decomposi
tion was doing its work of creating stimulus for i t ; yet,
the organs, or elements, in repose were elements still,
awaiting the action of legitimate forces to evolve them
in perfect form. The laws of matter are forces acting
after an intelligent manner, or as if created and impelled
to action by an Intelligent force ; and by a strict analy
sis of this force, from all the data accessible, it appearst
as above stated, that the universe is subject to the rule
of Mind through organs, channels of force, or qualities
of matter, eternally charged from that centre for the
purposes of its life. Coexistent, coeternal, mind and
m atter— Spirit, or Force, and matter, immutable law
governing all the processes of life, according to the fixed
law of life of the universal form ; by this order, it ap
pears, is Nature on its present plan possible, and by
no other.
The question here arises, what is accomplished by the
process of development to which the universe is sub
jected during an eternity of action ? or, what is the
object of action ? Development is for the evolution of
9* the forces of m atter; or, what is the same, is for the
evolution of the forces of Spirit. The round of life
which constitutes the “ eternal years of God,” or, speak
ing as' properly, of the universe, as manifested by
phenomena, consists of series of periods of rest and
action; the character of which has been often referred
to in this work. The eternities, cycles, and compound
cycles of eternal periods, described are Yol. I, are these
alternating periods ; each of which is plainly marked by
the labor accomplished in it. Alternation of rest and
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action is a necessity with the spiritual, as well as with
the material universe. God and Nature rested on the
“ seventh day,” according to the Seer. Together they
rested; that is, the forces of spirit with those of matter,
needed the invigoration imparted by rest, since the two
had co-operated in creative labor. However, the activi
ties of spirit do not wane like those of matter, and
hence, the inactive periods, those wherein the material
universe is in chaos, are periods of a certain grade of
activity on the spiritual plane. Action there is confined
more to the development of that plane, the elimination
of its forces, than during the active eras, when it is con
centred more upon the material plane. Energetic action
evolves spiritual planes, and forms to clothe and peo
ple them ; and on the spiritual plane it alternates with
a more feeble action; and this latter alternates with
rest, or, a greater or less degree of inactivity on the ma.terial plane. The character of this low grade of action
is just fitted to the demands of Nature during the long
interval of repose of forces, when what is needed is the
arrangement of spheres of force where they will coin
cide with material centres where action must soonest
awake, by the law governing. This will appear plainer
in the chapter treating of Spiritual Spheres, etc., where
the mode of action will be more fully revealed. The
highest purpose subserved by action of universal forces,
is the evolution and perfecting of individualized spirits.
Man is the ultimate of Nature’s work; all progress
tending toward the incarnation of mind and the devel
opment of intelligence, in all worlds. Man is the force
in spiritual spheres, that works for the evolution of
force, in all periods. His home in the spheres is what
he makes it, subject to the law of spirit. It is his to
actuate force by the one method in Nature, in spirit
spheres to the highest — by bringing matter to bear upon
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spirit as an actuating force, in a manner, as spirit is
brought to bear upon matter as the actuating force in
the material world.
And here iB revealed a principle not heretofore
•brought prominently into view, but, hinted a t; viz.,
That matter inheres w ith sp irit on every plane o f the
spiritual
,esrvinu as sp irit inheres w ith matter on
every plane o f the m aterial universe. This is the prin
ciple that underlies all life of every plane—the two
forces inseparable and forever interacting. Germs of
spirit, the starting point of physical life; atomic matter,
as it were clinging to the outskirts of spiritual forms and
substance of spiritual spheres as the grossest element
thereof— this is the mode. It is, in the latter case, re
finement seeking to repel grossness, that is the initiating
principle of life — the conflict of the atoms, which is
propagated from the centres of life where the grosser
element is rarest, but where the repellent power of spirit
is greatest; it being there the most refined. Like seeks its
like, and matter and spirit of corresponding grades and
qualities wiU cling together, cemented by cohesive
force, but yet kept asunder as atoms and molecules by
the repulsive force of spirit. To the very Brain of the
universe, the “ Holy of Holies,” where Supreme Intelli
gence expresses itself, atoms of matter cling, as a lover to
its mate, by the power of attractive force of Spirit which
is forever calling matter upw ard; and throughout the
upward journey it is a continuous conflict, victory and
defeat forever fluctuating in the balance, and throngs of
retreating fugitives lingering all the way down the plane
to the physical state, their home kingdom ; while un
daunted cohorts still press on with ever diminishing
numbers, until the conflict rages around the Citadel of
Life. Superior to its subject, the Positive Mind repels
the aggressor, and repels forever. This conflict is
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The Inaccessible Spirit of Truth, of Power, of
Wisdom, of Love, of Justice, of Harmony; the God en
throned in Nature, is associated with it thus, as the
Force diverse from matter, and repellent to it in near as
sociation, and propagating like force from itself through'
all grades of spirit, to thus react with all grades of ma
terial substance.
As vehicles of the material, the opposing force, all
grades of spirit below the Supreme Mind, are repellent
to the latter, in a degree, and thus it is forever separate
as a force from every inferior force of mind, inferior
spirit or matter. This suffices to show the law of propa
gation of force and life of all grades, from the Central
Force of Nature.
But, to return to the subject of interaction between
the two planes. Spirit, cohesive with matter on the
plane of the latter, as matter with spirit on the plane of
the former, is forever the rule. During periods of rest
of matter, when spirit forces are withdrawn from the
work of evolution, force is latent within it; elements
retain their hold upon life, though the vital fluids are
so rarely diffused as to cease to supply germs of life, or
centres where forces can be generated, to institute and
carry on the work of formation. On the Superior plane
forces are gathering themselves up for renewed activity
on the inferior plane; and when the period of revival
comes, which is, when decomposition and degradation
of matter has reached the point where every separate
atom, molecule, or element, as the case may be, of a
certain grade, can be individually stimulated by an in
flux of the superior element, then this stimulation
occurs, of necessity. It is a principle of physiology,
that vital force is born of decomposition. In building
up vegetable and animal tissues, the forces set free by
decomposition are speedily transformed into nascent
life .
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affinities, these generating vital force; and atoms in the
nascent state, that is, jnst set free from combination by
decomposition, rash into new combinations, their affin
ities having been strengthened by an added force. The
vitalizing process of a universe sinking into chaos pre
paratory to arising into renewed life, is the same as that
of perpetuating the life of organized forms. Force set
free by decomposition, to be used in action, and this
process perpetuated eternally, is universal life; perpetu
ated for the purpose of maintaining material life of
forms, it is Nature’s process revealed in clear light, that
“ he that runs may read” the life history of the uni
verse.
I
Spheres of attractive influence of spirit are diffused
through infinite space during periods of rest of matter,
vitalizing the latter too feebly for the purposes of forma
tion. W hen spirit itself becomes re-energized by the pro
cess to which it has been subjected, it widens its spheres
of attractive force; that is, from the centres of life, the
spheres where the immortals dwell, streams of magnetic
force disseminate themselves, stimulating the feeble at
tractions of spirit upon matter, and thus instituting the
germination of centres where force is slumbering, await
ing the spark of life that shall release it from inactivity.
The process of institution of action, at such epochs, and
all epochs of revival of force for world making, has
been minutely detailed in the former volume of this
work, and here it only remains to describe how spirit is
evolved in elements and forms to co-operate with m at
ter on the lower plane, and for the purpose of transla
tion to the higher, the spiritual plane.
.
“ And God said, Let there be lig h t; and there was
light. * * * And God said, Let the earth bring forth
grass, the herb yielding seed, and the fruit tree yield
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ing fruit after his kind, whose seed is in itself, upon
the e a rth ; and it was so. * * * And God said, Let the
waters bring forth abundantly the moving creature th a t
hath life, and fowl that may fly above the earth in the
open firmament of heaven. * * * And God said, Let
the earth bring forth the living creature after his kind,
cattle, and creeping thing, and beast of the earth after
his k in d ; and it was so. * * * And God said, Let us
make man in our image, after our likeness: and let
them have dominion over the fish of the sea, and over
the fowl of the air, and over the cattle, and over all the
earth, and over every creeping thing that creepeth upon
the earth. So God created man in his own image, in
the image of God created he him ; male and female
created he them. And God blessed them, and God said
unto them, Be fruitful and multiply and replenish the
earth, and subdue it: and have dominion,” etc. * * *
“ And God saw every thing that he had m ade; and be
hold, it was very good.”
Creative energy propagated from centres a t periods,
as above stated, diffuses itself throughout Nature, and
action of a grade to introduce aggregation and forma
tion ensues. Elemental action culminates in formation,
and formation culminates in the superior type of form,
man. The diffused spiritual element, being, as just ex
plained, of every quality and grade to suit every quality
and grade of matter, supplies germs of life for every
possible form of substance, and for every type of form.
Force is born, and in due time, of every requisite qual
ity, for re-investing physical Nature with all the func
tions of active life. The spiritual universe begins to
yield in profusion elemental substance, when this ac
tivity becomes general. Germinal es^eneks of every
grade inhering with physical magnetic elements, that,
by the reviving attractive forces of matter, are gravi
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tating to the various physical planes from wjiere they
have been lingering for lack of sufficient strength of
physical forces to draw them away, are pressing to the
work of evolving form anew on this lower plane. The
labor that is to be done, is to nse elemental sub
stance in evolving form. On the lower plane, all sub
stance is, at such an epoch, elemental; and the work of
an eternity of action, is to evolve from it and its asso
ciated spirit, a universe of forms, an infinite variety of
life and force; for the ultimate purpose of re-establishing
lower planes of spirit existence and clothing and peo
pling them with the varieties of life that naturally
gravitate to them from the material plane.
The physical world is the cradle of form. Material
substance is the matrix where the force is conceived,
that, when born into active existence, can withdraw
itself from the attractions of the material world suffi
ciently to maintain an existence on a distinct plane.
Formation develops the forces of spirit on the lower
plane by accumulating spiritual elements around cen
tres, and fixing the stability of masses of these by
cementing them together by the plan of concentration
through chemical combination and organization. Con
centration of force, is the purpose of formation.
The objects to be attained are, effectual resistance to
inaction, and the development of the infinite possibili
ties of existence through an infinitude of spheres of life.
The
law o f evolution, operative through a ll eternity,
is the law o f Procreative Force. This appears plain
when its operation, as indicated on foregoing pages and
in former chapters, is scanned. Reproductive force is
essentially progressive. Exhibited first in the co-oper
ation of the positive and negative magnetic forces of
qualified atoms, which results in the stimulation of
motion in a universe of atoms, it, at length, after in
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terminable ages, during which it has been periodically
exhibiting added efficiency, reveals itself as an incarn
ated force, at first of the low grade developed in some
forms of the vegetable kingdom and by the most insig
nificant orders of animal life ; and, afterward, as a Per
fected Force; individualized in its two distinct principles
in male and female forms, the latter, embodying the
Positive Procreative Principle; the former, the Nega
tive. Concerning this incarnation, more will be said on
a succeeding page.
To effect this grand result, what an eternity of effort
has been required! W hat a travail of ages! and what a
birth has resulted from it! Nature with all her legions
of forces could do no more than this, in this vast period,
with the means at her disposal. System has wrought
with system, sun with sun, planet with planet, ele
ment with element, form with form, until a climax is
reached—a method is evolved, that is the most effica
cious possible for exercising the procreative function,
forever operative for all progressive action in Nature.
“ Let the Heavens rejoice” and all worlds “ be glad!”
for from henceforth, their children shall be multiplied
like the drops of water, or the sands of the s e a ; and
they shall develop the strength of giants!
A grand epoch is reached when the incarnation of the
Procreative Force is effected. Hitherto it has accom
plished the work of evolution through centres where the
promiscuous intermingling of Positive and Negative in
a diffused state was productive of extremely tardy
action. The first step in the direction of centralizing
this force was the removal of the barrier that shut off
the flow of creative energy through the universe of mat
ter. This taken, a second step was easier and more
effective; and yet, so little was accomplished by the
successive and progressive steps until the last crowning
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result had been reached, that — to use a plain compari
son, but not an exaggerated one — a moment of (action in
the ensuing periods was as effective for accomplishing
real progress in the work of evolution, as an age had
been before.
.
Who has measured the eternities which precede forma
tion in a universe that has been stimulated to action
after a cycle of re s t; or, indeed, after a single eternal
period of rest wherein only partial degradation of matter
fias taken place ? Time is the succession of events that
constitute Nature’s life ; and to attempt to measure this
succession in years, is to count the thoughts of Deity,
to measure the plans of the Infinite, expressed through
measureless periods, as the human mind conceives of
time. Eternity is used as a comparative term, as lan
guage furnishes no other that is at all adequate to con
vey anything like a correct conception of the compara
tive length of the cycles and single periods of alternate
rest and action, described in the first chapters of this
work', and referred to in the present chapter. Early
geological periods, of such vast length as to baffle all
conceptions of the mind of the explorer of the strata of
those ages, point to an era beyond these,— the immeas
urable cometary period of the body, which must have
exceeded in length the planetary period already passed
as a million of years exceeds a day; and still farther
back in this remote eternity, is dimly discerned the
period when earth and her sister planets were unborn;
when the mother sun, a nebulous structure, was con
densing and giving birth, first, to one, and then to an
other, of its formations; and still more remote and
altogether inaccessible by human science, but yet,
hinted at by it, is that probable period when chaos em
braced in its dark, repulsive bosom, all suns, all worlds
of infinite space. Eternities multiplied by eternities,
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and the product but a moment of Nature’s, God’s,
Infinite life !
Procreative Force slumbered in the bosom of infini
tude, while yet there was universal chaos,—before the
“ G reat I A m ” had propagated his Force to commence
the work of incarnating Force in form in the present
order of Nature. This is evident from analogy. Rea
soning back to chaos through eternities of alternate rest
and action, wherein Spiritual spheres and all their grades
of forms and substance have co-operated with matter
for the perpetuation of the established order, and taking
into consideration the law of progress, that is as eter
nally operative in Nature as the law of life itself, the
inevitable conclusion is reached, that the present order
had a beginning. Precedent to it, Spirit was, Matter
was. The plan of Nature was the present plan, since
the law of action then operative evolved Nature as it is
in the existing order. Spirit— Mind, co-operating with
matter, evolved an order which was by the plan of con
centration of force in forms, and incarnating Deific
Force in the human male and female forms in such pro
portion as to cause the twain in co-operation, in working
out the purposes of being in the exercise of the Procrea
tive function, and every other office pertaining to them
as human beings, to be representatives of Deity in the
Physical universe, and through all spheres of life ; the
ultimate of their being to be—p u ttin g on Deific Per
fections, and so concentrating S p irit to the ultim ate
stage where D eity exercises the perfect attributes o f
m ind and body. Deific Man in his sphere of action in
the universe, as a perfected grade o f hum anity, is the
embodiment of all perfection, and hence, must be a
Unity of Power, Wisdom and Purpose,—must be Deity,
according to the true acceptation of the term. N ot the
one man or the one pair, who are but as atoms of Deifio
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Force, but the perfected grade entire. W hat more can
God be than this ? The idea of Divinity is Perfection ;
and when man was e d ite d by an inspired one of old,
to “ go on to perfection,” he was prompted to pursue his
•devious way to the climax of all possible existence.
This is the only possible true interpretation of the lan
guage, whether men have so interpreted it or not. “ Male
and Female created he them,” is the language of the
ancient oracle. The Deific Force is d u al— Male and
Female. Thus is God represented by the diverse sexes. I
This is according to the Bible of the Christians, and to j
Nature’s Theology.
The Creative Power has been personified, from the fa c t'
that it is a force made up of forces that can, by no
means, be separated and the existence of either be main
tained. Man and Woman are the One upon whom
Nature conferred the function of Creator, in the Image
of her Great Inherent Magnetic Force, or Creator of life;
which is two forces in co-operation. The twain are one,
as a, Creator; two in individuality, with relations to
Nature and each other independent of the one para
mount relation of sex. The male appellation conferred
upon the Creator, is simply expressive of power; as
that prerogative has been supposed to belong more to
the male sex than to the female. The title of man, ap
plied to the whole race, whole communities and socie
ties, male and female, has become legitimized by use,
the language affording no term exactly expressive of
the idea. The plan outwrought by natural law as the
present order of Nature is thus exhibited as the eternal
plan, as far as man can comprehend; with his powers
expanded to comprehend principles. “ God, the same,
yesterday, to-day, and forever,” exhibits the infinite
possibilities of his being in the molecule, the world
of forms, and the infinitude of his days, wherein his
modes of action are as various as the resources of his
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wisdom. Let man pause on this present boundaries of
analogical reasoning, and adore! believing that where
Infinite Wisdom reaches, there Man, the Child of the
Father, is destined to reach in the years of his maturity.
The ancient seer, a portion of whose revelation of the
order of creation is quoted as introductory to the subject
in hand, than whom, none has given a more graphic and
expressive delineation of the order of evolution in earth’s
history, represents God as saying: “ Let us make man
Iin our own image.” This is significant of the truth, that
at that period, Creative power was exercised by Indi
vidualized Spirits—personalities, who represented the
pre-existing Force; which was God, from all eternity.
Earth, and all universes of worlds now in existence, are
late creations in the order that had its beginning, as
above stated.
Mind is mind ever, and whatever be its mode of mani
festation, it ever acts the sam e; its faculties adapt them
selves to the circumstances of their position with regard
to their material environment. ' In sleep, physical man
represents a world in chaos; that is, his faculties are
en wrapt in the haze of unconsciousness, in consequence
of the failure of the physical brain, through the energiz
ing influence of the blood and nerves, to stimulate the
action which is consciousness. The material habitation
of Mind, and mind itself, must re s t; and the repose of
sleep, and of decomposition of matter of the universe, is
the necessary result of the activity of previous con
sciousness. This law inducts investigation into the secret
of the Ever-existent Potentiality of N atu re; into the
supremely satisfying recognition of an Unchanging In
telligence as the head of Nature. W hatever the plan
of manifestation, there is still a God to manifest. Ju p i
ter himself could not change the decrees of the blind
God, Destiny, who ruled in chaos and night; so God is
subject to the law of his own being.
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Mind organized after the pattern of the Supreme, sig
nifies mind o f the Supreme. The Intelligence in mani y /
expresses the being and mode of being of the Intelli-1
gence in Nature. Derived at first, in individual man,
as a germ from the great store-house of Nature, it
gathers of its like from the same source, unfolding,
gradually, the attributes and faculties inherent in mind,
as the man advances toward maturity. Nature yields
up to the expanding germ of Deific Life the proportions
to complete its unfoldment, as the germ in the seed
draws from the matrix in which it is planted, like sub
stance of the parent form, to cause its expansion and
growth into the parental likeness. The germ of intelli
gence is itself proportioned as mind, or individualiza
tion could not take place. The faculties of mind must
each be represented in the germ, or there could be no
expansion into mind. W hen conception takes place, a
germ of mind is incorporated with essences of every
grade forming a human organization, which essences it
vitalizes, and .starts the process of unfolding a form like
the parental one. So it appears plain, that without the
process of evolution, or generation by physical parental
force, there can be no individualization of germs of
mind. Incorporated into the form of Nature, co-oper
ating with all physical forces in carrying on the pro
cesses of life of the universe, mind, by being individual
ized in human form, but carries out its original mode of
action; it simply concentrates its legitimate action in
forms, thus rendering it more effective fo r. expressing
its powers and attributes. Spirit and matter co-oper
ating through the perfected centre of Procreative Force,
—the Female and Male human reproductive organs,
reveal in clearest light the mode of Procreation of all
force and form, and all life. Hence, the Individualized
spirits, female and male, are, in their unity in duality,
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J a perfect representation of Nature as a w hole;—its
( Mind and Body.
Intelligent Spirit has no other method whereby to
express itself—only the one mode — through the grada
tions of substance forming material and spiritual Na
ture ; which mode is expressed in the Individual.
,
! Therefore, it follows, that intelligent entities, high or
’/ r:low, are individualized men, wherever they exist. There
' ' , \ can be no realm of “ elementáis” or “ elementarles,” below
' ‘ ' “ Ith e hum an; no Angel, Archangel, or Seraph, or being
1A ) of any grade, in the Supernal Spheres of life, that does
not bear the Human Form. There can be no re-incar
nations of spirit entities, as there can be no dissolution
of that which is, in its nature, as immortal as Deity.
To re-incarnate— reinstate in another mortal body a
, spirit from the higher plane that once had birth on the
mortal plane, would be a complete subversion of the
laws of Nature. The re-productive function is only
operative with essences of Spirit and m atter—not
forms, or organisms of any kind. The mature plant
does not revert back, as a whole, to be reincorporated
with the germinal essences of soil, atmosphere, sunlight,
and moisture. It concentrates essences in its seed that
represent it, being like i t — of it ; and so the seed pro
duces its like. Nature has other uses for the plant she
has reared at so much expense. She is engaged in the
work of passing material up through the crucible of
formation, from stage to stage, progressively; ever util
izing forms and the material composing them, of spe
cific grades, as stepping stones to higher stages of action
and life.
Man as a spirit rehabilitates himself in garments of
material essences, to do work on the material plane;
his Will-power being the enginery by which this is ac
complished ; and not, — most emphatically not — the
reproductive force. Nicodemus might well pause in
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astonishment and incredulity, supposing a literal inter
pretation to the injunction of Jesns,— “ Ye must be
born again.” But a full explanation of the requisition,
gives it a beautiful and expressive signification. So
there is a signification to the term, re-incarnation, that
implies a living tru th ; a law in perpetual operation in
the reproduction of the human species. It is the signi
fication expressed in the re-incarnation of elements of
a plant in its successor—its offspring. Essences of the
plant have been re-incarnated, aqd have thus helped to
compose a new form. Other essences, with those com
prising the germ, are organized into a form like the
parent— not the parent.
A child is an incarnation of es^en$es that have for
ever formed part of the substance of mind and outer
N ature; have forever been contained in an organiza
tion, as atomic substance of every quality and grade.
In other words, it is prolonging an immortal existence
of the mind elements appropriated by the mode of con
centration of force, as before explained. By no possi
ble interpretation of Nature, or the law of the human
being, can it be maintained, that it has previously lived
as an individual mind or being. Its immortality in its |
present form is that of Nature, since it has ever lived in I
germ in this same form. Its spirit, as mind propor
tioned into attributes, has forever been a part of the
Divine Mind, and its bodily structure, corresponding
to that of Nature, and proportioned of its elements,
partakes of its immortality. The being derives conscious
existence by attracting of its like, and thus strengthen
ing each individual faculty. In the womb of Nature,
it served to form part of her conscious life ; and now
that it is a world of itself, it is conscious as soon as its
individuality is assured.
Individualized man, as an entity possessing powers
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kindred to those of the Supreme Mind, is an efficient
helper to Nature, as soon as the functions of individu
ality are conferred upon him. He assumes power and
control by degrees; and there is none to say him,—nay,
— in dealing with forces under his command.
Adam and Eve—signifying the race, male and female,
people all worlds of space prepared for their occupa
tion, thus constituting a Universal force; which is also
an immortal force. Once the race had assumed its
place in Nature, it assumed Deific functions, as the rep
resentative of Deity. As grade after grade of the race
is developed, and intelligence progresses, the Deific
Attributes are brought out in stronger lig h t; and as a
superior grade attains to all knowledge of Nature, and
acquires that “ dominion” which is its birthright, it
assumes what of right belongs to it — the true function
of the Supreme Mind.
_
“ Before ever the worlds were .made,” in the present
order, the Great Supervising Power exercised the forces
of Nature as perfectly as the then existing order per
mitted. Matter was endowed, as now, with every order
of force; but all these were in embryo until evolved by
the necessary action. Evolution would bring them forth
in their proper order, and in the time determined by the
grade of energy in action. Diffused force, however, was
incompetent to perform in the same space of time what
concentrated force could; therefore, tardiness marked
all action — such tardiness as is entirely incomprehensi
ble in comparison with the present grade of activity.
Suns, systems of worlds, emerging from chaos with
only Chaotic forces in operation! The thought itself
confounds human reason, contradicting human experi
ence. W hat impels to action that which includes all
there is of matter and energy ? The answer can only be
this: Chaos is not, in the accepted sense. In other
words, that which is termed chaos as relates to the uni-
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verse in inactivity, is order which permits evolution; or
Life, Deity, Nature, were not. Body and Spirit, the
universe was, from infinity, these forever co-operating
by the one method for the maintenance of life. Planes
of spirit, distinct from planes of matter, as in the pres
ent order, forever existed; for by this method of ar
rangement alone, was evolution possible; by it, alone,
could there be effectual co-operation for starting the
stimulation of the universe of matter, in such complete
rest as follows dissolution of its forms. Leverage is
requisite to start the mighty machinery of Nature, and
set the wheels of progress in such motion as shall in
duce formation. The leverage o f organization on the
p la n o f
dn,iMand mind so situated with reference to
the grades of matter and inferior spirit, that action can
be propagated by the natural mode described on former
pages. The universe from eternity possessed a brain, a J
model of whicly is the human brain. The sacred tem- i
pie of the human spirit is where forces are adapted to
the functions of that spirit. The ethei^al forces of the
/
system concentrate in the brain, within whose spiritual
'
recesses reigns supreme the Intelligence which prefigures
Deity in its functional activities within and upon the
system. Force concentrated as mind and perfected as
Deity, could only exercise the office of Deity in the uni
verse. This is a principle exemplified in all action.
The plane of force which is Deific, must coincide, in
each universal system, with the grade of spirit nearest
allied to it, and the order of arrangement this implies
must remain unbroken from eternity to eternity, in the
universe in action and at rest. The principles which lie
at the foundation of development of a universe in dis
organization after a single period of rest, hold at all
such periods, be they of what length or character they
may. The universe in chaos before the present order
was instituted, represented a condition which must in
VOL. II.
9
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evitably result were the Deific forces,
se, withdrawn
from every plane of life below the highest, and concen
trated in that. In such case, there would be diffused
throughout universal Nature an aroma of force, which
would actuate matter to such motion as would prevent
utter stagnation and nothing more, until extra stimula
tion could be effected. The eternities would roll around
like the hands of a dial, repeating themselves, appa
rently the same, at the successive vibrations of the pen
dulum, time. The stimulation would come so tardily
and so weak, as to start such a grade of progressive
action as is herein described. This absorption of force
by the Superior Plane would be like shutting the human
spirit within the spiritual brain by the absorption within
it of the ethers which serve to connect it with the physi
cal man. There would result a coma that would con
tinue until stimulation effected the necessary distribution
of force to cause a higher quality of action. Or the en
tire separation of spirit and body might take place, since
physical man is subject to death, the spiritual universe
exerting its force to withdraw his spirit to its plane
when the physical loosens its hold. This separation is
not death or disorganization of the spirit, but its place
ment where it belongs, on a plane of life where it balan
ces the physical still, as when in the form, and part of
the great whole which so perfectly co-operates with the
physical that severance of force between the two is im
possible. The coma of the Brain Forces of the universe
could only delay activity; it could, in no wise, dissever
the rare spheres of force that were commingled and
intertwined throughout the length and breadth of In
finity.
It is conceivable that the round of life of Deity is
varied by periods of rest, and inactivity of the material
universe, such as that is shown, analogically, to have
been, which preceded the institution of the present order
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of Nature. This order is characterized by the distribu
tion of individualized spirits throughout the universe on
the different planes of force, which make these effective
for development of the physical universe. The former or
der was rest, as indicated. Precedent to that, there was
one wherein Deity expressed himself as in an active or
der ; for such is the lesson taught from all eternity.
Of planes of force, Spiritual spheres, etc., more will be
said in the proper place. The author would remark,
that in the discussion of this subject in the pamphlet en
titled, “ God the Father, and Man the Image of God,”
one of the early works of the writer, it was not carried
to its ultimate as here, for this reason, among others;
a pamphlet does not afford space for the full presenta
tion of all principles brought to view in it. There is full
agreement in the spirit of that short work with what is
presented in this more extended one.
Stimulation from the central Plane of the universe, all
lower spiritual planes being in chaos, but arranged by
the established order (see Yol. I, in reference to planes
of stratification of the chaotic material universe), was
progress, or formation, effected without the means de
veloped through the activity then generated. The ethers
which pervaded substance as the vehicles of Deific
force, were so rare as to be tardy conductors of activities
from grade to grade. There were lacking the forms to
evolve ethers, and hence, those which vitalized matter
were the lingering remnants of the hosts that had en
livened Nature in the preceding active order, reinforced,
and stimulated to the grade of activity they exerted,
by elements impelled among them from the Superior
Plane by Deific Will-power. The leverage this Plane
possessed, whereby to move upon the universe, to stimu
late activity and induce formation, was an attenuated
sphere of force, so rare that it barely sufficed for the
purpose. Germinal essences were untold eternities in
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developing into such generative forces as were required
to institute suns. Then again, after this first great
epoch of formation had been succeeded by vast eterni
ties of inaction and complete decomposition, others were
requisite to prepare them to re-form suns, and go a
single step in advance of the stage reached at the preced
ing epoch of formation. A t length, suns were con
densed into planets; planets clothed with appropriate
surface elements and form s; and individualized spirits
produced as the climax of universal action continued
during a series of eternal periods so vast that finite mind
fails to comprehend their number.
The N irvan^a of the Buddhist finds its exemplifica
tion in’the inactivity of matter during the eternal period
of rest from which Nature emerged when the present
order commenced. Deity emerged from N irvan^a to
exhibit his attributes in the work of Creation, and all
creative action culminates in N irvan^a. The Budd
hist’s heaven i9 a state of unconscious inactivity or com
plete annihilation, which is complete rest. A vein of
truth runs through this legendary theology, which, with
out doubt, like most systems of religion, was derived
through seers, who attempted, by symbols or otherwise,
to give a history of the universe.
The Child of Hope was born at length, and all Nature
was inspired with new life. Deity was withdrawing
himself from behind the veil of gross substance, and his
Attributes shone forth resplendently in the order of life
that put on immortality as a garment. To illustrate the
tardiness of evolutionary processes prior to the introduc
tion of man in the present order, and the efficiency of
the race in this order, on physical worlds and co-opera
tive spiritual planes, as a co-worker with Nature, it may
be remarked, that as much more effective for doing real
work, and doing it well, is this method of co-operation
than the former, as man is more efficient as a tiller of the
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soil, a cultivator of the fruits of the earth and animal
species, and a builder, than unassisted Nature. In the
order of things, without physical man., the soil is culti
vated, fruits and animals are produced, and dwelling
places are prepared for the orders of life as they appear;
but by this manner of work, ages are insufficient to ac
complish what man can do in a few years by co-operative
labor. Nature’s unintelligent husbandmen have been
most efficient for doing her work of cultivating the earth,
but their processes are too expensive of time and energy
to be profitable longer than until they have effected the
purpose of producing successors superior to themselves.
The earthquake, the volcano, the flood, the glacier, the
tornado, the ebbing and flowing tides of ocean, are some
of the enginery that has accomplished work that human
genius does at far less expense, and, withal, more per
fectly.
The above illustration will suffice to show the analogy
between Nature’s work without man, and man’s work
with Nature. Man is master after he has well learned
his tra d e ; but he is apprenticed to Nature in his in
fancy, and learns all he ever knows through application
of the powers of his intellect to this, his teacher and his
model. W ith the acquisition of knowledge, work grows
upon his hands; and he applies laws discovered in his
dealings with matter and observations of forces at work
around him. Single handed, he is w eak; this he learns
by experience. Co-operation is the offspring of neces
sity. This is born of the family relation. Extending
outward from this centre, it develops tribes of co
workers, with whom experience works wonders, as a
teacher. The path to efficiency is rugged, but it is su re ;
the scholar is apt and the teacher thorough; each desig
nated course accomplishing a stage in the career of the
student which prepares him for higher acquisitions.
Thus onward the race makes its progressive way, a con
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queror at every step. It masters its master when it has
learned to apply natural laws to every use, every emer
gency that may arise.
The infant does not more surely prefigure the man
than does the race in its infancy the Perfected Race.
Inheritor of its parents’ attributes, the child succeeds to
their estate by degrees, maturity fulfilling the parental
bequest. The child assists the parents while it learns of
them. Its services are essential to the household or
ganized on the idea of the family — parents and offspring.
The household of the Universal Parent is organized
on this special idea—Parents and children. The chil
dren of this household do a very important part of the
work of the family, the part that, previous to their ad
vent, was either undone, or done, as it were, by hire
lings.
To throw aside m etaphor: The use of man in the uni
verse is to exert power in every direction in which he
can develop it. The race is designed to exercise the
functions of Nature as it discovers how to do it. Ignor
antly and at “ haphazard,” while in its infantile state,
and ignorant of its office and its powers, it will do this,
impelled by its instincts and the necessities of its situaation. Even in this state, its office is fulfilled on the
physical plane; for the race is so distributed, so inter
linked with other forms and forces, being one with, and
dependent upon, them, that, in the nature of things, it
cannot do otherwise than co-operate with them accord
ing to its legitimate manner.
The Procreative Function as perfected in man, needs
further illustration in connection with the principles
above stated. Enough has been said relative to the na
ture of the Reproductive Force incarnated in the diverse
sexes, to fix in the mind of the reader the important
truth, that the diversity expressed in sex is the real
diversity of the elements operative in the Procreative
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function. The law of Differences, known to be the ef
fective law of progress, is perfectly exemplified in the
diversity of the sexes, and the forces which they each
embody and represent. By the law of correspondences,
the Positive and Negative forces— Spirit force and Ma
terial force—are represented on the material plane by
purely material forces in co-operation, the superior be
’ ing the positive, in the nature of things. The rule is,
that whatever combines the greater amount of force of
any kind, is positive to whatever combines a less amount
of force of the same kind. Of the sexes, the male is
positive and the female negative, physically, as is well
understood. Spiritually, it is the opposite, as has been
already explained, and by the law just stated. The fe
male form, being the weaker physically, is less repellent f
to spirit, and therefore combines more of this force than
the male, who is thus made the negative, spiritually. On
the other hand, the male, combining a greater amount
of material force than the female, is, of necessity, the
force that overbalances the physical force of the female
organization, as a positive does a negative, subjecting
it to the interaction of the reproductive forces. The
wooer wins by seductive arts only possible to the m ale;
while the female excites admiration, attracts a mate, by
qualities which she possesses by virtue of her sex.
The impulses of all Nature in an active period, and
all forms in the full vigor of life, are to procreation. It
is the plan, and by it perpetuity of life is secured. In
the animal world, where the important purpose to be
specially served by it is the propagation of like forms, the
impulse is periodic with the female; and the male is sub
ject to the female in its exercise. W ith human beings,
the lords of Nature, the creators of force for the world
below them, this impulse is subject to laws that do not
prevail with the brute creation.
Creative energy converging in the human race, the lat-
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ter is endowed as a Creator by virtue of the superiority
of the forces it develops. It derives force from all N a
ture below it, being related to all forms and elements as
no other form or kingdom is. In the Arch, the key
stone is sustained by the combined strength of all the
material below it in the structure, and in its turn, secures
the stability of the arch. This illustrates the position
and peculiar office of the human race among all lower *
races, forms, and elements.
Through his Magnetic Forces, man becomes the regen
erator of the domain which it is his to occupy and reno
vate. He comes upon the stage of action the resultant
product of previous multiplications of force into force;
and, henceforth, he is to be the main factor in the repro
duction of forces through forces. Forces have culmi
nated in him ; hence, he is at the head, and reacts with
all below him, as the Superior force, physically and
spiritually. When once the Infinite Universe was peo
pled by Man, it was on a plane of development where
progress would be perpetually progressive. The instinc
tive forces of matter stimulated by this added force,
would be progressive, as eternity succeeded eternity;
each successive reawakening of action occuring after a
shorter interval of rest than the preceding, and each suc
cessive active period accomplishing more of creative labor
than the preceding. The race of man increasing in num
bers and efficiency as the tides of eternity ebb and flow,
the “ right arm of the Almighty ” is putting on strength.
Power is being developed to overcome the resistance of
matter to the forces of Intelligence.
Man a Creator! who says he is not? In the little
world, his home in physical life, what wonders he
achieves in this capacity! Launched upon life on an
oasis in a vast desert,—or, in other words, born in a little
Eden in a world where, outside of his contracted domain,
savagery, in the strictest sense of the word, reigns su
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preme, he creates conditions of civilization and enlight
enment,—becomes the Vicegerent of God, executing the
W ill of Intelligence as fast as he develops intelligence to
do it. Invested with power to do what he will with the
elements about him, subject, always, to the Superior In
telligence of the Spheres above the physical, he represents
Deity in his sphere of action. He infuses his own mag
netic life throughout his localities, stimulating all the
energies of matter, impelling increased activity of all
forces of animate and inanimate substance, thus acting a
God to dependent Nature. His presence on a planet is
the promise of the progress of the body with a con
stantly increasing im petus; whereas, without the race to
perfect the processes of development commenced pre
vious to his appearance, stagnation would ensue before
the meridian of planetary life is reached.
To subdue a wilderness, the pioneer carries with him
something besides the axe and the plough; and his har
vests, produced at the expense of toil and sweat, and,
perchance, of blood, are not alone the fruits of the earth
that fill his granaries and rejoice his heart. The mag-j
netic sphere, which is a part of every individual’s per-|
sonality, and which impresses itself upon all persons who;
come in contact with it, in a greater or less degree, is the!
potent agency with which the tiller of the soil is fur-;
nished—the worker with Nature in whatever capacity,
whereby he may impress himself upon his locality. This
is the means through which he impregnates his surround
ings with a life element that stimulates all action,—re
invigorates the soil, quickens the procreative impulses
of animals, impels vigorous life in the vegetable crea tion,
and tends to correct local elemental conditions, or to in
fuse new life into the surrounding atmosphere. P art of ‘
his life itself goes out with the labor of his hands. All
Nature about him is drawing upon his forces to keep up
their activity. He breathes the breath of God’s life upon
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I matter, and it is vitalized anew, to serve the higher pur
' pose of ministering to his necessities. The settler's cabin
in the forest or on the waste is a Centre from which emanate
life-forces, that speedily find their way to where they are
needed; and the forest grows more luxuriantly for i t ; the
■birds trill more sweetly their love-notes, the little flowers
tell the tale of their renewed life ; and the desert place
begins to put on a robe of darker green, and to prepare
to “ blossom like the rose.”
' Energetic man diffuses energetic forces wherever he
moves. It is not the sluggard, of whom the prophet
spoke when he said, “ I went by the field of the slothful,
and lo ! it was all grown over with thorn s; nettles had
covered its face, and the stone wall thereof was broken
! down,” — that is thus a benefactor. The garden does,
I indeed, bloom more freshly, the crops grow more vigor
ously, for the active husbandman who is much in his
1 fields, and whose interest is supremely in his work. He
lives with his growing crops, and lo ! how he is reward
ed ! He is little aware how much of his life he has given
to them, or how much of it he has stored up in his har
vests, or left in the slumbering soil, that will, in the fu
ture, repay his outlay. The flocks and herds share the
care of the farmer, and they too, share in the life-forces
he has to dispense. Who, that has observed a t all, has
failed to note the influence of man upon domestic ani
mals, and caged wild beasts ? Intelligence is imparted
by the master or the family, to animals that are much
under their care and influence. It cannot be otherwise.
Animals are possessed of intelligence, and they attract
1of the higher forces of the Superior race, and increase
their powers of intellect, as well as improve all their
other natural forces, by coming in contact with it.
' The subtle action of the fine magnetic elements that
go to thus stimulate the life-forces of lower Nature, is
the action of reproductive forces. The life of every atom ,.
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every form, is perpetually quickened and sustained, by
a process that is the interaction of the Positive and Neg
ative principles, as in procreation. Perpetuity of life is
perpetuity of this action, and the waning or cessation of
life, is its waning or cessation. Sex being the exprès-1^
sion of this force, the vigor of the procreative faculty in j
the sexes is the measure of its intensity in any locality
or with any race. The sure indication of the degen
eracy- of a race, as of men or animals, is the waning of
the vigor of the procreative faculty. The seal of Death
is on a people when its children are few, from the lack
of capacity of reproduction ; and as surely is its locality
doomed; for all conditions will sympathize with thei
dominant power there.
The relation of all forms, all grades of life, to each
other, that any section yields, is the relation of positive
and negative, or the interacting upon this basis. The .
stronger force is that which has the ascendancy, and
whose influence is propagated through the medium of
each weaker one, with which it co-operates in one way
or another. Man being positive to all possible forms in
any section or locality, his is the force that takes prece
dence there ; and it will be diffused through the agency of
whatever he comes directly in contact with. The atmos
phere of his home, charged with his magnetic elements,
diffuses life-germs throughout his neighborhood for the
use of lower forms. In this sense, is he a Creator after
the pattern of Deity.
“ The Spirit of God moved upon the face of the
waters;” — that is, diffused itself in life-germs, or spirit
essences, through the agency of spiritual beings in prox
imity to the planet that should vivify the elements, and
make the production of light possible. “ And God
said, let there be Light ; and there was light.” This
creative act, according to the Seer, followed directly
upon the diffusion of the life or spirit element th^t in
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vigorated conditions at the Surface. This is also accord
ing to the gospel of Nature. Magnetic elements, of the
character of the ethers which are light, or which react
as light upon the surface, the only form of substance
that could convey to earth’s surface the magnetic influ
ences of the parent sun in quantity to be sufficiently ap
preciated by surface matter to cause progress, were the
result of this stimulation by spirit-forces. The light
was “ good,” — it served its legitimate purpose. It
marked the rising and setting of the sun, according to
the sacred oracle, even when perpetual darkness, like
the pall of death, enshrouded the planet; the sun, moon,
and stars, being hidden behind the thick canopy of the
vaporous atmosphere until the “ fourth day.” Each re
stimulation of matter by this “ moving of the Spirit of
God” during the long days of creation, was followed by
new creations, according to the same authority.
The Procreative impulse in man is in conformity with
the necessities of Nature below him. Invested with
power to “ m ultiply” his seed, and “ replenish the earth
and subdue it,” his impulses to procreation are the
drafts that Nature is making upon him, her Lord, for
carrying on her work in every quarter of her domain.
The animal creation responds to them in the quickening
of its reproductive functions, and all inferior nature, in
degree; the quickening being, in reality, propagated
through every variety of form and substance. So man
is in God’s stead on the earth. He exercises the pre
rogative of Divinity in the office he fills in this respect.
The sexes, woman and man, are God manifest in the
flesh, carrying on the creative processes of Nature
through the holy Procreative Function ; which, in itself,
j prefigures God, the Creator. Celibacy of the healthy,
: vigorous man and woman, is sin against N a tu re ; is rob
bery that will, inevitably, be visited with retribution
upon the heads of the perpetrators. The natural exer
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cise of the human appetites brings blessing; and the
use of this function, within the limits prescribed by N a
ture, is necessary to health and vigor. It is no infrac
tion of natural law, but the reverse, to exercise it while
the vigor of Manhood and womanhood remains, ev en .
when offspring are not the object. It needs no homily]
on domestic duties and privileges, to make plain what)
the experience of all human society, in every age, and
what individual experience, the world over, confirms;
viz., the truth of the above two propositions. Nature
does not belie herself in man. She writes her law in this
respect on his being too plainly to be misunderstood, and
too forcibly to be resisted. The monkish practice of
celibacy has wrought immense harm in society from first
to last. Conceived in ignorance, it has served the pur
poses of despots in church and state; ignorance having
ever been the chief pillar of its support. The dishonor
of impotencyy is the seal of Nature’s displeasure at the
failure of any of her children to serve her purpose of
creators of force for the lower world. History is replete
with evidence of the disastrous effects of enforced celib
acy; and, at the present day, the harvests of licentious
ness, ignorance, and imbecility, that society is reaping
in some parts of the world, are, in part, traceable to an
imbecile, licentious priesthood, with whom celibacy is en
forced, and whose influence for evil has exceeded that
for good.
In prescribing rules for human conduct—fixing the
laws which are to govern the exercise of the faculties
and propensities, Nature has provided for their enforce
ment by fixing penalties for their neglect. The misuse /
of a faculty is sure to bring proper punishment; and in I
the vital matter of the procreative function, its abuse in
one way or another, is attended with consequences that
are only evil. There is, or can be, no compromise in,
the case. In the case of the appetite for food, which
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will illustrate another appetite as n atu ral; this can be
pampered into inordinate u se ; it can become an instru
ment to enslave and imbrute, and, finally, to destroy the
victim who has given himself over to unrestrained in
dulgence of it. On the other hand, to crucify this appe
tite by abstaining from the proper quantity and kinds
of food, is to starve the body; and with it, the whole
nature, in a m easure; it is to deprive the individual of
the necessary stimulus to all the attributes and facul
ties. The spiritual, in physical man, is so intimately
related to the material part, that it suffers loss when the
laws of the being are in any way misused ; and so as
ceticism is opposed to spiritual growth and strength,
although it has, in all ages, been esteemed as a means of
promoting these, and hence, pleasing to heaven. Fast
ing is a medicine for body and mind, under certain cir
cumstances; and abstinence from strong stimulating
diet, spiritualizing, and promotes intellectuality, if it
is practiced judiciously; that is, not carried to the excess
of depriving the body of all stimulus from animal food
and healthy condiments.
The application of the above is plain. To destroy the
balance of the system by complete abstinence from the
exercise of one of the most vital of its functions, is on a
par with the effect of its abuse by excessive indulgence.
A faculty or an organ dormant from disuse, is a loss to
the individual of a source of power; and the real loss is
proportioned to the office it naturally holds among the
faculties or organs. The procreative function is the
stimulator of all the others of the system, when prop
erly u sed ; the whole being, intellect included, deriving
strength through its activity. The reactions of the nervecentres upon each other, induced by the exercise of this
function, are what is required to stimulate all to proper
activity. It is not saying too much to declare that the
brain-forces are those most susceptible to these reac
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tions, since this centre absorbs the vital energies created
by stimulation, in excess over any other centre; it having
the balance of force in the system. This always, be it
remembered, when the exercise is according to the de
mand of the system. The waste of brain-forces by ex
cess can be inferred, when the truth is comprehended,
that the procreative act is a creation, in fact, of vital
elements to be expended in some m anner; it is a draft
upon the system for forces that can only be evolved in
this manner, and which are needed for re-stimulation, as
above stated, of all nervous energies, and for the uses
of Nature otherwise. Too frequent drafts of such
vital forces exhaust^ the nervous energies, which cannot
draw strength or stimulation of vital power when the
vital essences are wanting to co-operate to this end.
The philosopher properly conceives that the fluids not
wasted in such excess are turned back upon the brain
as stimulators of thought, and that the creation of ideas
is the result, the offspring being worthy the immortal
intellect. But, if he loses sight of the fact that there
must be an act to create the energies that so operate, his
philosophy falls short of showing what is the law that
governs in this matter. Functional activity suspended
until it becomes dormant, in this case, entails loss to the
intellect and the whole being, which cannot be fully
compensated by other means. The man can survive and
flourish, after a fashion, who has lost a limb, or an ey e;
but he sustains a loss of power, nevertheless. Intellect
will sustain itself under very adverse circumstances, as
will all the other human forces, by virtue of its capacity
to adapt itself to circumstances, and supply deficiencies
by substitution; however, Nature unerringly points the
law as above indicated, and experience verifies it.
The line between proper use and abuse is fine-drawn,
in this case, yet it is like a gulf fixed that must not be
crossed if man or woman would be such in the truest
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acceptation of these terms. The highest sense of these
words is that which applies when the perfect law is ful
filled in the creative capacity of the unity in duality.
To fall below this is to fall short of the aim of their crea
tion and placement at the head of the kingdoms of Na
ture. In view of this, it behooves individuals to study
this subject with the view of making rules of conduct
for themselves, and educating themselves into observ
ance of them. No one can properly judge of another’s
exact needs. To specify in regard to what constitutes
abuse or lawful use, in this matter, would be impossi
ble ; since constitutions and temperaments differ. The
wise will be a law unto themselves; and the foolish will
sin, whatever rules are prescribed for them.
Seasons of abstinence from the exercise of many of the
natural appetites, the sexual among the number, pro
mote health of body and mind, under certain circum
stances. Spirituality and mentality are specially aided
in their development by thus partially suspending the
natural vigor of action of the physical functions.. By
this process, the mental and physical are so balanced
that intellectual labor can be more readily done. W ith
a great proportion of mankind, the physical powers have
so far the predominance over the mental and spiritual,
that the latter are held in abeyance, to the great detri
ment of individual progress. Temperance in all things,
is the means by which health is maintained after it is
secured. This applies to mental and spiritual health
arid strength, particularly. The proper balance once
achieved, it must be maintained by a careful regulation
of the habits. A repetition of the remedy will be neces
sary, at periods, determined by the intellectual labor to
be done. Dieting is the habit of some close students of
science, who learn by experience, that the nerves are
steadied, the brain cleared, and the powers of observa
tion quickened, by a course of abstemiousness. The
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great Agassiz was an example of this. But, to perpet
uate the practice of undue abstinence, is starvation to
the body and dwarfing to the whole m an; as witness the
character of ascetics everywhere, and in all time. Man
can unmake himself, as it were, by living contrary to
the law of his being. He can promote a species of spir
ituality at the expense of a vigorous mentality, by cru
cifying the natural propensities, which must be in
legitimate exercise if the whole man is in full, vigorous
health.
A high spirituality is consistent with the natural ex
ercise of the functions of the human being. Man, with
all his powers, with his unspeakably high office in the
universe of forms, is not the creature of a day. His
being, his office, his functions, as man, are as eternal as
the being of God, whose prototype he is in these. God, ^
the Creative Power, is what he is by virtue of the Pro
creative Force. Shorn of this, Deity is a nonentity. In
its highest form, the bequest of Nature to Man, this
Force bespeaks his immortality coeval with that of N a
ture ; and bespeaks him a Creator when he puts in exer
cise the attributes of his being.
It appears, according to the significance of the Procre- <
ative Force, and of man’s office in Nature, that the Pro
creative function pertains to him eternally. A spiritual
being, he is endowed as when he was formed m an; and
to rob him of a single attribute, would be to unmake
him. He stands in the same relation as a creator of force
for the world around him, as a spiritual being, that he
does as physical man. He does not reproduce his spe- \
cies, as in the physical state, but he reproduces condi-)
tions favoring reproduction of his species in the physical;
world. His Magnetic sphere commingles with those of
physical beings, when he wills it so for good purposes;
and by his own vigorous manhood as a spirit, he in
fuses energy into the magnetic forces of those with whom /
VOL. II.
10
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lie thus comes in contact. His power thus exercised
from the spiritual side, is a sanctifying influence to the
procreative impulse. It elevates it above the brutal
plane, where it would stagnate and eventually die, but
. cc /
'■for the higher stimulation of Superior Spirit forces, that
.. r /.,... descend from the bending heavens like the rain and the
, ' . - sunshine of God, in whom all “ live and move and have
!
'¿ .S their being.”
•
.. ,
The tendency of all life is to death,— of all forces
/ ,r is to exhaustion; and it is through restimulations by
~r
hi gher forces that any processes of life are perpetuated.
•'
' This law makes each successive grade of matter or forms
the stimulating, the uplifting force to the preceding; —
makes physical man the helper of lower nature on his
own plane, and Spiritual man the benefactor of man on
the lower plane. This law unites earth and heaven —
the physical and the spiritual universe, in everlasting
bonds; makes man in the flesh forever dependent on
man in the sp irit; unites them in the most intimate re
lations, or preserves the close relations established with
life; unites sphere with sphere of the heavens of the
soul, drawing all men upward towards the goal of their
being, the perfected state, where they will be installed
into the mysteries of the Inner Temple where God for
ever dwells. “ He shall draw all men unto H im ” — is
the gospel of this Divine law.
It is the habit of mankind generally — made so by
misconception of Nature’s law, to belittle the Procreative
impulse, to regard it as purely pertaining to physical
life, and as expressive of grossness. Education, and
above all, the misuse of the faculty, has fixed this belief
in the minds of men. To outlive it, to soar above it, has
been, and still is, the ambition of some reformers, as
though it were a degrading attribute. Were it, in reality,
what gross men have made i t —a minister to sensuality,
it should be accursed like a deadly Upas, whose fruits,
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whose every emanation, are poison. The fatal results
accruing from the abuse of this holy attribute of human
ity, are most expressive of its character. The fountain
once disturbed and poisoned, all the forth issuing streams
are infected; not one drop of pure, limpid water is fur
nished to the thirsting multitudes who seek refreshment
from them. The springs of life, it has been shown, that
are thejdgor, the potentiality, of manhood and woman
hood, are fed from this fountain of Force; and its
streams go out into society, and reach into the lower
world of forms and matter. To degrade this fountain,
is to debase all life that in any way depends upon it.
It is to sin against one’s self, against society, and all
Nature, for disturbances of every kind are propagated
far und wide, and this in particular, writes itself indellibly on the conditions of a progressing world.
The curse of Nature is upon the transgressor of this
law. She writes her anathemas in such plain characters
that they are known and read of a ll; and men turn with
abhorrence from the victims of lust, shunning them as
though they were smitten with the deadly Plague. It
is a plague, than which none is more deadly, or can be
more destructive to conditions favorable to life and
health of individuals, communities, and nations. It is
Death in its most hideous, repulsive form, as all men
know, when the abuse of this function is persisted in,
to individuals; and from individuals, it is propagated to
society at large, and to life below ; and so the localities
where the sin is prevalent become like very lazar-houses
of corruption.
Judgments such as Nature inflicts for infringements
of her laws, without the intervention of man, have over
taken such peoples; and these judgments have been
hastened by human intervention. The sword has as
sisted in extirpating races that were unfit to live and
propagate. Where propagation is defilement and exten
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sion of debasing conditions, it should cease; and the
Powers Above have assisted Nature to cleanse herself,
by stimulating forces to act to this end. They have
allowed nations to scourge nations, and even to wipe
them from the face of thè earth, that the “ land might
be delivered” from their corrupting influences, and a
better race be established. Curses never come unbidden.
Nature is ever true to herself. Seed sown will produce
a harvest of its kind. An energetic, prolific race is as
sure to make the imprint of these qualities upon its sur
roundings, as animal fertilizers are to enrich soils. The
magnetic element that inheres in such fertilizers is quick
ening to the soil, and vegetation takes it up and thrives
upon it. If animals and man lack the vigorous, life
giving element, N ature will lack the source of supply of
the same, which is derived as the chief stimulus to vigor
in all its departments.
Sympathy of conditions between all grades of forms
and elements over entire planetary surfaces, and through
out univeral space, is the law ; and when one member of
the universal family, or of the body, suffers, all suffer
with it ; and in proportion to relationship and proximity.
Man is like the husbandman placed in an uncultivated
field, to live and to produce conditions that will sustain
life and make it enjoyable. He cannot shirk his respon
sibilities and live. Untrue to them he dies, root and
branch; true, he thrives, and his seed after him ; and
the planet becomes a garden under his hand. So the
waning of activity, that is periodical, and disastrous
when planets are in the early stages, before man with
his superior life-force and his genius has arrived upon
the stage, is modified by man’s influence. It becomes a
less disturbing influence by degrees, as surface condìtions improve before man appears; but his presence
gives a marked impetus to progressive action in this re
spect ; and where he is true to the laws of his being, as
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generations succeed each other, catastrophes will cease
at these depressing intervals, and only minor effects re
sult. Barbarism, itself a result of subsiding activity of
Nature, is sure to aggravate the conditions that favor its
existence; as witness the Deluge of Noah. Thus Nature
vindicates revelation, her handmaid for aiding in the dis
semination of necessary truth.
The office of the race of man makes its distribution
throughout the universe a necessity. 'The end of creative
effort attained in man, is the distribution of power such
as the race can wield, for the furtherance of all forma
tive action. The peculiar offices mankind perform by
virtue of superior intelligence and a*thorough knowl
edge of Nature’s laws, after they have become spirits
and inhabitants of Superior Spheres, will be described
in a future volume. For this, it suffices to state con
cerning the peopling of the physical universe with the
race of man, that all systems of the same grade and or
der simultaneously(evolve it in some prepared planets.
Each epoch of this evolution, of the many of this char
acter that occur in a universe in a great period of action,
is one that gives an impetus to progress throughout uni
versal Nature. This will be obvious to the careful reader,
who comprehends the full significance of man’s func
tions. “ The Morning stars sang together for joy,” that
the babe was born that was destined as a Savior to all
races, kindreds, and grades of life of the empire of the
Omnipotent, when earth gave birth to man ; for the dis
tant universes,— all the orbs of space, partook of the
blessing of the presence of this added Deific Force in
such proximity as to prove a power for good to them.
A planet is incomplete in its means for high develop
ment of surface conditions until the race is distributed
over it wherever it can get a foothold. And its energy, its
persistence, is sufficient, for all emergencies; no barriers
arrest its advance, as it marches on to occupy the terri
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tory that is its own for the taking. Arctic snows, desert
sands, watery wastes, and torrid heats, only serve to
stimulate the inventive genius that lies dormant until
aroused by necessity, and that will find means to over
come, even these difficulties, when men are in search of
homes, subsistence, or adventure. The rule of “ the
survival of the fittest,” applied to the race, is what in
sures its stability; for it is by the extermination of the
debased elements of human society — the corrupted
tribes, remnants of tribes and nationalities, by the means
described, and whatever other means Nature interposes
to this end, that it is preserved from such contamination
as would be fatal to the entire race.
The types of mankind that are developed to interact
with each other, are figurative of the types of forces that
interact for the production of life, and of grades of mat
ter and forms that interact for the promotion of progres
sive action. The same law of force is everywhere prev
alent, in the arrangements of inanimate substance, of
animate forms, and intelligent life ; — in the arrangement
of races of men, tribes, nations, communities, and indi
viduals ; ' of types and species of the animal and vegeta
ble kingdoms, and of the diverse elements composing
earth, air, water, and the ethers of space. All the simple
and complex varieties of life and force are upon the one
principle of diversity — of action and reaction, of Posi
tive and Negative. The foundation principle laid in the
fundamental force of being, the reactions of Spirit and
Matter, is propagated through all the avenues of pro
gressive life, on every plane ; spirit and matter interact
ing in every thing that has life, and propagating action
to forces that belong, specifically, to either plane —
spiritual or material.
Sufficient has been said upon the subject of the Phi
losophy of life, and of the law of Evolution, to suffice to
make it clear to the intelligent and careful reader. Ap
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plications of the principles stated on the foregoing pages
vill be frequently made in what is to follow ; therefore,
it is of the utmost importance for a proper understand
ing of the whole chapter, that these first principles
should be thoroughly understood.
Spirit, as a force connected with material Nature, and
necessary to its life, is ignored by most scientists, and it
is to help in dispelling this great error, which is such a
barrier to progress, that this attempt is made to state the
true theory of life. By confining their observations to the
sphere of physical elements and forces, scientists have
failed to reach the solution of the paramount problem of
the ages. The example Nature has provided to illus- /
trate universal action stands out the prominent form!
among all forms, inviting investigation as the acknowl
edged epitome of-the universe, and it seems incredible
that the scientific world should ignore the key to the, so- i
called, mysteries of Nature.
The embodiment of Mind, of Intelligence, as the Life
Principle of Nature, seems to have been the idea of the
Poet Philosopher when he gave utterance to the follow
ing sentiment :
“ All are but parts of one stupendous whole,
Whose body Nature is, and God the Soul.”

Metaphysicians have come very near to the truth in
their investigations of the relations of mind and body;
and had not materialism clogged the powers of percep
tion of reasoning minds, preventing clear insight, a true
theory of life, embracing a belief in spirit as its funda
mental principle, would long ago have been established.
But “ every thing in its season,” is Nature’s rule. It is,
“ first the germ in the seed, then the blade, then the
ear, then the full corn in the ear.” Truth reaps her har
vests after time has fully matured them ; the work of
cultivating the soil, seed-sowing and watering, preced
ing the gathering time, as with the thrifty husbandman.
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Even now, the landscapes are glowing with her fields of
ripening grain, and her granaries are filling. “ Lift up
your heads and rejoice,” therefore, ye diligent laborers,
who esteem her acquisitions of more value than golden
coins, or the diamonds that gem the crowns of ro y a lty !
Reader, pause awhile in the whirl of life, to reflect
upon the statements here offered for your consideration.
Think on the mystery of your being, —your relation
ships to the world of matter and of m ind; the resppnsibilities you sustain to a ll; think upon life, upon death,
and the hereafter; think upon all you would do and
b e ; the hopes you have based on life, and the possibil
ities you have dimly discerned in yourself through the
mists with which a false philosophy has beclouded your
m ind; and think on death, that comes to consign you
to the oblivion of the grave before life is scarcely begun,
or any of its aspirations are fully realized: think upon
God, the Great Invisible Presence, in all, through all,
and of all; the Benefactor of all, in whom you “ have
your being ” ; and of Nature, the mother on whose bosom
you rest, and from which you draw your support, in
common with all that i s ; reflect upon all these things in
the light of what has been given above of the philosophy
of life, and see if there does not dawn upon your under
standing—if it is not already there — a full comprehen
sion and appreciation of these words of the inspired
Poet: — “ There are more things in heaven and earth, '
Horatio, than have been dreamed of in our philosophy.”
“ Our philosophy” has come as far short of giving you
a true insight into your being as it has of giving you a
true comprehension of anything that pertains to the
character of God. The ideas it has, generally advanced
upon subjects connected with the philosophy of life, of
the being of God, and of man, and of Nature, have been
misty and misleading. They have left out of the prob
lem the main elements necessary to its solution, and so
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have left their votaries to wander away into the darkness
of misticism—into impossible theories and unprofitable
speculations. Be persuaded to launch out from the old,
well-worn channels of thought of the centuries, and con
sider well the philosophy that is here presented, au
thoritative, only, as far as it is Nature’s Philosophy.
In introducing the discussion of Evolution of Species,
it is necessary to recapitulate some of the principles al
ready stated, involved as they are, necessarily, in this
branch of the general subject.
Evolution reveals itself as the prime law in the grand
succession of life characteristic of the universe.
is
synonymous with progress — with evolution. Cessation
of evolution preceding the vast periods of rest, which are
the order, indicate, as the reader understands, the ex
haustion of the forces of matter, which necessitates re s t;
and through these eternities, life is still evolution of
force, to be expended in still higher manifestations of
life than characterized preceding periods of action. Qui
escent forces are always prophetic of renewed vigor;
not less in a universe of chaotic matter than in the sys
tem of a human being exhausted by severe toil. To re
store exhausted Nature, the forces of the latter must
simulate death, as nearly as possible; and reinvigora
tion is sure to follow this process in the healthy organi
zation. Action and rest, reciprocally dependent states,
and, like force and inertia, ever co-operating for the
purposes of development; — this is the lesson man’s
mode of life teaches. Not less does inferior Nature in
the most common and best understood methods of pro
gressive action, illustrate the same law. Beginning at
the topmost round of the ladder of life, where man is
seen as a full exemplification of the one principle upon
which all development forever depends, this principle
is traceable wherever there is planetary matter to be
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acted upon by the forces of a mother sun and system,—
wherever there is matter and force co-operating. Vital
phenomena are the same in essence in inorganic as in
organic m atter; the same law operating in world-build
ing, in the evolution of chemical elements, as in that of
animate forms and living tissue; as is evident from the
phenomena involved in each case. Decomposition of
tissue must precede the building of tissue; decay — de
cadence of force, or the falling back of matter to a lower
plane, must precede the assimilation of matter by a liv
ing body,— so teaches physiology; which is the exact
law of evolution disclosed by Nature in every realm.
The process of condensation of worlds from the come
tary to the planetary stage proceeds by alternate periods
of action and rest; again, the work of preparing the
planetary surface and surface matter for the evolution
of organic life is accomplished in the same manner. On
the planetary plane, forces are of higher grade than on
the preceding ones, and are more susceptible of investi
gation. Arriving on that plane, they become incarnated
in forms, as elements and species, which act and react
upon each other after the same general plan and for the
same general purposes as the atoms and elements of un
condensed matter, but by a far more efficacious method.
Evolution has unfolded the effective force of planetary
planes, which is Incarnated Force— Organized Forms.
Henceforth progress must march on to more rapid con
quest, aided thus by such a powerful auxiliary.
The evolution of species follows the preparation of
surface'matter and conditions to support them, as a con
sequence of this preparation ; as these surface conditions
follow as a consequence of the cooling process by which
matter has been prepared to crystalize and form the va
rious combinations which precede and initiate organized
life. It is a step at a time, taken in the evolution of
forms and forces,— from one to the next succeeding,
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without overstepping any. Thus: From the plane of
elementary life to the plane of the chemical compounds,
is one s te p ; from this latter to the plane of vegetable
life, is one step ; and from this to the plane of animal
existence, is a ste p ; and to reach the plane of animal
life, matter must be raised from the first through each
of the intervening stages to the fourth. On each succes
sive plane a force is developed, to co-operate with exist
ing ones, to raise matter to the next. For exam ple: On
the plane of elementary existence chemical affinity is
developed, else formation would cease here. Conditions
combine to evolve this force when planetary matter is in
the semi-cometary stage. As fully described in the
closing chapter of Yol. I, and the opening chapter of
this, surface matter of earth underwent the ordeal of
fire, repeatedly, after solidification had commenced. De
composition^— degradation of matter — reacted with the
unstable formations which resulted from the forces in
action, with the precision that decomposition of tissue
reacts with the vital process of assimilation, in the animal
form; and by this process of periodic alternations, and
passing through intermediate stages, the grand stage
was reached,— chemical affinity was developed as a sta
ble force. A stable crust resulted from all this action;
chemical affinities acting with other forces upon matter
prepared for chemical union upon a firm basis.
A grand stride, has been taken, in pushing matter
from the elementary plane to the plane of the Mineral
Kingdom. A platform has been laid, plank by plank,
upon which the structures of the Vegetable and Animal
Kingdoms can be reared; the material for the latter
being prepared by the builders, Chemical Affinity and
Vegetable Vital Force. The Animal Kingdom succeeds
the Vegetable in the order of evolution, built upon the
principle developed in the Vegetable Kingdom. The
Mode of Organic Life once evolved in the vegetable, the
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step is easy to the higher plane of animal organization.
It is not like that from the Mineral Kingdom to the
Vegetable, where energies are concentrated for the pur
pose of lifting matter over a broad chasm, so to speak,
that which separates the organic from the inorganic king
dom. Such an arrangement of forces as is altogether
new in the progressing world of matter, in the sense of
being so concentrated, succeeds to the evolution of V ital
Organic force; and it is a grand effort that achieves it.
On the plane of the Mineral Kingdom forces act and re
act long on developing planetary surfaces, before the re
sult is attained that must be/ before another plane of
development can be reached. Earth, air, fire/and w ater/
commingle their forces for immense ages in the travail
that precedes so mighty a birth. And when, at length,
the “ child of hope ” is born, what is it? In what guise
does it appear? An infinitessimal atom of protoplasm,
a minute cell, embodies the New Force that is the “ Babe
in the Manger” to the waiting world.
( Vegetable life once instituted in its rudimentary forms,
animal life in corresponding forms quickly succeeds, as
an effect of the reactions of Chemical force with the
newly developed force — the Vital. The existence of the
j two Kingdoms, Vegetable and Animal, is coeval after
| the period that gives birth to the first rudimentary forms
\ of the latter, through the existing species of the former,
\ in the first age of its life. The essentially higher force,
j embodied as the distinguishing characteristic in the new
; form, has not been previously embodied,— does not be
I long to the type of form through which the higher is
produced, but is evolved through the action of pre-ex\ istent forces — those pertaining to the parent form, and
\ Magnetic forces co-operating with these. A draft has
: been made upon Superior Magnetic essences for the germ
/ of a new force, by the superior conditions prevalent in
the environment of the parent form.
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This is precisely the recognized mode of institution of
the mineral kingdom from the elemental, the Vegetable
from the Mineral, and the Animal from the Vegetable;
is according to the strict interpretation of scientific ob
servers of the laws in action in the production and
growth of the four Kingdoms of Nature. (See '•'•Conserva
tion o f Energy. B y B alfour
, L L . D., F.
in C hapter----- , “ Correlation o f Vital w ith Chemical
and P hysical Forces. B y Joseph L e Conte.") The'
application of this law of evolution to the evolution of,
species through species, of all kingdoms, does not seem
to have been made by those careful observers, who are
doing so much in revealing truth as it is in natural law.
This is the whole law of evolution of types, orders,
species, and forms. Not a form of any species in Na- j
ture comes into existence, but through its operation. Itj
is at the foundation of perpetuation of being, and oil
progress.
At the right period in a planet’s life, Vegetable Vital
Force, co-operating with chemical forces and the mag
, netic forces of the atmosphere, as light, and its related
<Lsj ethereal forces, evolves Animal Vital Force. This latter^
force does not pertain to the vegetable. This principle I
should be thoroughly comprehended by the reader, for
on it much depends. It is the New Creation to which
Nature gives birth, through the instrumentality of the
lower forms. The parent,— the Vegetable Kingdom, em
bodies the procreative force that begets this new creation,
for there is no other embodiment of this force, no other
mode by which it can be produced. It is not in the|
power of the Mineral Kingdom, neither the Elemental, to i
go above their own plane to work. These embody no/
forces that are adequate to evolve a force so far superior
to their own. A step at a time, let it be repeated, and
this on the solid ground of law as old as the universe, is
the mode.
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On the plane of vegetable life the procreative force is
first concentrated in organic forms, which is the step in
dispensable to the further one of advancing organization
to the next higher plane. Formative effort is henceforth
to be expended for the purpose of improving the mode of
organization, which is to be perfected by the means of
evolution of species of all possible varieties ; of founding
type on type, and species on species, until the topmost
round of the ladder of formation is inserted ; —until the
Keystone of the Mighfy Arch is laid, that is the Living
Temple of the Indwelling Spirit.
The principle of Conservation of Energy is fully ex
emplified in the derivation of force through force, by this
law. The original Procreative Impulse that moved
upon atoms in the primeval universe, causing aggrega
tion, is transmitted through all the transformations of
matter and force, unchanged in its essential quality, but
modified to suit progressive Nature, until it is incarnated
in the vegetable form ; to be still transferred through
form after form, to the highest ; where, alone, it exhibits
itself in its perfect character. The transformations it has
undergone have not changed its character, in the sense
of imparting a new order of action ; they have evolved
the perfected form of action, which was in incipiency in
the original impulse. Conservation of energy implies
preservation, and transmutations such as add efficiency
to the original force in action, by impartation of stimu
lus to_it. Byjneans of this impartation a form of force
is changed, a new .force is created. The relationship of
the new to the original force is just that of offspring to
parent, of a species to its parent species, of a kingdom
/to its parent kingdom. The embodiment of a new pro-,
portion of vital magnetic life, is what changes the charac
ter of a force, conserving the old in the new. It is this
also which individualizes offspring, species, and king
doms ; and confers upon the human being its distinctive
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quality of immortality; which implies a Deific quality
of force.
There can be no links missing in the chain of force; —
no overstepping the boundaries fixed to limit the action
of any force in the reproduction of another. However,
there is variation in these limits, determined by the
activities brought to bear for evolution or procreation
in different periods, or under different circumstances.
Thus it is, that a species may overstep the narrow limit
allotted to it, wherein to produce its kind, and reach a
farther boundary, where it grasps a proportion of mag
netic life-force superior to, or different from, that it
draws for offspring of its kind ; which it confers upon
offspring, causing them to vary from the parent type.
There are yet other and farther boundaries that are
reached, when a kingdom becomes the parent of a king
dom, and grand types in the various kingdoms become
parents of others. All these variations are within pre- ^
scribed limits, wherein forces may draw upon Nature
for an added element to vitalize a legitimate offspring, j
The formative era develops epochs suited to the evolu- I
tion of every kingdom, type, and species, a planet pro- *
duces; these being periods when excessive stimulations
of peculiar forces produce peculiar results. All eras are /
fruitful in evolutions, upon the same principle, though j
less marked in distinctiveness of character in some than ,
in others.
The law of dynamics illustrates evolution to perfec
tion. An impulse to motion begets motion, just in pro
portion to the force expended. Motion is conserved in
superior motion, or in a quality varying from the origi
nal. The gradation of force exhibited as the result of
the sun’s action upon the planet, exemplifies the grada
tion of life from the Elemental Kingdom upward. Im
pulses generated at the sun’s surface, are propagated
in motions that gather or lose vigor as they pass from
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sphere to sphere of elements, reaching the planetary sur
face as the vital forces heat, light, and electricity, being
there transmuted again by the vital or mechanical pro
cesses they serve, or stagnating where vital energy is
lacking to co-operate for higher evolution. Element is
born of element, as motion of motion. Atmospheric light
as an element, is born of the ethers that receive the im
pulse to superior motion from an inferior grade still, as
stated in a former chapter. Of light are born yet higher
forces, —forces within the brain of man and earth’s bosom.
The stimulation of thought through the sense of vision,
is the arousing of ethers of mind, and conception and
birth of ideas; which signifies the proportioning and ap
propriation of elements by the model of formation by
evolution.
From the foregoing it appears, that the law o f Evolution
is the law o f Conservation o f Force. It also appears,
that evolution is through the co-operation o f forces such
as interact in procreation, and through the reproductive
force perfected in the organic kingdom. It will appear
plain to the careful reader, that a kingdom, type, or
species, resulting through the law here laid down, is a
new creation in the only sense that anything in Nature
ever can be. The law of evolution knows no change in
its mode of operation. It is one from eternity to eter
nity; and by it, all things that are have been evolved in
series of formations interdependent, and related; the
later to the older of the same type, by direct order of
succession, as children to a long line of ancestry.
/ The “ Special Creations” that Nature knows are de
. velopments of the law of Evolution, not exactly recog
; nized by the School of thinkers termed “ Darwinians.”
/ The modifications of species that result through the
^ law of “ N atural Selection,” are, in no instancy.„the
change of a lower species into a higher, or of one species
into another. They are the preparation necessary for
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the radical process of evolution of new species through
old. The improvement of a species is one thing, and
the evolution of a new one is quite another. The princi
ple of improvement of a species carried to its culminat
ing point, however, is its development of a something
radically different from the parent. Or, to reverse the
order; the principle of degradation of species carried to
its ultimate, is the unfoldment of something specifically
inferior to the parent. The variations to which species
are susceptible are subsidiary to the changes in specific
characteristics which follow their multiplication; whether
it be on the ascending or descending scale, or on the
same horizon. Departure from a parent type in the first
instances, implies further departures, as species develop
differences more and more marked, in every direction.
It is relevant to the subject in hand — the principle of
specific differences, to state the application of the law of
evolution to the introduction of life on a planet, as re
lates to typical differences, which involves a repetition of
a few principles stated in the first chapter. Types exist
from the first; primordial life typifying, in degree, all
subsequent life. Differences in type, at the first, are ex
pressions of the diversity in qualities of matter and
forces. The interactions of these diverse qualities must
continue in the different species of the organic kingdoms.
First expressed in the Vegetable Kingdom, then in the
speedily following Animal Kingdom, in the incipient
forms which are of so low grade of structure as to ex
press but faintly the idea embodied in their forms, the
differences are yet real, and prophetic of the future
grand types and species which are to be built, each
higher upon its immediate related predecessor. Primi
tive types are all combined in the one basic type, termed
the Radiate. First individuals of that type differ in
structural idea sufficiently to propagate different species;
divergence from the primitive types continuing until the
VOL. II.
11
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boundary is reached, which, being overstepped, a new
type is born in species related to the antecedent species
of the older type as offspring to parents. The step here
taken has been longer than ordinary, yet it is but a step.
The original ideas of structure have here found better
expression than in the antecedent type. Organization
is being developed in mode. This development pro
gresses through the grand types to the human, where the
idea of form embodied in Nature is perfectly expressed.
Expansion of types proceeds as progressive develop
ment of a planetary surface evolves the forces of m atter;
there being the same limit to this expansion as to that
of forces which they prefigure. Types reach their su
perior culminating point in a few select species; species
in a few select individuals; in both cases the selection
accomplishing the extraordinary end of elevating the
type to the point where a departure from it is inevitable
in the order of Nature. Convergence of force, for a pur
pose so indispensable, is a revelation of the possibilities
of Nature under the action of law. The ideal form is in
embryo all the while that variety is being developed, and
forces are expanding; and convergence of force, at the
proper period, after the manner pursued at every epoch
of introduction of higher types, will bring forth the hu
man type, the topmost branch of the tree of life, whose
roots are in the Elemental Kingdom.
The Formative Era, including four great eras of plane
tary life, is characterized by action which is expansion
of life in types and species, and concentration of force.
Conditions fitted to each other during this vast period,
and favoring the characteristic action, culminate in the
evolution of stability of forces on a planet. The culmi
nating point in formation, that where evolution of new
types ceases after the original order, is when man takes
his place at the head, as the fulfillment of the prophesy
of form revealed in Nature. The highest is reached in
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him ; and what variation, henceforth, occurs, is to be
after the plan of improvement or deterioration of types
and species; not evolution of new ones. Henceforth,
natural energies are to be expended on a surface regu
lated beyond the plane where great and specific changes
can occur, such as characterize the formative era. A
greater or less degree of stability of such orders of life
as are suited in any way to prevalent conditions, follows
as a necessary consequence of regulation of conditions ;
and also permanency of such orders as are on a plane
suited to the human type. The great aid this type lends
to the support of grades of life nearest allied to it, is
an efficient means for their perpetuation.
The vital changes that are the order after a planet’s
surface becomes productive of organic life, until the
above mentioned condition is reached, are fatal to the
perpetuation of the great mass of species and grades of
life beyond certain fixed limits of time and bounds of
territory; these limits being decided by radical revolu
tion of conditions over the entire planet-or only partial
ones that effect vital changes in localities ripe for revo
lution, and in others effect only varying conditions pre
paratory to fundamental change. There are certain low
orders of life that are propagated through all eras after
their appearance; these being such as are not susceptible
to the influence of the changes periodically occurring;
the depths of ocean being the localities they usually in
habit, their function being the working over of the slimy
deposits into mineral substance, as limestone formations,
etc. Many types of life at present existing are so nearly
like the earlier ones they represent, as to be hardly dis
tinguishable from the latter, as they are in fossil form.
However, the real differences that exist are in conformity
to the rule of change, which alone may be said to have
had permanency of character, during all this vast period.
The improvements to which the surface is susceptible
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after it has cooled sufficiently to allow of the evolution
of life, measure those of which planetary life of all
grades is capable; and the one does not more surely
tend to advancement than the other. The variations of
Species, fitting, as they do exactly, the variations of
conditions over the surface, at any one period, or in a
succession of periods, are as natural as the processes by
which the latter are effected ; and are brought about by
the same means ; — that is, through modifications of the
law of evolution and its application to organic life.
The fidelity of Nature to the one plan of evolution in
every realm of life, the similitude of forces at work in
every department, are the exemplification of the truth
of the theory, that Special Creations are only the order
by the one plan revealed in Nature.
/ The position gained by the Darwinians, the advance
guard of Naturalists, the Forlorn Hope, that dares the
.missiles of theologians and others hurled in the inter
est of “ Religion” and against “ Infidelity,” and whose
shafts are often pointed with contempt and ridicule, is
just on the border line of the promised land of Truth. A
; few paces forward, and the summit of the Mount of
'^Promise is reached, where all the glories of the Canaan
of so many hopes and struggles are revealed. The re
mains of so many Moses lie interred in the mysterious
recesses of this mountain, that it might seem too much
to dare even to seek to gain a look from its summit.
Yet, it may be dared ; and the Joshua that will lead the
hosts of inquirers into the land beyond will be immor
talized. Agassiz, a giant in intellectual strength, and an
inveterate opponent of the Darwinian theory, as is very
well understood, in entering his protest against the trans
mutation theory, remarked as follows ; and his remarks
have a pertinence that entitles them to consideration;
not exactly from the standpoint he occupied as a sworn
opponent of the theory; but from the middle ground of
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a theory that is not his, nor yet exactly that of his op
ponents. He says : “ It is my belief that naturalists are
chasing a phantom, in their search after some material
gradation among created beings, by which the whole
Animal Kingdom may have been derived by successive
developments from a single germ, or from a few germs.
It would seem, from the frequency with which this no
tion is revived,— ever returning upon us with hydra
headed tenacity of life, and presenting itself under a new
form as soon as the preceding one has been exploded and
set aside,— that it has a certain fascination for the hu
man mind. This arises, perhaps, from the desire to ex
plain our own existence ; to have some simple and easy
solution of the fact that we live. I confess that there
seems to me to be a repulsive poverty in this material
explanation that is contradicted by the intellectual
grandeur of the universe; the resources of the Deity
cannot be so meagre, that, in order to create a human
being endowed with reason, he must change a monkey
into a man.” In treating of Embryology and its rela
tion to the transmutation theory, he says : “ W hat do
these resemblances mean, from some of which we shrink
as unnatural and even revolting ? If we put a material
interpretation upon them, and believe that, even man
himself has been gradually developed out of a fish, they
are repugnant to our better nature.”
In the above two quotations are contained a whole ser
mon on the merits of the true theory, and the demerits
of the erroneous ones. They both express the instinct
ive repugnance of man to the acknowledgment of his
direct relationship to the brute creation, at the same time
recognizing the fact, that Nature points in that direction
when man seeks to trace his lineal descent. “ W hat do
these resemblances mean?” exclaims the great N atural
ist, when he traces by Embryology the genealogy of man
and all the vertebrate type of animals down to the fish ;
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or, what is the same, finds that, in the embryonic state,
each type of the vertebrate class lives through the stages
represented by adult life of every inferior type to the
lowest; man being no exception; but revealing the order
of vertebrate life through which he was developed, in the
various stages of embryonic life. To put a truly “ ma
terial signification” to such a fact as this, would be to
ally man to the fish, indeed, and to derive the fish and
its distant progenitor, the protoplasmic molecule, from
soulless matter. “ From nothing, nothing comes;” so
the “ material signification” falls for lack of a basis.
The correspondences of species that point to certain re
lationship, is the significant fact that should confine the
observer to the points in issue between the two Schools—
the Darwinians and the adherents of the old theory of
Special Creations. The questions that should be asked of
Nature a re : Has a species of Anthropoid Ape gradually
unfolded the human attributes, thus becoming the parent
of the human race ? o r : W as the human species created
human at the first? and : W hat was the parentage of the
human, and all other species ? To arrive at correct con
clusions concerning principles so grand, and so all-im
portant, too much attention cannot be given to details;
as, persistence of types, and species, and the gradation
of the latter, which is revealed by living species and by
fossil remains of those now extinct. To oppose the law
of persistence of types, the great argument of the Agas
siz school, to that of close relationship of types, and the
unfold ment of specific characteristics, is to array the
strong arguments of each side against each o th er; which
must stand or fall according as they agree with the truth
in the matter. The fact is, both will be compelled to take
a middle ground, and concede something to each other.
Observation of living types and species, furnish argu
ments on both sides of the question; yet from this stand
point, the law of persistence of types and species is es-
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tablished as firmly on the basis of phenomena as any
other law of Nature. Embryology reveals the phenom- .
ena that harmonizes the two theories sufficiently to show
a middle ground where another can be based more con
sistent with all the phenomena involved.
The physical characteristics of a species are, as re
vealed by Embryology, developed by stages ; that is, a
certain period of embryonic life is devoted to the unfoldment of certain functions and organs to match them, and
other periods successively for certain others, until the
being is completed by a succession of stages of growth,
each one representing a specific stage, — or a species in
the Animal Kingdom below that to which the being, fully
unfolded, belongs ; and in the exact gradation in which
Nature unfolds species of the type up to this. This isi
significant of the truth of the principle, that a species \
does not change its specific characteristics, but is instru
mental in unfolding a new one. The conditions prece
dent to the institution of the new are indispensable to
its unfoldment. So it appears, that Species transmit,
through the embryonic life of their successors, their char
acteristics. This is what these facts of Embryology teach,
if they mean anything. That a form grows through
stages, in this manner, that are not of ancestral derivation,
is incredible ; because contrary to any law and to all ex
perience. The law of heredity, by which the child is like
the parent, and by which ancestral traits crop out in re
mote generations, inscribes on immediate offspring paren
tal characteristics, though these be related to the parents
as offspring of the same species, or of a new one to which
they have given birth. Thus, the characteristics of early
embryonic life are'modified into the higher ones of later
stages, clinging to the being all through the whole stage of
fœtal growth, and extending into the next stage, in some
species, in rudimentary organs that are, in some cases,
lost soon after birth, and in others, not until adult life.
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Specific differences may be compared to individual
characteristics, which remain fixed during life, but can
be modified, in degree, to suit differing circumstances.
Parental character, in the main, stamps the characteris
tics of the child upon it, though these may differ mate
rially from those of the parents. From this it may be
argued, that specific differences may arise from the ex
tension of this principle of modification beyond the limit
fixed as that of the parental specific character ; this being
effected by radical change in conditions of environment.
This last named circumstance is that upon which the
specific change depends, as without such change of con
ditions, modifications do not extend to the point of chang
ing the individuality of species ; and Nature furnishes
no grounds upon which to base a contrary conclusion
from this; her analogies evidencing in favor of the propo
sition. The environment, for instance, of the savage,
binds him down to the savage state, and fixes the char
acter of his offspring the same as his own. Change his
surroundings, introduce him into civilized life, and his
offspring after him, and the generation will soon appear
that will reveal the influence of the change of conditions.
New characteristics appear, and after many generations',
the race cannot even be recognized as of the original sav
age type. Yet, there have been no structural changes,
such as are indicative of change of species. The modifi
cations have been on a scale consistent with the perma
nence of the original type of life, adding elements of sta
bility which were a necessity to fix its durability.
The difference existing between the four diverse
Classes or Grand Types of the Animal Kingdom are so
marked, that it is with much show of consistency that it
is contended that there is no evidence to prove that the
higher were derived through the lower. And yet, it is
conceded that they are connected by comprehensive
types. This fact is so significant, that before it, in the
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light of the successive discoveries of links in the chain
of life, the circumstance of marked differences, as they
are revealed at the present day, and in fossil remains, is
of less moment in the discussion of derivation of types.
Comprehensive types, as defined by Paleontologists, are
types representing by typical characteristics, future
ones. They combine, typically, with the strictly de
fined characteristics of the species to which they belong,
others that are fully outwrought in a future species.
These, as discovered and named by scientists, are links
in the chain of life that connect lower orders of life with
higher, being species that have progressed towards the
point of culmination in the evolution of higher species ;
— towards the point — not to it. They are related to the
species that are the real representative ones that usher
in new species. The fact is noted by observers, th at
comprehensive types are less stable than their predeces
sors ; and from this fact it might logically follow, that
the links that are missing have actually disappeared.
And this is true of the real links that joined the species
that peopled earth in past ages, and that now exist.
They were unstable from the very fact of the office they
performed in the creative programme. Species, the
links of types and species, so far exhaust their vitality
by the extraordinary effort of giving birth to new species,
that they disappear too completely, especially those of
the higher types, to even leave their fossil remains. It
appears as a strange provision of Nature, following, of
course, from natural law, but none the less startling for
all that, that this should be so. It appears as though
foresight provided that no species shall arrive at matu
rity while yet the inferior one through which it had
birth is in existence. Man revolts at the thought that
the parentage of the race should be inferior to it, while
he is in ignorance of the law of derivation of the Spirit,
seeing no consistency in the notion that the superior is
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derived from the inferior. Enlightenment on natural
principles dispels many idle prejudices, arising from in
stinct misguided by ignorance. As Science brings to
bear its influence in favor of the true theory of deriva
tion of man and all species, this prejudice will disap
pear, and it will be no stigma to trace ancestry through
the line of Procreative Force, which is Nature’s Crea
tive Arm.
Embryology has been asserted as giving no evidence
of the relationship of the grand types, on as high au
thority as the elder Agassiz ; yet, that it does, he him
self is authority. In describing the ovarian egg, through
which all animals arealike produced, he rem arks: “ The
building material (of the organs) is, as it were, provided
by the process which divides the yolk into innumerable
cells, and by the gradual assimilation and modification
of this material the organs arise.
In a word, be
fore the whole system works, it makes itself out of the
elements given by the formation of independent eggs.
Its first office is self-structure. A t the period described
above, however, when the new generations of cells are
just set free and have taken their place in the region
where the new being is to develop, nothing is to be seen
of the animal whose life is beginning there, except the
film y disk lying on the surface of the yolk.” The ital
ics are not his. The “ filmy disk,” is most suggestive
of the great type of the Animal Kingdom which serves
as the basis of the life of the others, as this structureless
mass serves as the basis of life of all the organs that are
to make up the animal “ whose life is beginning there.”
Indeed, the typical representation^of species in embryo,
are nowhere more expressive than here where the Radi
ate is prefigured in the egg of the Vertebrate. The gellatinous mass that composes the 0-elly Fish is here ex
emplified ; and farther on in the texture and appearance
of the incipient organs, and in the unfoldment of the
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perfect structure, both the Mo^uscan and Articulate
types can be traced, typically, by the student who notes
every appearance carefully, with no preconceived theory
to be served by his observations.
The great naturalist quoted, finds what he terms a
“ unity of organic c o n c e p tio n in other words, resem
blances in the varied and successive types and species
of each great class, that are as striking in the higher as
in the lower orders of life. These “ resemblances,” says
he, “ mean, that when the first fish was called into ex
istence, the Vertebrate type existed as a whole in the
creative thought, and the first expression of it embraced,
potentially, all the organic elements of that type up to
man himself.” They mean, traced back as they may
be, to the lowest grand type of animals, and through it
into the Vegetable Kingdom, and down still further, to
the inorganic Kingdom, where the latter took its rise,
that all types and varieties of forms of all kingdoms,
were in the “ creative thought,” as the efficient means
whereby the universe was to be unfolded to its utmost
capacity; and further; they mean that this “ thought”
looked to the means through which this wondrous crea
tion was to be effected. It was not merely an “ ideal”
creation that was to be, so there must be a real relation
based upon the “ ideal relation,” that the naturalist as
serts is all he can discover,— if it is to be a reality based
on law, and evolved through law. The only mode of
realizing creative ideas, is to project them on m atter;
and the laws of matter and force determine the line of
progress that form shall take in reaching its climax.
The idea of creation is represented in the egg, as
quoted above: “ The building material is provided by
the process which divides the yolk into innumerable
cells, and by the gradual assimilation and modification
of this material the organs arise.” Here is represented
the idea of the unity of life, and of the variety that sue-
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ceeds to the unfoldment of the creative process. Cells
represent organs of a form, and they represent, in this
idea, the necessary basic types that are bnilt upon one.
First, the incoherent expression of type in the cell, the
unfolding germ ; and after, its gradual expansion and
perfection, like an organ of the great body of Nature, as
it is. And here, in the unfoldment of the embryo, is the
idea
outwroughtthrough matter, before the very eyes
of him that could not, or did not profess to see it. Germ
inal essences, the basis of all life, arising from the action
of Reproductive Force, which is thus shown to be the
basic Force; these essences passing through stages of
progress, each stage being, really, one upon which an
order of life is built; and passing on to the climax
reached by the parent of the gem , the plane is reached,
where evolution of new stages are no longer the order,
but where forces concentrate to perfect the form, or mat
ter on that stage ; — how perfect the similitude between
the idea and the physical expression of it! And how
sublime the thought, that the Creative Mind thus sim
plifies the lessons man should learn, and thus repeats
them “ line upon line,” so that he may not fail, at length,
to take their significance.
It is true that the division line between the Grand
Types is broader than that between species of the same
typé. They are so distinctive as to lead Naturalists to
almost overlook the relationship that actually exists and
is pointed out, but as having no significance in relation
to origin or descent, by the class who persist in the “ Spe
cial Creation” theory. The wide divergence of types
arising from evolution by the order described, is account
ed for by the diversity of elements created by the changes
that usher in the Grand Types one after the other. Their
use in Nature is to act upon all elements of every variety
evolved in the course of the fitting-up process of a plane
tary surface. W ater, earth, and air, are to be peopled
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by living, breathing forms, that are to serve as purifiers of
the element to which they are each structurally adapted.
Types represent the diversity of the four Kingdoms,—
Elemental, Mineral, Vegetable, and Animal,—and they
react upon each other by the same law. Diversity aris
ing from the natural conditions at the surface, is the ne
cessary complement of the coexistence of thefour Types,
as it is of the four kingdoms. Each is necessary to all,
and all to each ; and if their relations cannot be as read
ily traced and defined as in the four kingdoms, it is for
the obvious reason, that science has not yet clearly fixed
them. The subdivisions of the great types represent
those of the subkingdoms; types, orders, families, gen
era, and species, having their representatives in each
kingdom, that are related like them, and like them inter
act for mutual development, and for carrying on the work
of evolution on every plane of all kingdoms.
The fact, that there is diversity of types and king
doms, and that the almost infinite varieties of types are
so interblended and interdependent, is almost demonstra
tive evidence in favor of the proposition, that it is by
means of all the multitudinous varieties of life that mat
ter is elevated and purified, and force evolved to suit the
progressive stages of refinement of material elements.
The mistake that Naturalists of the Darwinian School
are making relative to the derivation of species, is the
one that naturally follows from ignorance of the law of
life based on the existence of Spirit. Close observers can
not lose sight of, nor ignore, the resemblances of species
which bespeak relationships, that extend in long lines
from remote ages; and they trace the genealogy of some
existing species far back through strata of many forma
tions by fossil remains, basing upon this and other as
pertinent facts, a theory that is the nearest to that re
vealed by Nature of any man has yet elaborated. The
great factor left out of the problem is Spirit; and to a t
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tempt to solve any question relative to natural phenom
ena without this, is like the effort to solve any problem
in mathematics by leaving out of the calculation the most
important factor. Such efforts as the latter must ever
prove failures; and so will {hose of all who try to base
life on physical phenomena alone, not recognizing Spirit
at all, or in such a vague, unmeaning style as to give it
no place in the world of causes that have combined to
make Nature what it is. The pride and boast of Science,
that it must weigh and measure all phenomena accurate
ly, ignoring not the least iota that can, by any possibil
ity, have a bearing in the discovery of truth — truth, that
is the one thing to be sought for, “ though the heavens
fall,” — this assumption, put forth by the exponents of
Science, falls to the ground, and adds the greater stigma,
before the steady, persistent efforts of Scientists to erase
, this factor from the problem of Creation. The phenom
ena that, above all others, would aid in correctly decid
ing the greatest questions of the age, are thrust aside,
ignored, despised, as only worthy the attention of the most
inferior minds; while the wise men go plodding along,
leaving to the class of minds they most despise, the
work of clearing up these important points in science.
So be i t ! Nature is sufficient unto herself! She “ hides
from the wise and prudent,” in their own conceit, what
she “ reveals unto babes;” who, by virtue of some capa
city concealed from the common eye, are prepared to re
ceive the-revelation.
Physical phenomena are the key to trnth. Men ob
serve through physical organs, bring to* bear the powers
of intellect upon what is revealed to that intellect upon
the physical plane, while they are on that plane. Men
tal insight is supposed to be sufficient to penetrate the
veil of the physical and observe something that is behind
that, or what the use of observing ? It is the relations of
things, revealed by this outside appearance, that most
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interests'the intellectual w orld; and these are apprehend
ed by the Spirit,— they are the realities that Mind is
most anxious for in all researches into things past and
present. The relations of Mind to Matter thus exhibit
ed, those of the ideals of mjnd expressed in the world of
matter and forms, are the relations existing between mat
ter, the inferior element, and Spirit, the Superior. They
write themselves on all things. The thinking Brain ex
presses itself on the written page, and shows itself allied
to all things by its capacity of reaching out into all fields
of research ; and discovering, classifying, and applying
facts. The Magnetic Life of matter reveals itself in the
multifarious forms the latter assumes, and in the ways
in which it serves the purposes of Mind and inferior life.
To think, is to dissipate the materialistic notion/ that
matter is all of Nature. It is to establish the fact, that
there is something intangible to the physical senses that
operates on the delicate structure of the brain, to elicit
the phenomenon of thought. The Magnetic fluid that
operates directly on the physical brain being admitted
to be physical, is yet too ether/il to be grasped by the
physical senses. Now, to step across the chasm that
separates the material from the spiritual, is to recognize
a fluid related to this so intimately that it interacts with
it on the same principle that any positive acts with its
negative. It is only to go a step further in the etherjalization of substance, than is reached in the inappreciable
nervous fluid that is believed to marj^fal the forces of life
and stand sentry at its portal. Who will presume to fix
this point as the limit of the refinement of force/ since it
only occupies, so to speak, the vestibule of life; — the
physical brain and system, as the usher to the Temple
where Spirit or Mind dwells, which is a force that sways
the other, though it is too ethei/al to act directly upon
a grosser element! Who is willing to risk his reputa
tion for sagacity and precision of thought in analytical
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inquiry, by refusing to admit that phenomena point to
a grade of force superior to the physical, whose interac
tions with the latter typify the interactions of magnetic
forces on the plane of the physical, and are to the life of
all Nature what the latter are to the life of subordinate
planes in material Nature? W ho is willing to broadly
declare that Science can solve, to its own satisfaction, a
single point vital to the great question of Origin of Life
and Species, without admitting into the discussion some
thing as yet uncalled upon, or kept at bay by sheer
force of prejudice or unreasonable adherence to old the
ories and methods of observation ?
The repulsion the learned feel to recognizing Spirit as
entitled to a place among the Forces of Nature, to be
discussed by scientific methods, is, without doubt, owing
to the fact that it has always been invested with a veil
of sanctity that forbade intrusion into its mysteries by
the unsanctified. The consequence has been, that in
dealing with the sacred thing, as it truly is, ignorance,
superstitious credulity, has, to such an extent, taken
the place of logical methods of inquiry into its nature
and functions, as to drive from the field in disgust and
incredulity, those best qualified to find the place in Na
ture where this force belongs, and to assign it its true
office.
To specify the exact eras in the geological succession
in Earth’s history when plant-life and each great class of
the Animal Kingdom appeared, and the particular spe
cies of the lower class through which the next higher
was evolved, and the particular species or comprehensive
type through which any higher or lower one of the same
grand type was unfolded, is not the purpose in this
work. It is for investigators to trace the principles
stated here, and specify, in the interests of science, what
ever links can be discovered uniting types and species.
Such specifications here would extend the work beyond
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reasonable limits, since so much space is required to
state the principles involved in this most comprehensive
subject. Incidental reference is all that can be made to
any type or species of either kingdom.
The divergence of types on the downward plane, and
the deterioration of branches of the great types, follow
as the necessary consequences of conditions outgrowing
them ; or of their falling behind the higher represent
atives of their type from the fact of their becoming iso
lated from such influences as are necessary to their pro
gress. The high orders of Mammalia, for instance, that
culminated in the Post Tertiary period, left far behind
them many species that deteriorated, after a certain
stage had been reached; this consequence following dis
turbances that affected local conditions unfavorably in
some instances, and reversed the order of progress—
that is, turned the tide of development from the flow to
the ebb. There is need of all the orders of life that ever
make their appearance on a planet; so the perfect jus
tice of this natural arrangement appears plain. The
scavengers of the present day, that are the descendants
of more noble types, are elements of safety for the higher
inhabitants of any district where they are found. There
is always going on the process of decay, and disintegra
tion that causes an accumulation of elements detri
mental to life, and that must be reabsorbed by some con
genial form in order that advanced vital conditions may
be undisturbed. The myriad forms that people earth,
water, and air, all have their peculiar uses in the element
where they live, and have become what they now are on
the earth, through the modifications that have taken place
in species, since the period when evolution of species
was the order. Stability of conditions does not signify
stagnation ; change that is a gradual uplifting of all that
is susceptible of improvement, and decay of that which
is not, is the order after such stability is gained as comVOL. II.
12
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pletes the orders of life on a plane, with the surface
structure.
Paleontologists discover that the radiation of types
from a grand type, and of species from a species or type,
start, not from the lowest or highest branch or branches
of the preceding type, but from intermediate ones ; the
radiations being upward, outward, and downward.
“ Comprehensive Types and associated species,” says
Dana, “ occupy nodal points, as they may be called, or
points of divarication far remote, in most cases, from the
lowest species of a group.” And again: “ A type is not
developed by the appearance of species in the order of
grade.” Divergence from the “ nodal points,” is by the
law of modification by conditions, and by higher types
and species superseding lower ones, and vice versa; ac
cording to changing circumstances and the requirements
of successive ages.
The planet has outgrown the flora of the coal era. The
gigantic Carnivores and Herbivores of tl^e Post Tertiary
have no place in the fauna of the present ag e; neither
the monstrous reptiles, and the huge reptillian birds,
of the ages before the Tertiary. Conditions have modi
fied species so that they coincide with their uses in this
age. The Devonian fishes have given place to those of
to-day, when the purity of the waters and air are con
sistent with the existence of aquatic animals fitted to the
age of man. Exuberance of animal life marks the eras
of culmination of types, for it is then that there is a su
perabundance of vitality that is utilized for pushing for
ward the work of transforming conditions at the surface.
Aerial life is developed when the atmosphere becomes
fitted for it, and when it can serve the purpose of the
higher Mammalian species of after ages, whose lungs re
quire a pure atmosphere.
Every thing in its proper order and time, as before re
marked, is Nature’s maxim, from which she never de
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parts, only in seeming. Typical mammals, typical birds,
reptiles, and fishes, which are not true comprehensive
types, or, are not the originators of these great types,
appear, as the harbingers of the forms they are not quali
fied to unfold. They are premature unfoldments, and
imperfect in structure, and do not propagate their kind
beyond a certain limit. The true lineal descent of the
true types is not, hence, through these typical forms or
their progenitors.
The distribution of types and species of the Animal
and Vegetable Kingdoms over a planet from the centres
where they take rise, is effected through the means of
migrations of families or individuals, and through winds
and waves, and the birds of the air, that scatter seed be
fore the enterprise of man takes up the work. An equilibriated temperature over the surface is the potent means,
that in the early eras, favors all grades and species of
life, throughout all Zones. The gradual changes of cli
mate, that occur as continental surface unfolds its regu
lated character, and atmospheric and ocean currents are
gradually fixing the thermal lines, favor the full unfoldment of the great types in all Zones, and develop
adaptability in species to their several habitats. The age
that fixes the outlines of the Zones fixes the habitat of
species; determines the orders of life of both kingdoms,
that can, henceforth, thrive in the several Zones. The
modification^ of types by climatic influences, is in pro
gress for many ages before their characteristics become
fixed; and the ordeal that confers hardiness, extermi
nates the weaker species of a type in extreme and tem
perate latitudes.
Vegetable and animal life appear simultaneously in
many localities over a planet, and the Grand Types make
their appearance in the four quarters of a planet at the
same time, or nearly so. The thermal temperature of
the waters, which is the element that first gives birth to
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life of both kingdoms, favors evolution of life over vast
areas of submerged surface, where the rock is of the
proper quality to yield its currents of force, to aid those
of the other elements, in enriching sedimentary beds
which yield the first germs. So it is that the centres of
life are numerous from the first; and instinct impels life
out from these centres, as limbs branch out from a tree,
and lesser limbs from the larger, and twigs from these,
so filling the circle with the completed form ; the leaves,
in a manner, representing the individuals of species that
occupy all the available surface and all elements.
The principle of evolution of species through lower
species may be illustrated by exemplifying a species, as
of land animals,—tracing the law of modification to cul
mination in the evolution of a higher species. This will
exemplify the evolution of the human race. A species
whose instincts are properly developed chooses its loca
tion in accessible territory that is favorable to its exist
ence and expansion. It lives on for ages, developing
strength and establishing stability through the law of
“ survival of the fittest,” improving its instincts and
all general characteristics through this means and the
gradual improvement of surroundings. The period of
culmination arrives, at length, when it has reached its
climax of expansion and development as a species. Im
provement has done its best, and still it is unchanged in
its specific character. The individuals of it of highest
character, however, propagate their kind on this plane
until a change comes in the environment that favors their
further improvement, which change at length culmi
nates in such altered conditions, that the germinal es
sences change their character, to the degree, that the spe
cific characteristics become changed in offspring. One
species may thus give birth to several, before its vitality
is exhausted; this variation being in consequence of the
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decided difference of conditions of the different localities
where they are produced. The changes that are thus in
strumental in bringing about such great events, were de
lineated in part in the latter part of chapter second.
The earth has reached a stage distinct from th at which
gave birth to the parental type, and hence, elements are
provided that may be appropriated for germinal life,
that were not in existence in the previous stage in the
same form. The magnetic forces of the planet have been
so stimulated that a new force, or new forces, have been
evolved, which are incarnated in the new species. It is '
Nature, the Great Mother, that has instituted the birth, ^
by providing a germ that is different from that supplied /
to the old order of forms.
'
It appears from what has been said in relation to the !
subject here and elsewhere, that
spiritual j
side provides the life-germs fo r all individual fo rm s o f J
every type and species, and fo r every new species; using
'
physical organisms as the matrices through which to
give birth to form , and the reproductive impulse as
the means o f instituting
it. Life is fro
source, be it of what grade or type it may. Spirit is
the “ Descending Dove” that consecrates matter to the
work of formation. By the act of generation, parents
do not impart to offspring of their own life-forces suffi
cient to complete the individuality of the latter. To use
a familiar comparison, they sow the seed which is in
stinct with life, and the germ in the congenial soil, draws
to itself from bounteous Nature, elements to cause ex
pansion into the form which was only germinal in the
seed. The parents link the germ with Nature, in a man
ner to force the latter to complete what generative force
has begun. The attractions of the implanted germ are
for its like, and, with proper conditions, they are of a
strength to insure its growth and unfoldment into the
perfect type of its progenitors.
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The human species being a type of all, the manner of
unfolding individuality by the human germ is illustra
tive of the mode of individualizing species and forms of
every grade. Born of woman, human beings are, on
the animal side, related to the animal through ties of
blood; on the spiritual side, they are related to the Great
Father by ties as close as bind parent and child. Be
gotten of the procreative force, like all other forms, they
come into being, at first, through this instrumentality,
when the spiritual forces of a planet are prepared to
confer the proper grade of germinal life. Species of an
imals become perfected to the degree that they culmi
nate on the plane just below the human ; and further
progress on the animal plane is, hence, impossible. Did
planetary development cease here, there could be no fur
ther progress of life or species. Were it the order that
all forces concentrate on this plane, this epoch would
be the culminating one of a planet’s existence, and
speedy dissolution of its forces would ensue; for pro
gress or degradation is the rule, and there is, and can
be, no long lingering on any one plane by any form, or
system of forces.
It is well here to state, in regard to the subject of
human development, that the climax of evolution was
reached on three distinct sections of the planet contem
poraneously, and ancestral species were three, so nearly
allied as to produce man, each of them. The human
type is divided into species by ethnologists at the pres
ent day. The technical signification of the word spe
cies, applied to fixed differences in type, that relate to
structure, etc., does by no means sustain this classifica
tion. Varieties, there are many, in the human type.
Varieties within the boundaries of a species, are defined
with perfect propriety, as accidental subdivisions of i t ;
the variation not extending to the limit of changing spe
cific characteristics, but modifying them, it may be, to

(
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the extreme boundary of a species. “ Nascent species,”
varieties of the human race may be termed ; the term
signifying differences bordering on real specific varia
tions so nearly, that it is as though the line were almost
overstepped, that limits variation within the boundaries
of a species. The human race is a unity in variety. Its
office is the same wherever it exists; all varieties of the
type being adapted to the conditions which developed
them, and also to the work of improving these condi
tions and themselves. Intelligence and physical vigor
are what constitute the saving qualities of families of
m ankind; and these are fostered by environment; being
at first conferred on primitive varieties in proportion to
favoring conditions of parentage and sections where they
appeared. Human varieties cross with as much facility
as families of a type, where both are fertile. The power
to propagate indefinitely which offspring of mixed varie
ties possess, is what decides their relation to be that of
individuals of a species.
“ A man’s a man for a’ that.” For all the distinc
tions of race, color, and intellectual capacity, all men
are endowed with the spiritual principle that constitutes
them children of one family. “ Heirs of God, and joint
heirs” to the dominion of Nature, all are made by the
superior proportion of the Superior Force conferred
upon the species when it branched off from the parent
ones. Here was convergence of force to the point where
one superior form assumed its place where God ap
pointed it, according to the bible record, and according
to the immutable law. The three parent species were so
nearly related in respect to spiritual force and intellect
ual capacity, that they verged to a point on the bound
ary line of species, and the offspring of each were hu
man ; — those produced on that one plane where the
spiritual force exerted its utmost strength in obedience
to the call of the attractive physical forces. A variety,
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distinct in very marked characteristics, represented each
of the three ancestral species in its own distinct section;
which three were to co-operate as diverse forces, and yet
sufficiently related to serve as necessary helpers to each
other.
The question as to the particular species of animal •
that served_the purpose of implantinga_germ that should
afterward be fecundated with a force superior to any
the planet could furnish, sinks into insignificance beside
the grand principle that traces the derivation of the
higher germ to a spiritual source. According to this
principle, new specific qualities are derived, not from an
cestral species, hut from Nature, that has prepared the
latter as the generators of the germs that are to expand
and draw from the realm of unincarnated force, elements
to fix diversity of species in the offspring. The axiom,
that what one has not he cannot give, applies here. The
new specific characteristics the parent species had not.
They typified the coming form in all their character;
their characteristics had been so modified as to push
them to the verge of the higher plane ; but there was a
chasm they could by no means cross. They exhausted
the possibilities of their being in giving birth to germs
of such high order, and their fate was rapid deteriora
tion, and quick extinction. Up to their own culminat
ing plane, they had progressed like all other species;
individuals representing the species had passed this
plane, as fixed by Naturalists, and had improved far
ther ; taking on typical characteristics of this superior
successor. This was “ passing the Rubicon,” and be
yond, they found the fate predicted of trespassers on
the forbidden ground of an exclusive aristocracy.
The law of generation that makes the animal the pro
genitor of man, fixes animal characteristics in the human
constitution, and they can never be eradicated, more
than the relationship of spirit and m atter; for the ani-
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mal is the link that binds the race to the kingdoms be
low, and from it, the latter inherits propensities as im
portant to its existence as any it ever possesses. The
inherent qualities of true manhood, are, in a degree, pre
figured _in_the_ brute. W hat the brute has in part, the
man has in full proportions. Man’s mentality, and his in
stinctive qualities, are a combination of those of the world
of animals below him. In some individuals, a charac
teristic of one tribe or species will be very prominent, in
others, another; and so can be traced in humanity, here
and there, among different tribes and races, all brutal in
stincts ; from the sly, groveling propensity of the insig
nificant rodent, the guile of the serpent, the treachery of
the feline race, to the more noble impulses of the higher
animals; as the faithfulness of the dog, and the domes
tic beasts of burden; the independence, and sense of jus
tice and confiding trust that is exhibited by the two lat
ter and the elephant, the patience of the ox and cam el;
etc., etc. Men sometimes exhibit the brutal traits inten
sified, destroying life for the mere love of murder, or
pilfering for the love of it. This is an exhibition of the
inversion of natural faculties. Carnivores destroy life to
satisfy an almost insatiable hunger; they feed as prey
can be obtained, and kill that they may feed, and for
protection of themselves and their young, and to defend
their right to their females. Man, normally developed,
does no more than this, even in a low state. Savagery
tends to an inversion of the human faculties, and men in
the so-called civilized state, often exhibit the perverted
traits of a savage ancestry in a stronger light than the
more natural ones of the animal race.
The ancestral species of man — the same being the case
on any planet, — had high instincts. As the compre
hensive species that foreshadowed the intellectual race
that was to be, they were a marvel of intellectuality in
the animal world. The mothers of the human race were
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I spiritualized to a degree that no other animal could be,
! by their instinctive habits. They were protected from
contact with other animal species and with all males of
their own species except their mates, by the superior in/ stincts of the males. The instincts of the species were
mouogamic ; and by this means individuals propagated
pure specimens, generation after generation, in localities
secluded from invasion by intrusive individuals of other
\ related species that were to be feared.
Seclusion in localities where abundance prevailed, and
all surroundings were high, and calculated to foster all
high instincts, was the necessary condition to the uplift
ing of the parents, and especially the maternal being, to
the plane where germinal life might be of the quality to
insure the reproduction of the highest possible specimens
of the ty p e ; and to go beyond this, at the opportune
moment, when forces were ripe for the impartation of a
superior germinal life, to quicken the embryos that repro
duc tive force had provided. The parents of the race fed on
ambrosia and nectar, in gardens where beauty bloomed
for them, and where Nature had profusely scattered such
fruits as yielded the highest magnetic elements possible
at the time. They gathered to themselves, through their
food and all their environment, the highest grade of these
elements they could appropriate, which was the highest
in existence until the new force was added to Nature in
their localities,7 that was to transform conditions there.
j
'Then Nature endowed the germs they reproduced with
the new force, and a new species was born. They had
even surpassed themselves in generating a germinal life
ithat was of the quality to be attractive to germinal mind
essence. It is a wonder of Nature, ever, this overstep
ping the bounds of species by germs, sufficiently to catch
the breath of a more divine life than the parents can
transmit, that Nature is holding in readiness for such,
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as are properly endowed. And yet, it is the miracle of
life,—the principle upon which every form is instituted.
The quickening period, with the human embryo, marks
an important epoch in its physical unfoldment. It is
the period when the physical forces are quickened by an
influx of energy that strengthens every organ; and en
dows the incipient being, throughout, with new and
more energetic life. W ith this energizing of the material
being comes that of the spiritual. The physical and
spiritual forces of the embryo are in sympathy, and when
the time arrives that the outer being must be quickened,
then it is that the after-germination, spoken of on-a
former page, occurs. Then the incipient individuality of
the embryonic being bursts into complete individuality.
Then the “ breath of God” is breathed into the em bryo;
and what was before the germ of an immortal being in
the image of Deity, becomes fully immortalized,— in
vested with the attribute of intelligence and every human
faculty, in the degree that fixes the eternity of the indi
viduality. The germ possesses, previous to this, these
faculties only in incipiency; that is, in incomplete pro
portions ; and without this quickening process, it could
not reach b irth ; for the physical quickening is the sure
complement of the spiritual, and both together clothe the
embryo with the attribute of being, in a fullness that
insures its full unfoldment; other conditions being fa
vorable.
The life conferred by parents at conception is of their
ow n; the generation of a living germ being effected
through the co-operation of the forces of both, supplied
from every part and element of the constitution, physi
cal and spiritual. The foundations of the being of off
spring are laid at this period, when are impressed the
parental characteristics with greater or less distinct
ness, according to the positiveness of character pos
sessed by them, or mental and physical conditions at the
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time. As both parents contribute spirit and material
force to form the incipient germ, so mental and physi
cal traits of each are impressed upon it. “ Every thing
after its k i n d w a s the fiat of Omnipotent Force; and
by this law. However, it no more follows from this that
parents at conception impart all the germinal life that
offspring must possess to insure immortality, or support
them till the natural period of birth, than it follows that
the seed cast into the soil possesses ail the elements
necessary to the unfoldment of the plant. The soil is a
matrix that is the medium whereby elements, to assist
complete germination of the seed, are supplied. It may
itself be ever so rich in fertilizing elements, yet, some£ j thing more is needed; ether/al influences, sunshine and
moisture, supply what is lacking but which is indis
pensable to the maturing of the germ.
^ /
Ether/al influences — spiritual essences of the quality
/ to form germinal mind, are what the embryo needs at
t the juncture described. These are derived from mag
I netic ethers of mind that are in proximity with the em\ bryo at the tim e; being the emanations of spiritual be
ings, who, if they are of a grade to comprehend their
whole duty, use special efforts to impel currents of their
mental magnetism within the sphere of the mother at
the critical moment, when the germinal being is ripe for
attracting its additional germ of spirit force. Miracle of
, Nature! this spiritual germination of the incipient im
m ortal! The brooding spiritual currents that are the
\
jheavenly influences to mortal human mothers of every
: grade during pregnancy, are those alone that are access
ible to the embryo ; from the fact that spirit guardians
are those alone, who impel spirit-forces of the proper
quality within the being or immediate sphere of the
mother with sufficient force to cause them to penetrate
to the sphere of the embryo, where germs may be seized
upon by the forces of the latter, and appropriated as
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mind-elements. It is the work of the spirit to effect this
consummation, and he does it by virtue of his office as
guardian; it being necessary for a guardian to enter en
rapport with his charge, on occasions, which signifies,
infusing his own magnetic ethers throughout the system
of his subject. Intelligence in the higher spheres of life
has fixed this law of guardianship, which implies so
much for the race of man in this one particular use. No
contingency can, ordinarily, occur to prevent the deriv
ing of the proper quality of germinal life at the proper
tim e; since the magnetic sphere of the mother is impreg
nated with the essences of her guardian’s mentality,
whether she be in a spritual frame of mind or not at the
critical tim e; or whether she be of high or low spirit
ual or moral nature, from the fact of his constant at
tendance on her, and frequent impartations of his mental
forces into her sphere. Guardians fitted to all in men
tality,-fis the ru le ; and every mother will derive a germ
for her offspring, that will coincide with the character
imparted by the act of generation. Frame of mind of i
mothers at the time, has an important influence in fixing
the character of the germ ; as she can, when in a supe- ;
rior spiritual state, attract higher germs than her imme
diate guardian can bestow—germs from the sphere of a
spirit of higher grade every way, who will be in attend
ance at the proper time, to do what he can to impel his
mental forces within reach of the embryo; oy she can repel
the hjghest germs her own guardian might supply, by
being in a groveling mood. Woe to the child immortal
i z e under the latter circumstances! but blessing will
inevitably be the heritage of the other.
Fellow mortals near the mother cannot infuse through
her being elements of the proper grade to supply the
needed element to the germinal being. W hat are im
parted by them are too material, or combine too much
of material essence with the spirit, to be attracted to the
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spiritual germ of the embryo; which, as will be under
stood, is a sphere of spiritual force by itself, which must
be strengthened by an atom of Deific Force, to complete
its individuality. Physical man supplies the highest
essences of mentality from which the highest animals
can draw germs for offspring, when man and his influ
ences are accessible by brutes. When he is not access
ible, magnetic ethers impregnated with mental essences
from spiritual beings, supply this force to the material
world. This is in correspondence with the law of life in
every realm of the physical.
This particularizing on this subject, will make mani
fest a law, the most far reaching in its consequences;
and, hence, of the utmost importance. The law is as
fixed as the law of existence; and its requirements
should be studied, like those of any law involving indi1 vidual good. It is duty to proclaim through all the land,
as far as men and women will heed, what pertains to
generation that can be influenced by voluntary action on
I the part of parents.
It is as impossible for the maternal organism to supply
spiritual essences to complete the structure of the spirit
ual part, the mentality of the embryo, as to furnish the
material nutriment to feed the material part. It does the
latter only as the medium through which Nature supi plies nutriment to the unborn ; and so the mother’s spir. itual constitution,— her mentality,—is the medium that
! is acted upon in the transmission of spiritual essences to
j complete the germ. The craving for nutriment, material
and spiritual, by the embryo, is what attracts this to it.
The stomach will crave food, and if it is not supplied, the
body will consume away under the action of the forces
of the system. So it appears that the attractive forces
of the system have a language, and that hunger is that
language ; and that it bespeaks a real process going on
within the system. When food is supplied, these forces
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use it for the body. Now, the’maternal organism is sup
plied from without with what will satisfy the cravings
of the germinal being, ordinarily, without extraordinary
phenomena attending; these only occur on the occasion
of the quickening. This is an epoch when the germ has
arrived at a stage when there is an extraordinary call for
elements to strengthen the whole being; and the mother
usually suffers in consequence. If she is very vigorous
physically, and her mentality is well balanced, she may
not notice the epoch; but it is accompanied by such
peculiar phenomena that few mothers fail to appreciate
it, in some degree. Attractive forces of the embryo
search, through and through, the maternal system for
what the being must have, and reach outside of that, and
draw magnetic ethers to strengthen the fluids of the body.
The embryonic brain having developed a capacity for
the ^quisition of spiritual forces superior to those it has
hitherto possessed, draws upon Nature through the
mother’s spiritual organs, with a strength that compels
these to draw upon forces outside of herself for the sup
ply. The result of all this is, that the maternal nervous
system is unusually affected, and the mind strongly oper
ated upon. Sympathy of the physical and spiritual or
ganism causes, in some cases, nervous prostration accom
panied by hysteria; in others, physical ailments are
aggravated, and indisposition results for a brief period,
attended by mental perturbation of some kind. The va
riety of phenomena attending this period correspond to
the variety of constitutions among mothers, and the va
ried circumstances attending upon it. However, whatever
they are, the same causes have operated to produce them
in all. The nervously sensitive woman, the spiritually
minded, is the most affected at such periods. The pray
ing spirit is sometimes aroused; and the Marys who have
given birth to Saviors, may trace the origin of the su
perior spiritual endowment of a child, in their own spir-
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itual mindedness at the critical period that conferred
upon it the gift of a completed germinal life.
There is a philosophy involved in the production of
superior specimens of humanity by mediocre parents, or
j such as are but little above mediocrity, that will go far
to explain variation of species ; it being by the ' law of
improvement of species that this production is effected.
There is a science involved in the reproduction of the
race that should be understood ; as it underlies all physi, cal and moral training, and disregard or ignorance of it is
fruitful of evil to mankind at large. The student who
has followed carefully where the foregoing principles
lead, cannot fail to understand what this philosophy, this
science, is; yet it is well to call special attention to
points in a discussion that signify so much as this one
above named.
' It is no mythical history, that of the Nazerene, who
left his imprint upon the ages, and who lives in the faith
, of millions, the pure, the exalted, the spiritually-minded,
; whom to emulate in all the walks of life is salvation from
the corruptions of the flesh. Neither is the history of
multitudes of superior individuals to be questioned, who
have, like Jesus Christ, lived above the spiritual horizon
of their ago, or like Newton, Goethe, or Shakespere, have
surpassed their fellows in intellectual capacity. Their
name is legion, who have been endowed above their fel
lows, and above their parents, so far as to have excited
the superstitious credulity of the multitude, who have
believed that the Gods descend, and condescend to mor
tal birth, when such prodigies make their appearance.
To the mothers among the people, has been given the
sacred privilege of invoking the spiritual agency that is
powerful to assist in the bestowment of superior gifts
upon offspring. Mary, the mother of Jesus, was in com
munication with angels, previous to his birth, who re
vealed to her something of what the character of her
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child should be. Also Elizabeth, the mother of John
the Baptist. Here is a key to the solution of the above
problem. Spiritual-minded mothers, were these two, and
they were also of intellectual capacity to have wise forthought for the offspring to which they were to give
birth. Doubtless they were earnest and sincere in their
devotions to heaven for them ; and these devotional ex
ercises were spiritualizing to those mothers, and had the
effect to bring them in contact with such spiritual ele
ments as supplied superior germs to their offspring at
the quickening period. Superior spiritual beings re-'
spond to such prayers, from such women, and from their t/
own mental magnetic spheres supply germs of mentality
and spirituality for the embryos. They do this because
fluTpurity of spirit and the frame of mind of the moth-/
era, make it possible. The law of magnetic attraction
and repulsion decides that like seeks lik e ; therefore, the
unprepared mother cannot come within the sphere of the
highly refined spirit, or receive the attention of so high ^
a grade of spirits as the prepared one. Spirits, the min
isters of the Most High, in their attendance upon moth
ers during pregnancy, make special efforts to excite spir
itual emotions, and such a frame of mind as is consistent
with the near approach of guardians of high order, th a t|
the supreme object of conception may be best served; \
viz., the conferring upon offspring of God-like attributes. [
That God, or any class of spiritual beings, interferes /
with mortal conceptions and births, is almost a mythical
notion among mankind to-day; nevertheless, as there is
a Supervising Power in the universe, and hosts of Spir
itual beings, whose it is to do the behests of that Power,
there is such in terference. God the Creator;— what does
this signify ? That no power exists in Nature above that
of parents, to assist in the most important work of fixing
the quality of the Life Principle ? Faith, creeds, protes
tations of dependence on God, are all meaningless forms,
VOL. II.
13
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unless some real relation exists between the child and
the Father above. Angelic powers have been recognized
in all ages, as for the purpose of doing God’s will with
mankind ; but at the present, so many deem themselves
superior to any belief in what they term “ the super
natural,” that it has become unfashionable to recognize
these, only in so general and unmeaning a manner as to
completely nullify the belief. Heaven help the unbelief
that shuts God so completely out of the sphere of mortal
man as to hinder much good that might be done to him
by reason of more faith 1
The faith of mothers in the supervision of spiritual
powers at the period, of all others, when she needs help,
is a strong accessory to the efforts of these powers for
her. Prayer,—heartfelt prayer,—is the arm that reaches
to heaven, indeed, and brings blessings down. It lifts
J
the suppliant up to meet the blessing that is ever held out
i
I for every soul. An immortal spirit conceived and await
ing the shower of heavenly influences that is to cause
germination into complete individuality! Think of it,
I ye mothers in prospect 1 think what a duty is yours, and
i what consequences are to follow the neglect or acquies
cence in this duty 1 Your offspring will live to bless or
blame you for what your life was while it was yet in the
incipiency of its being; for so God’s law hath ordained
from the beginning.
/
Cast the seed into the earth, and there let it rest, while
the heavens are shut against the fall of the rain, the dew,
and the sunshine, and what will be the effect ? Stint the
influences of these, withhold the timely shower, or moist
ure and warmth, at the juncture when the germ bursts
its seedy covering, and what is the effect but death, or too
feeble a life to serve any important purpose ? Germinal
life of the human embryo may fail of the purpose of in
dividualizing an immortal spirit, or it may result in such
an inversion of the perfect law of completing the germ as
t
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decides the character of offspring to be low and grovel
ing. The environment of mothers — the influences that
act upon them at the time of conception and during
the period of gestation, particularly up to the critical
juncture, decides all this. The Neros, Calligulas, Afijflas, and Tamerlanes,— those “ scourges of God,” that
have served as the avenging angels of the earth de
filed, or people oppressed, have been the offspring of
such pre-natal influences, as to rehearse them would
shock sensitive nerves. These have been like the pesti
lences which have often followed in the track of the de
vastators, that have arisen from the corruption of the
sources of health and vigor, and which have served Na
ture’s purpose of annihilating the conditions that gave
them birth. Natural idiots, that are destitute of the ele
ments of humanity, are examples of such complete in
versions of this law as rob offspring o f immortality; but
confer a life that is as near akin to the brute as a human
mother can give birth to. Accidents, oftener than other
causes, decide such consequences ; yet, there are others
that intervene to produce such results, and they prevail
in the lowest stratum of human society, where bestiality
is prevalent, and mothers are no more than human brutes,
and the ministers to depraved passions of the opposite
sex. Savage tribes, that, in falling below the standard
of natural humanity, have become depraved in their in
stincts, and corrupted in all that pertains to the moral
nature, produce many non-immortals. Hastening on the
sure path to extinction, one by one, individuals of a tribe
arrive at the point that they cannot confer human life
upon offspring, and so the limit of their existence is soon
thereafter reached. Families among civilized and semi
civilized people, in the same manner, become extinct —
to the shame of, so-called, civilized institutions, be it said.
The bestiality that cannot be named or hardly thought
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of, thrives in society by the permission that ignorance
always gives to vice.
In stating the law under discussion, and defining the
duties of mothers in relation to the well-being of offspring,
it will be understood from what has been said on another
page that it is not intended to convey the idea, that with
mothers, at this one period, or at any period, lies all the
responsibility in regard to forming the character of the
germinal life; or that all depends on this one pivotal cir
cumstance as to the character of the germinal life con
ferred, or the character the child shall unfold eventually.
Influences surrounding the mother during the whole
period of gestation, make their imprint on the character
of offspring; besides, early education,— the mould, so to
speak, in which the facile moral and intellectual charac
ter is shaped,Ahas a powerful effect to deform or improve
what Nature at first has formed as the basis of character.
W ith a full understanding of all this, which most peot pie in civilized lands possess, in part, it is of the utmost
: importance to look deeper into causes, and learn the law
as to how improvement can be made on the germinal
characteristics while they are in embryo, and the being
be endowed superior to the parents.
In reference to the point just stated, it may be asked:
How was conferred upon Jesus the character of Sonship
to God, he is claimed to have possessed in an infinite de
gree above other men born of woman, and which he did
possess above multitudes of his race. It is asserted that
he was begotten of the “
Holy through an “
maculate virgin.” This is the idea of a superstitious
age, that caught the inspiration of the truth from proph
ets, who, themselves, did not understand the law they
were promulgating. It did not originate in the day of
the Judean Reformer, but ages before; and had been
applied to many incarnations of Sons of God, Buddhas,
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or great prophets. The superstition embodied the true ,
idea in an exaggerated form. The “
is the
spirit that presided over the woman at the
and
impelled o f his own mentality into the embryonic
,
through the avenue o f the mother's spiritual
<
tion; which was endowing the being with his own su
perior characteristics. ‘‘ G-od ’’ was ‘‘ manifest ” in th e '
Superior being that thus conferred of his spiritual
essences upon the germ ; and, hence, he was “ manifest ”
in the character that unfolded like qualities. “ God" is
“ m anifest"
in every hum anbeing;a nd upon every one
he has conferred Sonship, by the same la w ; but not in
equal degree. The Immaculate virgin was the pure vir
gin that conceived by a mortal man, and gave birth to a
son so superior in character to most of his fellows; and
she was an exception among women, only in her supe
rior spirituality, and her purity of character. An aspirational nature, coupled with virtue, strict integrity, and
good intellectual powers, forms a high character; and
mothers of this grade will call around them, such influ
ences as cannot fail to bless their offspring.
In the nature of things, it is rarely that offspring a re \
on a plane far above the parental. Exceptional charac
ters, like Jesus, are the product of peculiar circum
stances, which only occasionally repeat themselves. Yet,
this does not change the principle illustrated so strik I
ingly in his conception and character. The race is to
be improved by practising upon this principle; for in
no other way can it be. Spiritualize and educate the
mothers, and society will be correspondingly elevated. I
Heaven comes down to earth through the spiritualizing
influences of elevated woman, truly.
Circumstances sometimes combine to cause a great
character to be marred when it is in embryo, or to lack
the high moral traits of a Jesus, while possessing others
equally exceptional. For instance: The mother of the
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great Napoleon had been highly wrought upon by
political events; her character was better fitted to the
mother of the warrior and statesman than to the spirit
ually minded teacher. Hence, when highly psycholo
gized by passing events and care for her unborn off
spring, she attracted for it a germ of highest character,
intellectually, but wanting in some vital points of moral,
or spiritual character. Circumstances unavoidably con
trolled the Spirit in the effort to seize upon the favorable
condition of this highly qualified mother, to implant a
high order of life in the germinating mind. So intricate
is this law, so pliable, and subject to circumstances, and
yet so fixed, so all-controlling!
j Spirits are but fulfilling their legitimate functions
when they thus act as the arm of Creative Power in as
sisting in the completion of the being of immortal chilr dren. Power is concentrated in them for this very pur
pose, to carry on creative action — power derived from
the Supreme. Intelligence is Nature’s powerful arm in
every field of labor. On former pages has been ex
plained how development progressed before individual
ized spirits were developed, in the present order, to aid
in all development. Here it is shown how effective is
this aid in the most important of all evolutions. The
evolution of the human through animal species is as
sisted, as the evolution of a perfected spiritual principle
is, by spiritual agency. Before man was, in the evolv
ing universe of forms, when there were only the mag
netic forces of highest forms of physical Nature and a
diffused aroma of spirit, to co-operate with Deific Spirit
in creating the order of germinal life necessary to insti
tute the immortal spirit, instinctive forces were stimu
lated, and re-stimulated, again and again, from the De
ific Sphere, for the accomplishment of what is more
readity done by lower orders of intelligences, in the
present order. Stimulations from a plane so far removed
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in quality of force, was reaching over an infinite abyss
by a Force that nothing can circumvent, because Omnip
otent ; but which, nevertheless, always operates within
the boundaries of laws well defined. Hence it was, that
an eternity only sufficed to accomplish what a single
age effected when Earth was peopled by man. How
mighty a force man is, existing in a universe of graded
spheres, related, the one to its next lower and higher,
like the links of a chain, is thus clearly revealed!
__i
The extraordinary effort Nature makes to unfold a
higher species through the means of the lower, is exem
plified in the evolution of superior specimens of human
ity through ordinary parentage, as has been described.
This latter process is improvement of the species carried
to its climax, as it were, by special effort. It is going
beyond the ordinary level of the species, when conditions
favor this step in advance. This is according to the law
of progress of species up to the point of culmination,
and to the farther point of evolution of typical traits of
higher ones. This principle of improvement to the ex
tent Nature allows, in the formative era results in new
species when the opportune period arrives. It is the
longer step in advance, made when the occasion offers;
intelligence ever being the organizer of effort to the end of
bringing about the results. Spirits combine their efforts,r
as legitimate forces of Nature, to aid in the work of evo- lution of new species, on planets where man does not
yet exist. They have power to do this through the mag
netic ethers that surround animals. They congregate i n '
numbers as near as possible to the locality where the ,
higher individuals of parent species live, and by force of
will impel the highest elements that can enter into the
mental constitution of the species that is to be, into im
mediate proximity with the mothers, so that germs of ;
highest possible grade can be seized upon at the right |
moment. Men, unwittingly, bring this law into active
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operation when they mingle with their domestic animals,
upon which they are experimenting in improving breeds,
etc. Their own presence near their charges, is. an ele
ment in the process that is least noted, and is yet of
great importance.
>
So extraordinary, and supremely important an event
in the progressive development of surface forms, is the
evolution of the human species, that it calls forth all the
effort on the part of Spirits that can approach a planet
at this stage, that will avail to aid the process. The in
terest of the “ Heavenly Host ” is concentrated on the
world that is in labor for so mighty a birth ; and if the
angels watched for the birth of the Babe of Bethlehem,
and sang songs of welcome at his advent, so they do at
the advent of the First Parents — the infant race, that is
what that babe was— “ God manifest in the flesh.”
When mankind learn more of the law of Spirit control, ’
they will better understand how it is possible for disem
bodied intelligences to psychologize human mothers at
the critical moment when the breath of God is to be
breathed into the germinating child, and animal mothers,
at the auspicious period when the germinal life is ready
to receive its baptism of higher essences that shall con
stitute it human. That animals are susceptible to such
psychological influences, is abundantly exemplified in
history. It is ordinarily a low order of spirit intelli
gences that come in sufficiently close contact with ani
mals to exercise this power, but they are of a class that,
with strong will-power, unite intelligence to co-operate
for the end to be attained. The high orders use the lower
(when these are in existence) as instruments whereby to
obtain control where their own individual forces can
operate more readily through them as medium forces.
It is the Deific Creative arm extended through medium
forces, all the way down from the extreme hights where
Perfected Intelligence exhibits its attributes upon the
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most etberealized grade of material magnetic ether.
“ Jacob’s ladder” reaches from this plane to the lowest
possible grade of material substance, where the gross
electric fluids are vitalized by magnetic life, which is the
link that unites a material universe in chaos with the In 
telligent Formative Force thereof.
The law of evolution of species is one; and what has
been said relative to the human species, its evolution, its
pliability, will apply to all animal species and types.
Natural selection, sexual selection,— modification by
whatever means,—effects the changes necessary to bring
about evolution of new species through the instrumentality of the o ld ; but never the transmutation of the old
into the new, according to the accepted meaning of
terms. The inferior serves Nature’s purpose as the ma
trix which is to bear the superior. It gives of what it
has to the offspring that is to transcend it in the scale of
being, but that is not what is to constitute its specific
character. Thechange is a radical one, from the typical
parent to the new form ; and there is no possibility of
mistaking an evolution of a new, for a transmutation of
an old species, by those familiar with the anatomy of
each, where a comparison of individuals of the two can
be made. The examples of comprehensive types are
abundant, and furnish naturalists with evidence, which,
coupled with that drawn from other sources, is sufficient
to establish the true theory. Agitation of the subject
will elicit more lig h t; and whatever may be the dictum
of doctors of divinity or doctors of science, the truth
must reveal itself in the glare of the present spiritual
age.
W hat pertains strictly to the development of the race
is treated in the next chapter. In bringing this chapter
to a close it is appropriate to refer to the next for the
further illustration of principles set forth and exempli
fied, to some extent, in this. The careful reader will
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wish to follow the line of development of the human race,
as it can be traced by an application of the principles of
Nature that have operated in the unfoldment and regu
lation of ail other conditions of the planet up to the
present stage. To trace this line will now be attempted.
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V III.

THE HUMAN RACE — AN OUTLINE OF ITS HISTORY IN
PREHISTORIC TIMES.
The

h u m a n r a c e — it s e a r l y h is t o r y — e v o l u t io n o f a r t s o f l i f e
— EVOLUTION OF LANGUAGE — CIVILIZATION AND GOVERNMENT IN
ANCIENT AGE — RELIGION IN ANCIENT AGE— AGE OF DECLINE —
THE DELUGE— INFLUENCE OF RACE ON PLANET — EARLY HISTORIC
AGE.

T N each of the foregoing chapters principles and facts
tje are stated that are, in a measure, introductory to
w this, and which apply particularly in the discussion
of the subjects to be considered. In resuming the sub
ject of the origin of the race, it is appropriate, for the
sake of making this chapter complete, to summarize a
few facts that have been stated in connection with other
subjects that have passed under review.
The use of mankind on the earth is to aid in the de- \
velopment of the planet. Humanity, in the image of !
Deity, serves as the arm of Creative Power, and, more ■
and more so, as grades of men attain the ability to apply ;
law in whatever is to be done. The human race was the I
product of three animal species that had verged on to the
plane where they could embody in offspring the human
faculties. This consummation was effected through the
law of evolution, the law through which all that is in the
universe of forms came into being. The race was origin
ally of one species, according to the technical significa
tion of the word species, but of three distinct varieties,
whose purpose was to interact for promoting each other’s
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progress. From this brief summary the history con
tinues as follows: Of the three varieties two were more
nearly allied to each other than to the third, whose dis
tinctiveness from the others was more plainly marked by
racial characteristics than was that of the other two from
each other. The relation between the three varieties was
as follows: The distinct type sustained the relation of
negative to both the others, while of these, one was nega
tive to the other; — a positive, an intermediate, and a
negative —- the relation between the three being the same
in principle as that between the three distinctive princi
ples in the trinity of Nature, and serving a similar pur
pose. There were two distinct centres, widely separated,
where the three varieties had their origin; the two nearly
related ones originating in separate districts of the same
geographical centre. These centres were where the su
perior forces of the planet concentered for a long period
previous to the evolution of the race, in consequence of
favorable circumstances; as of situation, products, etc.
Conditions in the two widely separated centres were
widely different; and this diversity impressed itself on
the races. The positive branch of the race was w hite;
its nearly related variety, the intermediate, was also
white, with characteristics which are now exemplified in
the Mongolians of the superior types; the negative branch
was black. The latter originated in Central A frica; the
other two in Soqthern Central Asia. Thus the race of
man was, at first, a unity in duality, at the same time that
it was a unity in trinity. The plan was as old as the
universe; being that by which all things exist.
The Intelligence that supervised in the evolution of the
race had so ordained that this must be accomplished in
the two centres, and in the appointed way. Progress
had tended to this result. Nature bloomed and devel
oped its fruitage of superior conditions and products in
the gardens where the race was to appear, in such un
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wonted luxuriance, as to hasten the climax of formation
in these localities; to fix it in these alone, while the re
mainder of the surface yielded up its choicest elements
to fructify these centres. The balance of force was here,
perforce, from the time when the highest types of the
Animal and Vegetable Kingdoms took deeper root here
than in any other sections of the plan et; which was the
case soon after the Glacial epoch had renovated the gen
eral conditions over the whole surface. In the course of
events, certain districts became more favorably situated
for progress than any others, and henceforth, they took
the lead in progressive development, dispensing high
elements to the other portions, and deriving from all, in
exchange, the highest they had to yield. This was by
an inevitable law; but results were stimulated and in
tensified by the interposition of Intelligent Powers. There
was a limited amount of force of the proper quality to be
expended in this highest evolution; and it would de
termine to the locality where its affinities attracted it, as
a matter of course. Diversity of Elements of different
Zones, the Temperate and Torrid, decided the preparation
of two centres, and the diversity of the three varieties of
the race. From these centres people diverged like diver
gent forces from central suns or from any form or quality
of matter that yields superior elements that diffuse them
selves for the use of inferior forms or substance. Remote
quarters of the globe not being prepared for man when
he made his appearance at these centres, his influence
emanating from thence was an efficient aid in hastening
on development over the surface. Magnetic force of su
perior quality to any heretofore developed was thus pro
vided to stimulate germinal essences, and impel progress
in every department over the planet. The evolution of the
human race under circumstances that indicate such super
vision of the Heavenly Powers, is a demonstration of the
truth, that Nature is a co-worker with God ; and that all
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laws are the instruments wherewith the Supreme com
passes his designs. If man was the object of such care in
his birth and surroundings, the progenitors of the race
must have shared in this solicitude; since so much depend
ed upon their welfare. It is sufficient to say, in regard to
this, that the instincts of the ancestral type, as the three
ancestral species may be termed, were stimulated and
strengthened above those of any other animal ty p e ; this
one being inherently superior to any other from the pe
riod of its inception. The mothers of the human race
were prepared females of their type, few in number com
pared to the range of the prepared branch of the species
to which they belonged, which was as broad as the dis
trict comprising the ancestral domains; and they were
scattered throughout the whole locality. There was meth
od in this, also. Near blood relationship between the
first individuals of the human type was thus avoided;
which was a circumstance of the first importance as re
gards its starting out under favorable auspices. The first
parents were few, and distributed over an area — each
variety— sufficiently broad to furnish support to the new
type while it should be unfolding its powers preparatory
to commencing migrations into surrounding territory,
and also to serve the purpose of its dividing up into sep
arate communities, as its instincts would prompt it to
do. The conditions of its perpetuity were provided pre
vious to its birth, by such an orderly method as could
not fail of its purpose. Families of the ancestral type
whose instincts were highest, naturally kept aloof from
the others; this was especially the case with the mothers,
who, in the care of their young, sought the localities which
were least frequented; where they could, undisturbed,
secure ‘the richest fruits for their offspring. In this man
ner, a sort of aristocracy was kept up, until the children
of the new race had been born, and had assumed, by
right, the highest place. The evolutionists of the Dar-
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winian school would say, that this instinct of the parents
was perpetuated in the offspring, intensified by the force
of surroundings into human instincts — that the first in
trinsically human beings were the progeny of half human
parents, and had grown into humanity by the unfoldment of their faculties through favorable circumstances;
as a species in the present day develops higher charac
ter. The first human children were human fro m birth;
and the offspring of animal parents, that had approached
the verge of humanity so nearly, by the law of improve
ment of species, as to be able to draw human germs for
their offspring, as has been before described in detail.
The line between the animal and the human was never
obliterated in a single case, as it could not be, by any
law of Nature. The ancestral type rapidly declined,
after giving birth to its human progeny, while the latter,
from the first, displayed the human nature that was theirs,
in their superior intelligence and ingenuity, in the in
stincts that prompted them to associate distinct from the
parental species, keeping themselves aloof from them,
and choosing mates from among themselves, except in
rare cases, where the human was dominated by the strong
animal nature.
It has been a question with ethnologists, whether the
race originated in numerous centres dispersed over the
earth, like animal species — which view has been favored
by eminent observers — or in one, as is indicated by
revelation, in the Hebrew Scriptures and elsewhere.
This is a problem deserving serious consideration, as
there are phenomena pointing to both theories as the
true one. The theory of evolution, which makes the
human race the offspring of the animal, would seem to
favor the idea of the derivation of the different existing
types of men from the centres where these types or races
are found; where conditions develop racial peculiarities
in men, as well as the distinctive characteristics of ani-
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m als; the one conforming to the other. On the other
hand, the evidence in favor of the theory here presented
as truth, and revealed in part, in allegorical teachings
of ancient seers, when it is summed up and closely scan
ned, is such as to carry the weight of demonstration to
the logical mind that is unfettered and unbiased. The
first factor in the problem that demands attention is
th is : Man is intelligent, and, when in possession of his
natural energies, is possessed of the propensity to ro v e;
and having these two qualities as basic elements in his
character, he must needs have put them in use from the
moment when he had passed out of his first infantile
state, and had become, in some degree, conscious of his
powers. The second, and which is an equally impor
tant factor, is the power which man possesses to adapt
himself to every clime, every Zone ; to all possible cir
cumstances where chance, destiny, or choice, may place
him. Intelligence develops this power, it is tru e ; but
there are few tribes so unintelligent that they Would not
adapt themselves to a locality where force or inclination
had placed them ; the necessities of their situation arous
ing their dormant powers, and forcing the exercise of
ingenuity in combatting with difficulties. Necessity has
been the great prompter of progress of the race; and
had it been possible for the first parents to have re
mained in their Eden with their offspring, a few genera
tions would have marked the lifetime of the species.
The effeminacy of nations and families that is the sure
result of inaction and luxurious living, is the decay which
is the precursor of extinction, unless saving means are
applied in season to avert the calamity. In the order of
human progress, the means have been various, and
strange and startling, that have served the purpose of
perpetuating the various branches of the human family.
“ The Lord God,” the ancient seer has it, interfered and
drove the family of man from the “ garden of Eden.”
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The same power, it may well be believed, impelled it to
that degree of activity that would save it from destruc
tion, through all the early ages of its existence, when
it was like the infant, unable to judge and act wisely
for itself.
Emigrations stir the life elements of men, vitalize all
their powers, provided lands are occupied that possess
the requisite qualifications to be fit for human occu
pancy; and also, provided emigrants have the natural
energy to react upon their locality with good effect.
Had it been the order that human centres, like animal,
were distributed, at first, over the habitable parts of the
planet, emigrations would have resulted in extermination
that would have depopulated the earth of its most neces
sary human elements; for it has ever been the most ener
getic, the most capable and worthy of living and propa
gating, that have sought homes far from the parental
centres. Nature would not have it so, that when the
early families scattered from the paternal domain,—
wives and little ones as well as strong men,— they should
encounter the danger of extermination by coming in
contact with other families or tribes, that held the right
of pre-occupancy of the lan d s; there was too much at
stake to resort to such questionable means of stimulat
ing the energies of mankind. Men did not develop the
roving disposition until they had attained “ the knowl
edge of good and evil.” They “ ate of the tree of knowl
edge,” and began to exercise their ingenuity, and dis
played propensities to evil as well as to good. Then the
mandate of their being was ; “ Go forth and explore the
country round about, and take what you find for your
ow n; kill if necessary; ape the animals that slay that
they may eat, regarding the gratification of self as the
greatest good.” They went forth, safe from molestation
from any of their kind, but subject to dangers and dis
quietudes that were a perpetual spur to their awakening
VOL. II.
14
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intellects. The thoughtful guardians of the dependent
children of men guarded the entrance to the bowers of
ease and indolence, with the “ flaming sword that pointed
every way,” to warn them from a danger greater than
hunger or cold, nakedness or prowling beasts of prey.
The third factor in the problem under discussion is
the principle upon which Nature is always observed to
work in bringing about her orderly evolutions; viz.,
The economy of energy. There is no waste of force in
all the universe of life and labor, as far as can be dis
covered. Utility with Variety, is the universal order.
What, departure from this law of economy man discov
ers are in his imagination, or are illusions that result
from ignorance of the uses of the variety of processes
observable. The earth was the inheritance of the race
of man, by virtue of the powers he possessed, through,
which he was to lay hold of his birthright. It would
surely have been a waste of energy to have created men
in numerous centres, when the very conditions upon
which the race could be perpetuated depended upon its
liberty of expansion from few centres,— its liberty to
grow spiritually, intellectually, and physically, in the
only way it could; that is, by the exercise of its natural
powers and propensities, which impelled it onward and
onward still, to conquer and enjoy the fruits of con
quest. The instincts that would not be restrained must
have scope for exercise; and this exercise must be for
subduing the earth for man’s occupation, and for multi
plying the species and replenishing the waste and unoc
cupied territory with a human population.
To place man on the level of the brute that lives only
his little day for the purpose of satisfying his physical
appetites, his energies being confined within that narrow
compass, and denying, in effect, the intelligent purpose
that wrought in man’s creation,— the purpose that as
signed him his faculties for Nature’s use in helping to
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subdue the earth, and making those parts habitable that
could not become so without his influence, and gave him
the work to do to develop his inherent powers,— is to
belittle him beyond measure ; is to deny to him the pow
ers that are his, indisputably, and to Nature, the design
ing Mind that originated creation for intelligent pur
poses. That is a shortsighted philosophy that accounts
for progress without giving a place to design, supervi
sion, or the instinct of mind in natural operations ; or
that makes Nature a vast machine that, being once in
orderly motion, is always so, by virtue of the laws that
govern it, without the intervention of intelligence to
stimulate its forces, or put in operation laws that will
impel progress. Man on the planet interferes wherever
he can ; and his interference is productive of results as
wonderful as any produced without him in the world he
inhabits ; although they may not be so varied. When
revelation affirms that God placed man in the garden of
Eden when he created him, where every thing necessary
for his support was at his hand, and then drove him
from this paradise when he had acquired a knowledge
of good and evil, it states a proposition that is philo
sophical, because consistent — according to well estab
lished principles. W hat is necessary is to strip the
record of its allegorical character, and show why the Su
pervising Power brought about these things ; to show
that there was motive in the direction events took, and
a stern necessity that impelled it. The motive that has
been assigned to Deity for expelling thè first parents
from Paradise, after they had availed themselves of the
fruits of the “ tree of knowledge,” bespeaks the benighted
state of the minds that compiled the old writings, and
supplied from their own brains the “ missing links,”
making a chain of material as diverse in its separate
parts as clay is from beaten gold. A humane father will
not bring children into the world and leave them in their
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infancy and helplessness to take care of themselves. As ■*
surely as there are angelic powers that serve in the king
dom of the Most High, so surely they cared for the race
in its infancy; stimulating natural propensities, and
shaping the direction of events as they could, and the
revelator was inspired with this truth, and gave expres
sion to it in language that could be understood'by the
people he addressed. Every age has its revelators; and
there is not always the need of going back so far into the
past for truths that inspiration only can reveal, as to find
them so beclouded and dimmed by the dust and cob
webs of ages of ignorance and superstition, as to be un
distinguishable from the grossest errors. The habit of
doing so, which' people have acquired, is at the founda.tion of much of the unbelief that the religious world
deplores.
Familes took their rise early, which were the seeds of
communities that kept themselves aloof from each other
from selfish motives, as the possession of their own
chosen localities, and the impulse of affection for their
own.» Communities were not isolated from the occasional
companionship which favored the choosing of mates
from among neighboring communities by those whose
instincts prompted it, thus keeping in operation the law
of intermarriage that is at the foundation of the stability
of the race. There was a selection of the fittest among
the early human children; for not all of them were qual
ified, in every- respect, to propagate the elements of
stability; and so some families became extinct, through
deterioration; while others developed strong vitality and
superior instincts and intelligence; which were propa
gated into communities as effective elements of progress;
and others lingered on the plane of mediocrity. Thus
was created among the little circles of human inhabit
ants of the home domains, the conditions necessary to the
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progress of the weak and the strong. The reactions in
human society which are so vital to its progress and its
very life, began thus early in its career. The commin
gling of the miniature tribes and nations formed before
the intermixture of varieties and branches had begun,
portrayed the effect this would have when expansion
and increasing activity and intelligence should bring it
about.
The instincts of the race, at first, were monogamic.
The ancestral type developed this instinct, in a good de
gree, from the habit of isolation some families practised,
and the human progeny inherited it intensified by their
superior spirituality. Departures from the habits and
practices of the first generations of the race, occurred as
the natural consequence of the unfoldment of their facul
ties ; which, as a matter of course, did not always keep
the even balance consistent with a just observance of the
higher laws of their being, which were but in their incipiency. W hat was of the first importance was the de
velopment of strong physical constitutions by the pros
pective parents of the future race; and whatever would
favor this was lawful with the early men, who were too
unspiritual to comprehend moral responsibilities. Con
science was an after development. One has said : “ God
made man upright, but he has sought out many inven
tions.” His uprightness, at firsts may be compared to
that of the infant that knows not to do wrong; that fol
lows its instincts, which are Nature’s language, and hence,
good. His departures from this state were like those of
the. child that experiments everywhere and in every way,
to learn, to discover what he can do, and to make him
self conspicuous among his fellows. The “ many inven
tions” he has sought out mark his path ¿rom the,state
of infantile weakness and ignorance to mature manhood,
and by no other route could he have attained the goal.
The legend that has come down to the present age con-
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cerning the Paradise of Eden, aud the purity of the first
parents, has its foundation in truth. “ Eden,” or the do
main where each race was born, and where it passed its
first infantile stage, was a paradise, if luxuriance of pro
duction of all. that the helpless race needed to subsist
upon and to make life pleasant, constitutes one. The
first men were possessed of the human instincts unal
loyed by base human passion. W hat was beastly about
them was derived through a type of animals superior to
any that man on earth now knows. This type was not
ferocious, except in defence of its ow n; its intelligence
prompted to almost human supervision over families, in
dividual rights, etc. Docility was a prominent charac
teristic of the species; and the human children inherited
it, combined with their other faculties, in such proportion
as to modify selfish propensities, and cause the charac
ter to savor of the innocence and purity that has been
attributed to the first parents in Eden. Savagery took
its rise among#men, however, early in the life of the race.
It was a natural consequence of the perversion of the
faculties by excesses and marked decadence of tribes as
surely as it does at present.
The human race was developed on the same principle
as animal species had been. The first families took their
rise at an intermediate point, it may be said, with pro
priety, between the lowest and highest branches as they
afterwards appeared. The lower were evolutions on the
downward grade, and the higher on the upward, as with
species in the Animal Kingdom. This principle must be
borne in mind as fixed, in respect to evolutions in every
kingdom, every department, of Nature. Decadence is
as natural under the proper circumstances as progress;
and it serves, sometimes, as a means of maintaining the
necessary relations of things. The early tribes of men
were diverse as naturally as species of the Animal or
Vegetable Kingdom; and the reactions which resulted
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from this diversity, proved the strength and stability of
each. Some succumbed in the battle of life; as has
continued to be the case in every age since; and some
secured an ascendency which they kept until nations
were developed by them, through accretions; as suns
are formed from centres of force. To “ overturn, over
turn, and overturn,’’ was the m ethod; and so strengthen
the unity of races, nations, societies, and cast out the
uncongenial, or gross elements, that would conjoin or
dissipate themselves according to their affinities, and
formjlisturbing elements to the stable societies, while
they were able to maintain an existence. The march of
time has been over ruins of peoples-^-tribes and nation
alities, a vast multitude ; each of which made its indellible impress on the age in which it lived, and, through
that, on every succeeding age; serving an important pur
pose in some relation in the human panorama, whose
lights and shadows, thrilling and picturesque scenery,
terrible traceries of crime and depravity, are outlined
and infilled by the crowding multitudes that appear to
make their mark and are gone; a lengthened procession,
until the whole scene closes.
The brief outline of early human history contemplated
in the plan of this chapter, allows, simply, of brief men
tion of the most important principles and events illus
trating them, connected with the early development of
human society. Readers can trace for themselves the
probable line of progress of the whole race, and the vari
ous branches emanating from the first centres, if they
understand the principles that underlie this progress
from the outset. To make these more plain it is impor
tant to state, in this connection, a few of the leading
events that were prolific in most important results to the
whole family of man and every individual factor of it.
It has already been stated, that the evolution of the
three varieties of the race were coincident events. The
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Eden of the white race was subdivided into two minor dis
tricts, each of which was the home of an ancestral species,
whose human children were diverse— those of one spe
cies from those of the other— as varieties of two nearly
related races are, which occupy different but adjoining
sections of a continent, whose diversities of climate, pro
ducts, etc., are engrafted on the people, making them
distinct. In this case the diversity was sufficient to
cause, on their coming together, a stimulation of the
energies of each. This meeting occurred after the more
energetic branch had developed the roving propensity
sufficiently to leave their old retreats in search of new
ones, and to satisfy a curiosity that had been aroused
with the awakening faculties. The habits of the two
families were nearly the same until just previous to _
their contact. The weaker had ventured on the experi
ment of using animal food. W ith carnivorous instincts,
these two weak children had both, until a short time pre
vious, refrained from killing to satisfy the demands of
hunger. The fruits of the earth that grew in such tempt
ing abundance spontaneously, had become the sole food
of the ancestral species during the time when they were
becoming spiritualized preparatory to ultimate culmina
tion ; and the progeny had, so far, followed the example
of the parents, with whom they associated, for a season.
This surpassingly wonderful provision, whereby the
mothers of the race became susceptible to spiritualizing
influences, and thus were able to attract human germs
to their offspring, produced the effect that would natu
rally be supposed to follow from the use of such, unstim
ulating diet for a few generations. It caused the race to
be effeminate, in a degree. The loss in physical energy
was overbalanced by the gain spiritually; which was an
overleaping of the boundaries of type, and emerging on
the plane above the whole lower creation, in offspring.
This abstinence from the necessary stimulating diet
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could not be permanent and the race long survive. There
was needed more physical energy, and at whatever cost,
it must be gained. The blood-thirstiness that would fol
low the practice of killing to eat, would react upon the
race itself ; and besides, a greater amount of animal en
ergy would be debasing in the degree in which it tended
to overmaster the spiritual instincts. Nevertheless, there
must be a reaction from the semi-imbecile state, that con
dition of “ innocence” that resulted from a partial ob
scuration of one part of the nature by another, and the
true balance must be gained, by degrees, through the
gradual unfoldment of the faculties. The ordeal of ex
perience was required to bring out the human powers.
“ Eve,” or the weaker community, first ventured upon
the experiment of tasting what had, hitherto, seemed
like “ forbidden fruit,” to these novices in the philoso
phy of diet. W ith longing eyes, both had viewed this
tempting fruit, and the more impulsive of the two, with
out counting the cost, ate at the suggestion of an appe
tite that would not be appeased without it. “ Adam,”
or the stronger community, partook at the suggestion of
the other ; and the departure was made that set both
on the track of permanent progress. The “ fruit of the
tree” was efficacious in opening their eyes to the rela
tions of things ; and they grew in knowledge and in
strength. Their instinct of delicacy was aroused, and
they olothed themselves at the dictate of modesty. Thus
the ancient allegory taught ; which, as handed down to
the present in the Hebrew scriptures, is so garbled, and its
consistency so obscured, as to be scarcely distinguishable.
Intermixture of the positive and negative element^ of
this higher type of the race resulted favorably to both.
They multiplied and peopled the whole original domain,
and spread themselves over the continent westward to
wards the “ Eden ” of the black variety. Many centuries
elapsed between the several well-defined stages of pro
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gress of these early people. Forces were sluggish, and
the race was laggard in its upward career; yet, there was
progress ; and the passing centuries were full of hopeful
signs, that pointed to the high destiny of the youthful
adventurer, toiling along in waiting for a yet more de
cided onward impulse, that would be given when the
positive type came in contact with the negative.
The starting out of the race to occupy and cultivate its
heritage, was like that of the pioneer who enters the for
est to subdue it and make the land habitable for himself
and his progeny. He builds his lonesome cot on some
sunny slope, and from this centre proceed the forces that
ultimately subdue the wilderness and make room for
those that come after him. His very presence is a power
to tame the wild. The dreaded beasts fly from him to
give him room, the instinctive dread of man developing
rapidly; the grass springs up under his feet, as though
there were an-affinity between it and h i m; the wild birds
gather around his homestead, as if delighting in his pres
ence ; and the timid denizens of the wood crowd his
hedges, and under the cover of his “ vine and fig tree,”
as though he were designed their protector from the
more voracious beasts, and as a sort of caterer to their
wants. He makes room for all that is useful to himself,
and, in doing so, ministers to the good of, and helps to
perpetuate, the useful species of the Animal and Vege
table Kingdoms. His work is for himself and his kind,
and for all Nature besides. The thorn and the thistle,
the ravenous beasts of prey, given the full range of their
instincts and their powers, would root out the more ten
der, refined, and useful products of a country, were they
allowed unlimited power of expansion. Nature provides
checks to the growth of such species; and none are so
powerful as man, who, by his genius, his skill in devis
ing expedients, and above all, by his Magnetic force,
holds the reins of government over the whole ’domain of
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the inferior world of forms, and conquers and extermi
nates the useless to give place to the useful.
The earth was before the infant race, to be conquered
by the forces it should develop. The force to finish up
this its habitation, was to be developed by the race.
This was the most economical means to bring about the
great end that could be devised, considering all the cir
cumstances ; as has been shown. Like an Alexander, it
went forth to conquest in small force, but equipped with
the inherent energy of character that would insure suc
cess ; and gathering strength as it proceeded ; until the
earth was at its feet, and it looked skyward and into
the innermost recesses of things for other worlds to
conquer.
The African “ Eden” was where torrid heats developed,
with a luxuriance of tropical products of highest varie
ties, elements that decided the characteristics of the
Negro race. This race was marked for the tropical lati
tudes, from its birth ; where it can flourish despite the
miasms of marshes and jungles, that are so apt to be
fatal to white explorers. The place of its birth was where
poisons lurked in every breeze ; where they were exhaled
with the dews and vapors, in the odors of flowers, and
the emanations of vegetable and animal life, every where.
The subtile essences of this character that pervaded the
locality, as it were, poisoned the sources of life; or in
other words, engraved themselves upon the character of
the human species there; causing it to be sluggish in in
tellect, less sensitive to developing influences of every
sort, less energetic, physically and mentally. It was
negative in the truest sense, from the fact of its relation
ship to the prevailing conditions in its birthplace.
The high order of elements in the torrid zone is nega
tived by intrinsically low ones, such as are eliminated
in undue proportions from matter, by the force of the
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sun’s heat. These latter have the effect to degrade, to a
certain extent, all other elements; and, consequently,
the higher orders of life developed there. The orders of
life, animal and vegetable, whose peculiar function it is
to absorb this grade of elements, are numerous, and
serve the purpose of refiqing and uplifting th em ; yet,
they are themselves the dispensers of effluvia that de
grade the earth, air, and w ater; and make life a horror
to every thing refined and spiritual.
To breathe the air of a continent infested, as tropical
Africa is, and has been since the ancestral type of the
black race originated there, with voracious carnivores, rep
tiles and serpents of every grade and variety— a hideous
fauna, whose presence is in fe c tio n s to imbibe elements
detrimental to a high intellectual, and an energetic phys
ical development; it is to become a factor in the prev
alent conditions, whose office i#to interchange essences
with all other forms, in greater or less degree, directly
or remotely. Hence it is, that tropical latitudes are so
unfavorable to the advance of civilization, or the per
petuity of the vitality of civilized and energetic people.
The zones of intellectual strength and energetic physical
life, which signifies, the zones that include the highly
civilized and enlightened races and nations, are marked
by the tropics and polar circles, being fixed by climate
and its attendant influences.
The Negro race partook, from the first, more strongly
of animal characteristics than the white. There was not
so complete a separation from the animal plane, in many
respects, with this as with the latter race; which fact is
evidenced now by the animal features and instincts of
some of the race. The human plane was reached, how
ever, and progress on that, eradicated the more prominent
ancestral peculiarities; but not so completely, or in so
short a time, as in case of the other race. The history
of this variety as far as it is known a t the present day,
*
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is in exact confirmation of the principle upon which it
was developed, and upon which it has advanced and re
acted with the positive race. “ A servant of servants
shall he be to his brethren,” was the prophecy of the na
ture of this weak and dependent child. There could be
no revocation of the sentence, since the stronger devel
oped strength and will beyond all proportion with the
weaker, and its overbalancing energies were destined to
control wherever it willed to do it.
Going out from “ Eden” and wandering in the direc
tion of the brother race, after men had “ multiplied in the
earth,” the “ Sons of God,” which were the white race,
came in contact with the black race and intermarried
with “ the daughters of men,” — w iththeblacks; and the
result of this intermixture was a race of “ mighty men.”
The allegorical statements of the Hebrew scripture above
quoted in part, had direct reference to the intermingling
of blood of the two distinct races after they met. The
original meaning has been obscured by interpolations;
b ut the prominent idea is there still in clear light. The
ancients regarded the distinctions of race as of divine
origin; and to distinguish the superior race, the seer
called its children “ sons of God.” The daughters of
men were “ fair ;” which means attractive; this has ref
erence to sexual attraction, rather than physical beauty.
The lascivious daughters of the race, that Ham is imper
fectly made to represent in scripture, and whose charac
ter is portrayed in his treatment of his father, exerted
their arts to seduce their visitors, and succeeded. The
issue which resulted from the union of the two diverse
varieties was a race superior to the lower — “ mighty
men, which were of old, men of renown.” The legend
comes down exaggerated, as is always the case. “ Of
old,” is exceedingly expressive in the narration; for it
suggests, that when the compilation of those old scrip
ture writings was made, the tradition of the foregoing
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event was o ld ; that the revelation was a fragment hand
ed down from a period in the remote p a st; which was
the case.
Setting aside the old narrative, the truth is apparent,
that the intermingling of the races produced another,
diverse from b o th ; superior to one and inferior to the
other, of the parental types. Here was the origin of the
intermediate or mixed varities of the human race. Orig
inating in Northern Africa, where the whites met their
colored brethren, the first type of this class was very
dark, with strong Negro characteristics. The climate
and other conditions of the country determined this. In
termixtures continued from this center, and branches
took their departure from there and settled in other parts
of Africa, in Southern Asia, and finally, in the islands of
the ocean and on remote continents. The foundation of
the distinctions in the several varieties of the mixed race
was the diversity of the parental types, the proportional
relationship of each and all to the two original ty p es;
local conditions, manner of life, etc., exerting a power
ful influence in modifying and fixing characteristics.
The first effect of the contact of the original types, was
good ; and this effect was propagated through the ages.
The reactions of the positive and negative elements of
the race here commenced in earnest; and the result was a
strong impulse to progress of both. The positive type
languished for excitement,— something to arouse and
call forth its powers; while the negative needed the
prompting to activity, that could only be given by posi
tive humanity, — a people whom they could pattern
after or serve, and by this means acquire arts superior to
their own. The first sentiment that would naturally be
aroused, on the meeting of the two, was curiosity. This
would lead to interchange of civilities; and, perhaps, to
hostile demonstrations on the one hand, and servile ac
quiescence on the other. The natural relations of the
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races intermingling were soon established ; power assert
ing itself, as is ever its wont, in oppressive exactions, or
mild government, that served the weak and strong alike.
The servant then bowed, to the m aster; and the badge of
servitude was accepted, to be worn through ages of con
flict, of oppression, of slavery; but to be relinquished,
in part, by degrees, when the race had emancipated itself
from the depths of depravity and ignorance, and ap
proached the plane of the higher sufficiently near, to
share with it civilizing agencies, and acquire the man
hood that mental culture confers on human nature.
Together, it was requisite for the two, for a time, to
pursue their way; that the weaker might lean upon and
learn of the stronger. Mentality was of so low grade in
the black race that it must needs, for a time, be under
the influence of the white. Servitude to the latter was
preferable to isolation, inasmuch as it answered the pur
pose of spurring on to action the dormant energies. A
branch of the white race once in possession of the coun
try where they encountered the black, retained posses
sion for a time, sending colonies over the continent, from
time to tim e; each and all taking in their train servants
and concubines of the black race; thus sowing the seeds
of the mixed race as they went, and peopling remote
corners of the continent with it. The enterprise that
was awakened in the North of Africa, spread itself, ul
timately, over,the globe; for migrations did not cease
from this time onw ard; being periodically stimulated
from new centres ; the tide acquiring force at every flood.
The return emigrants of the white race, that turned
their steps towards their native domain, after exploring
the new country, and making the acquaintance of its in
habitants, carried with them seeds of this enterprise,
which germinated among the tribes of the race that were
left behind, that were scattered over the country from
Southern Central Asia to the Nile ; not continuously, but
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in sections where a population of men could easily main
tain themselves ; and these were thickly peopled. The
gregarious instincts of men prompted to the centraliza
tion of population where subsistence was easily obtain
able ; and these becoming overcrowded, families sepa
rated from them, and in colonies went in search of new
and fertile lands.
The simple arts that the race practiced for thousands
of years were those that the untutored races now prac
tice; these being learned by slow degrees. The art of
agriculture was long in being learned ; the spontaneous
productions of the earth were the reliance of men for
ages after they appeared. The fruitfulness of the lands
they occupied, the prevalence of game, sufficed to sup
ply their simple wants until necessity prompted the do
mestication of flocks and herds, and to experiments in
grain and fruit culture. In their wanderings, the tribes
observed and learned of Nature ; their thoughts taking
form in experiments of various kinds, which ultimated
in discoveries of vital importance. The simple brain that
conceived the first implement of husbandry or cookery,
had achieved as much for the race as the inventor of the
steam engine. It had taken a departure from the old
trodden paths, and the novelty of the thing elicited
wonder and admiration ; and, best of all, emulation.
One step of progress prepared the way for another ; the
germs of all useful inventions being supplied, one by
one, in the things of use of various kinds, that unin
structed men invented. It was a long and hard road tb
attain the goal where man was master of enough art to
clothe, feed, and warm himself, comfortably, as man
now conceives of comfort. W ithout the aids of the
experiences of past generations, without masters, with
only unaided genius, and what suggestions personal ex
perience and contact with Nature supplied, the early
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men must grapple with the problems that were contin
ually l?eing forced upon their notice demanding solution.
W ho could cope with such difficulties ? Who, but those
that knew no other way, and waited upon Nature like
the dependent child, until her promptings supplied the
place of teachers, experience, and acquired s k ill!
But it shall not be said there were no teachers to these
early children of the Highest,— no prompters to stimu
late the laggard intelligence, to awaken the imagination,
and set in action trains of thought that led to discov
eries and inventions. “ The angel of the Lord” often
“ met them in the way,” and stirred their infantile minds
by such impressions as could be made and understood.
The old records contained in Genesis illustrate this fact.
That is not all fable which relates how the ancient P atri
archs were guided and protected, their interests made a
matter of concern to guardian angels, who appeared to
them as men, often, as is related ; which proves to this
age, that psychological power was exerted over suscepti
ble persons, and over many individuals at a time, on
some occasions, by superior intelligences, for evidently
good purposes. These early people were entitled to the
watchcare of heaven, and they had i t ; as every succeed
ing age has, and must have.
Thus it was, that in the evolution of language, inspi
ration was an important force. Association of men de
veloped language; first, that of gesticulation, or panto
mime; afterwards, vocal sounds signifying ideas and
things; then spoken language. Ideas took form in
speech, as men learned to imitate the sounds of Nature
in its multitudinous modes of expression, and to copy
the intonations of voice of the animal races, and of each
other. The intellectual status of a tribe, race, or branch
of the human type, determined the character of the lan
guage developed by it. This was the law at the first in
stitution of language, as it is at present, in modified form,
VOL. II.
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as every observer knows. The location, surroundings,
racial tendencies, etc., of every separate branch of the
human family, at the present day, exercise an influence
in establishing their intellectual status, and in determin
ing the character of their idioms. The law that fixes
this is that which creates the differences in every king
dom of Nature, dependent on location and conditions.
Different continents, countries, and zones, develop the
differences of species in the same families and types of
the Animal and Vegetable Kingdoms. Acclimation of
varieties of these in new and foreign locations involves
important changes of character, that exhibit themselves,
ultimately, in subsequent generations. It is easy to com
prehend how, in the migrations and settlement of vari
ous branches of the human race in all zones, on differ
ent continents, in remote divisions of the same continent,
and in the archipel/goes of the oceans that bonnded the
ancient parental domains of the race, the diversities of
race, and of language, as well, were outwrought. These
have been as changeful as the centres of power, which
have shifted, like the shifting winds, from one point of
the compass to another, from one tribe, nationality, or
race, and locality, to another, down through the revolv
ing centuries since man became an aggressive being, to
the present; and these changes are impressed upon the
peoples of the earth in their racial characteristics and lan
guage, in unmistakable characters; which, yet, cannot
be plainly deciphered.
The obscurity which envelops the early history of the
race, does not conceal the fact, evident from the re
searches of linguists, that language had developed into a
science in prehistoric times. The data in possession of
investigators are, as yet, too meagre to admit of the fix
ing of dates of the origin of any one family of languages,
or of the peoples and races who were their founders; but
it must be inferred from what is known, that previous to
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the dawn of the period of authentic history, there were
peoples that had arrived at a stage of civilization corre
sponding, in many respects, to that of civilized nations
of recent times.
The arts of civilized life? were practiced among some
nations as far back as history can be traced; and it is
a question of much import, from whence these ancient
peoples derived their knowledge, and how it was that a
high order of arts flourished in that early period, on the
verge of the fabulous era, when it is supposed by many,
that mankind were just emerging from barbarism, their
first infantile state, or were just beginning to people the
earth after a recent universal deluge; — arts, some of
which are lost, and others possessed only by civilized na
tions that have developed them through superior culture,
or derived them so perfected from former ages of enlight
enment of the historic period. The chasm that divides
the most ancient civilizations from those of the historic
period, is dark and w ide; spanned in rare instances by
memorials left as landmarks of the forgotten age. The
fabulous era that preceded and ushered in the historic
period, is like a veil that hides from this age the great
past, wherein the beginnings of progress in every depart
ment of life were m ade; and wherein the race accom
plished an important stage in its career.
Previous to the decline which marked the closing pe
riod of the seventh great era, to which reference was
made in a former chapter, branches of the white and
mixed races had developed a degree of cultivation in
the arts and sciences that entitles them to be called the
fathers—the originators of these. They scattered the
germs of all useful arts and sciences throughout the
thickly peopled centres of the then inhabited portions of
the globe; and, in some cases, these germinated and
bore luxurious fruit, previous to the revolutions that
culminated in the downfall of the oldest civilizations and
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the establishment of those that culminated in the early
dawn of the historic age. Many of the arts practiced by
the Phoenicians, Egyptians, Arabians, ,Assyrians, Baby
lonians, Persians, etc., in the earliest times of recorded
history, were heirlooms, handed down from generations
of forefathers in the antediluvian age ; who were prac
tising upon, and improving them, when the decline com
menced. Then there was a partial suspension of such
activities among even the most advanced peoples, while
the great mass of mankind sunk into the inactivity of a
barbarous, or semi-barbarous state, or into the sloughs
of 8avagism, many tribes and nationalities of whom had
before attained to some degree of culture in various direc
tions. Thus the science of language was propagated
from the ancient age, and the arts of alphabetical and
symbolic writing, with others as important, that are not
generally traced to this ancient origin.
The centres where the highest families of language
were developed were, at an early date, fixed by the
founding of distinct nationalities in widely separated
centres, to which centres were subordinated numerous
tribes and minor nations, that followed the lead of the
parent state, developing on the same plane, as far as
qualified so to do by race. The distinctions of race were
plainly marked, from the incipient stages of human
growth. Evidences of this exist in abundance at the
present day; among which, as plainly marked as any,
are the languages in use by the various branches of the
race. The Aryan tongues originated where the white
race held sway,—where it was born ; and they have
propagated themselves with the pure branches of that
dominant race, as the dominant, the superior language
of the enlightened world. The Semitic languages have
been those of white nationalities developed under differ
ent conditions and living in contact with inferior races,
or on the borders of the African domain where intermix-
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ture of races was a source of corruption to the language
of the superior race. The vague relationship that is dis
covered and hinted at by some linguists, between the
higher families of language, is as real as the relationship
of peoples that originated from the same parent stock,
after the first forms of speech had been instituted; but
which separated in the infancy of language, and formed
distinct tribes and nations, developing languages from
the original root peculiar to their respective places of
abode suited to their intelligence, conditions of cli
mate, soil, products, etc., and their position with regard
to tribes of inferior races.
The stability that has been, in a degree, characteristic
of the higher tongues, as a consequence of the literatures
and more stable forms of organization of government,
etc., of the peoples using them, has been wanting in those
of inferior races. The idioms of all inferior tribes and na
tions, to-day, bear the impress of changes that have been
occurring in every antecedent age, consequent upon the
low character of the intelligence of people that had no lit
erature to outlive conquests and subjugations, whereby to
preserve forms of speech and treasures of national lore.
Therefore it would prove a more difficult task, even, to
trace the lineage of any of the numerous tribes of barbar
ous and savage people of the four quarters of the globe,
back to the original centres whence they emanated, than to
trace the origin of the Semitic and Aryan races through
the labyrinths of change that separate the present age
from the remote period of the unity of each or of the
two. This would be an impossible task, with the pres
ent light possessed on the subject; but it is safe to pre
dict, that investigations continued on the scale already
begun among ancient records, will reveal treasures of
knowledge of a forgotten past, that will give the key to
important facts concerning the early history of the race.
It is not the purpose here to attempt a delineation of this
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history any further than to show how history, science,
and Nature, reveal it, and to trace effects to their causes,
in the domain of Ethnology, as has been done in previ
ous chapters in the domain of Geology.
Asia was the cradle of the higher languages, and of
civilization itself. Until late in the Antediluvian age, it
held pre-eminence in learning and the arts. Northern
Africa was preparing to receive the legacy of power from
the parent state, while the white populations were cen
tralizing and unfolding the capacities of great nationali
ties, and deriving from more ancient centres the stimulus
to progress.
Egypt is an example of a state that arose in power
previous to the great decline, deriving its stimulus to
growth from neighboring Asiatic nations, that flourished
contemporaneously with its early rise. It was in the
morning of its day, the opening period of its energetic
life, when the older nations had passed their m eridian;
and, hence, survived the dark age as an energetic people,
ready to redouble its energies and its labors when Na
ture was prepared to co-operate with it in full accord.
The reactions of nations in those days, were what they
have been since ; effecting the same results, near and re
mote. Power shifted from centre to centre, from nation
to nation, centralizing itself, finally, with the most ener
getic ; and developing strength as a people unfolded
their energies. The supremacy was with the strongest
physically and intellectually, as at the present time.
That nations have their childhood, manhood, and old
age, as marked as these stages in human life, none can
doubt, who are acquainted with history. The graves of
nations are in the vortex whence are evolved new ones;
the old living in the new in derived social forms, and in
the blood of the people. Ancient Egyptian art, science,
literature, and religion, may be termed the fruits of the
ancient age, as modern American civilization is the fruit
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of the Anglo Saxon and others, combined; with the dif
ference, that in the former case, an age of barbarism and
superstition had supervened between the period of the
founding of the Egyptian empire and that of its culmi
nation in the historic age, which had made its impress
upon every thing, especially the religion of the people.
The same may be said of the nations of South Western
Asia, that arose in their ancient grandeur in the early
historic period, giving evidence in abundance of a par
entage in the past of high order. They did not derive
their knowledge of arts and literature, their science and
political economy, from nations that had not outgrown
the Patriarchal form of government, though that form
was in vogue among many peoples of the same age, as it
was and has been in every preceding and succeeding age
to the present.
Governmental forms may be said to be indicative of
the age and progress of communities of nations. The
Monarchist form of the ancients was despotism exercised
over people that knew no better form ; .that were the
tools of their rulers, to be used for their purposes, what
ever they were. The masses of the people were un
learned, and in slavish bondage; while slavery was an
institution common to every people. Liberty of action
was restricted to the few ; and these few were those, who,
by superiority of intelligence and attainment, could ex
ercise an influence over kings and courtiers. The priests
in the temples, the counsellors of state, the philoso
phers and sages, monopolized the liberty and the learn
ing, usually; while the masses, and, generally, their
rulers, were in ignorance. Thus it was, that learning
was rarely diffused; and in prehistoric times, so rarely
as to have left few memorials to this age recording its
existence. Exceptions to this rule existed in the early
historic age, and in the prehistoric; but they were few,
and confined to small communities of men, who were the
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repositories of the best civilization of an a g e ; the main
influence through which it was to be enstamped on suc
ceeding ones. As Ancient Athens impressed its influ
ence on all succeeding ages through its superior culture
and form of government, so there were other Athens,
other states, that, like the Grecian, and in times remote
in the past from the Age of Pericles, cast a light over
surrounding darkness, outstripped their neighbors, and
transmitted to after ages treasures that enrich more than
gold and gems — treasures of stored learning and ex
perience.
The Monarchical form of government succeeded the P a
triarchal, after the latter had been developed, first, in
its most simple, and then, in its complex form. It was
first the family, then the tribal organization, then the
community of tribes. The father in the family, the most
honored grandsire or aged relative in a related tribe, and
the most experienced sage in the community of tribes,
that exercised the functions of Patriarch among the
early men. The King succeeded the Patriarch when a
people had developed numbers, and partially outgrown
the idea of servile subserviency to the father, or his rep
resentative, the Patriarch. The title of king was con
ferred on rulers, indiscriminately, after the prerogatives
of kingship had been defined. The oldest Patriarchates
were not despotisms like the Monarchies that succeeded
them.
The ideas of the terms, father, and king, are different;
and this difference existed in these distinct forms of gov
ernment. The prerogative of the father was to rule des
potically, but at the same time, with a fatherly interest
in his people; his sway being nominal, if he chose to
make it so, the people being free to act within the bounds
of family or tribal order. The king centralized power as
the patriarch did not. Monarchy became a necessity
when the people of a community had developed the in-
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telligence and strength to become a power by concen
trating their energies. Confusion and anarchy were per
petual among communities of tribes that had developed
propensities to aggression and acquisition ; and it is cer
tain, that this anarchical state is less favorable to prog
ress than despotism, that concentrates power to develop
strength and order.
The ages which were requisite for the evolution of all
these successive forms of government from the rudiments
germinal in the first families of men, were many; as can
well be conceived. They are divided into distinctly
marked periods, minor eras, and epochs, in correspond
ence to the subdivisions of Geologic time; the several
stages of progress of the race as a whole, being marked
periods dating from epochs of revival or stimulation of
general progress ; these stages being subdivided differ
ently according to the status and character of different
races and branches of races. Physical Nature acts and
reacts with the race ; therefore, in the ages gone and
forgotten, like those that can be studied in the light of
science and history, to-day, there was a correspondence
between physical conditions on the different continents
in inhabited localities and the inhabitants.
Continental Asia with its superior surface conditions,
and as the cradle of the white race, that reacted upon
those conditions to intensify production and progress for
long ages, could foster the growth of civilization from
the germs that the first families of the superior race de
veloped ; while in Continental Africa, progress was hin
dered by inauspicious conditions of race and country re
acting with each other ; though important exceptions to
this rule there were in some districts of this continent.
In Continental Europe, for ages after emigration had
entered it and sought out its most favorable sites for
settlement, the conditions were such that progress was
stayed, and the people deteriorated into savage hordes
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that, in some instances, vied with the beasts of prey in
ferocity; living on a par with them ; leaving as monu
ments of their,existence, relics rude as their age and
country, intermingled with those of animals, that tell the
story of the age and opportunities of the “ Cave Dwell
ers ” of Europe. America, too, tells its tale to the effect,
that a race will not perpetuate itself, that does not pos
sess the elements of perpetuity, whatever its country may
b e ; but will achieve a certain stage of advancement,
under favorable conditions, after which it must surely de
cline, unless some stimulus to its blood and activities be
given through the intervention of a superior race; it re
acting, meantime, unfavorably upon its locality. The
exemplification of this principle is exhibited in the re
mains of ancient races, that are scattered over the Ameri
can continent, which have left no sign besides, except the
native tribes of the present age, whose status bespeaks
the fatal decline that commenced at a period too far back
to be traced; and many of whose localities are eloquent
of the stagnation of the human forces that were designed
to help the desert to blossom into fertility.
The Antediluvian ages were those which gave birth to
many of the gods and demi-gods of fabulous history.
Great heroes and statesmen; whose exploits had been
handed down in traditionary lore through the dark
ages, became objects of worship to ignorant and super
stitious people, many of whom had lost, even the mem
ory of civilization, and consistent forms of religion. The
religious sentiment of mankind was awakened early in
the life of the race; but it exhibited itself, at first, in such
forms as indicated the low grade of spirituality and men
tality of the people. It is difficult for those living in the
light of the present civilization, having teachers in every
department of knowledge, imbibing mental and spiritual
nutriment with every breath, drinking it in with the
mother’s milk, at her knee acquiring an insight into
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spiritual things, that is strengthened at every turn in as
sociation with mankind,—it is difficult under these cir
cumstances, for people of this age to conceive the dis
advantages under which the first people labored in
acquiring knowledge of any character,—religious as well
as any other. Great ideas are of slow grow th; truth
taking root in the soil of the human mind tardily, in
consequence of the imperfection of the faculties while
man is in the material state. Teachers are a great
advantage, 6ince they implant the germs of ideas, that
take speedy root in minds otherwise well furnished;
that is, with a store of acquired knowledge that acts
as a fertilizing element to new thoughts and ideas, in
suring some sort of a harvest from every newly im
planted germ.
The mind that is devoid of any knowledge, only such
as is acquired by daily experience and association with
those as ignorant as itself, may be compared to the gar
den that must await the tardy action of Nature to supply
it with the seeds to produce a harvest of good fruits,
and withal, to prepare its soil for the reception of the
seed. The floods,, the winds, the birds of the air, and
other agencies, will, in course of time, prepaip the ground
and plant the seed; and then the harvest from such a
sowing is poor. The husbandman will not waste his time
to gather i t ; but it returns to the soil as a fertilizing ele
ment ; and, in time, he avails himself of this elementary
preparation, and improves upon it by his intelligent
methods. The conceptions of the earlier generations of
mankind were gathered, as though from the birds of the
air and the winds of heaven, and deposited in a mental soil
as sterile as a Sahara. The teachers were long in com
ing, whose instructions were solid nutriment to the m ind;
as the pupils were long in preparation for receiving such
teachings.
Nature supplied teachers of various kinds that in-
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stilled first principles into growing mentality. The sen
. timent of veneration was awakened by demonstrations
of power. The Winds whispered mysterious sounds;
and when the fierce blast, accompanied by thunder,
lightning, and flood, swept over the earth, demolishing
as it went, fear deepened into aw e; and a conception of
power beyond what man possessed, was aroused. The
sun in its inapproachable grandeur and beneficence, the
starry heavens, the moon, the waters, that, swayed by
tempests, exhibited such fearful phenomena, and whose
depths were as mysterious as the skies, and more dread
ful, all these reacted with effect upon the people ; and
they learned of God from them, at length, assisted by
such inspirations as they were susceptible of receiving.
Seers and Prophets were developed among them, and
assisted the masses in unfolding their spiritual capaci
ties ; as there were always those among the people then,
as now, who were superiorly sensitive to spiritual im
pressions, and who were impelled to make it their voca
tion to instruct the people in spiritual things. In the
early days, such were rulers, and guides to the people
in all things. They assumed authority as conferred by
heaven. This is instanced in the history of the Patri
archs recorded in the Hebrew Scriptures. The fathers
of families and tribes ; as, Abraham and his son Isaac,
and his grandson Jacob, who were sufficiently suscepti
ble to spiritual influences, and, at the same time, of such
mental capacity as to make them safe guides to their
families and descendants, and of whole tribes, were im
pelled by their impressions to assume authority, and act
as judges and governors, as well as religious teachers.
It was the best that could be done in times when the
masses leaned on authority, and when poor guidance
was better than none. Prophet and people were, as a
matter of course, nearly alike ; the one only a little ele
vated above the plane of the other; but that little ad-
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vance was the foothold from whence the lower could be
assisted to rise.
The religious ideas developed by the fathers, which
may be denominated the first — the first which assumed
any definite form, outworking in modes of worship, etc.—
though crude, were not the base superstitions of Sav
agery, which, in this day, appall the higher instincts of
civilized man, and belie the idea of intelligence, of hu
manity, which attaches to mankind of every race and
grade. Humanity in the rising scale of progress from
the first infantile state, like the tree of animal life, sent
out its branches upward, outward and downward; as
has been already intimated. The upward shooting
branches were those that exhibited the innate tendencies
of human nature in the clearest light, from the first;
they were those that, by virtue of the inherent manhood
within them, pursued a more direct pathway to the unfoldment of the higher human faculties than any of
the others; serving as the nuclei from whence emanated
developing forces that would react upon all lower grades.
The religious faculties being as natural as any other to
the human being, they unfolded with the others, and by
the same natural modes. The objects, the phenomena,
that elicited awe and veneration were, naturally, those
that were first deified. The sentiments of fear and love
were exercised towards objects with which the people
were so intimately associated that they understood them,
and hence, they failed to awaken religious sentiments;
which, to be such in reality, must be exerted towards a
superior principle or intelligence; one that is out of the
reach of the common human faculties or powers. Fear
deepened into awe becomes a religious sentiment; and
so with love developed into reverence. The wild beast
that devours, can be slain, or subdued to the will of
m an; and the sentiment it awakens is hardly allied to
that aroused by the elements, the sun, and the starry
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heavens, in the imaginations of untutored men, whose
instincts have not become depraved by savagism.
The temples where the Most High was first worshipped
by the children of men, were the groves, the fields, where
were revealed to their susceptible minds wierd, grand,
and appalling phenomena; and the first objects of wor
ship were the elements, the sun, moon, and the starry
heavens. Systems of religion arose which were as di
verse as the mental status of the different branches of
the race; and were propagated with these over the earth ;
changing their form as peoples progressed or deterio
rated. The race foremost in intellectuality from the
start, the one in which the higher instincts of humanity
revealed themselves in clearest light, was that with
which originated the highest form of religion; and which
unfolded this into various forms adapted to different
branches of the race; each of which possessed elements
of consistency and truth, and in proportion to the pow
ers of clear insight of the teachers and prophets those
branches produced. A form of Monotheism was outwrought in the ancient age, which is exemplified, in
some degree, in the first chapter of Genesis, and in the
book of Job. The early Hebrews derived their system
from this, through their great Patriarch, Abraham. Of
the character of this system, something can be gathered
from these ancient records. It was a philosophical sys
tem, superior to any that has succeeded it, in important
respects ; the fragments in existence, being an index to
its character, and that of its founders; and the prophets
and seers developed as teachers of it. Could it be sup
posed that the race was in its infancy when Job of “ the
land of Uz,” and Abraham of “ Ur of the Chaldees,”
lived and taught, then it must be believed that it was
developed as a supernatural growth ; as maintained by
theologians of the most orthodox school; instead of ap
pearing in the order of Nature and unfolding after its
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plan. Theology, to-day, can hardly come up to the
standard of Job and his friends in their conceptions of
the attributes of Deity, and the principles that underlie
moral responsibility.
There is an amazing flood of light cast upon the ques
tions of the antiquity of man, and the stage to which
the higher branches of the race had progressed at the
opening period of the historic age, by the book of Job,
and some parts of Genesis; light that cannot be ignored
in solving these questions correctly. Germs of truth in
philosophy, science, and religion, survived the great de
cline, to serve as the seeds of a new growth, which should
be devoid of many of the imperfections that were in
herent in the old systems; which latter, must needs be
replaced by a method of radical change, that would
thoroughly reconstruct the elements composing them.
Nature is thorough in its work, sparing nothing that is
in the way of progress by the established order. The
old systems were gradually falling to pieces in conse
quence of inherent defects, as the people were on the in
clined plane towards the dismemberment of empires, and
of society itself, for a long period previous to this con
summation in a dark age ; and it was Nature’s oppor
tunity to uproot the old, and implant the new, in soil
already prepared, and enriched with living germs.
In the new start the world took after the fabulous age,
there was much confusion of systems, and misappropria
tion of principles in the reconstruction of forms of re
ligion, philosophy, etc. Illustration of this is to be
found in the great systems of the East, and in the He
brew scriptures. These latter were compiled from frag
mentary records, some of which, as appears from their
character, had their origin with people who had lost the
true idea of Monotheism, and with it, a clear comprehen
sion of religious and philosophic tru th ; but who had in
corporated into their system fragments of one that was as
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high above their conceptions as the heavens above the
e a rth ; as witness the first chapter of Genesis, as com
pared with the second, and other portions of the book.
Here the revelations of an ancient seer of a far remote
period, of a high order, are side by side with m yths; the
former standing out clear and distinct from their sur
roundings, like diamonds set in earth and mortar. Thus
was appropriated in the new order, relics of the o ld ;
seers and sages whose memory had passed from the
earth, contributing to the revival of literature and learn
ing. Skilled architects, and artisans of various kinds
who lived only in the works of their hands, in the same
manner gave the clue to arts which culminated in Egyp
tian architecture in the early historic a g e ; and, later, in
the Grecian, and other forms, and in the cunning work
manship of artificers of all the ancient advanced nations.
Superior art was born of intelligence, that was the out
growth of experience and learning,— of a knowledge of
principles, that is only acquired by ages of investigation
and practice with Nature by correct methods. Novices
did not plan the architecture of Memphis, or originate
the ancient Tyrian fine arts and manufactures.
Leaving the consideration of the evidences of the age
of the race and its status previous to the fabulous age,
which antedated and ushered in the historic period, it
is proper here to introduce the discussion of the causes
which led to the great decline, and consider the vital
phenomena attendant upon this consummation ; and
point out, from this glaring example, the influence of
man upon a planet.
The one established natural mode of action is illus
trated in the life of individual man, of nations, and of
the race at large. Life and death, labor and rest, action
and reaction,—positive and negative; infancy, youth,
maturity, age, and decline ; and change, that ushers into
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a higher life, a more advanced state of action or being,—
this is Nature’s mode. Progress is by stages ; which lat
ter severally represent so much accomplished in the gen
eral work of advancement, each preceding complete stage
being initiatory to a higher. Such is the order in the
physical universe; as has been fully illustrated in form
er chapters; and such is the spiritual, the intellectual
and moral order, of which the race of man is the repre
sentative on a planet. Every distinct stage is typical
of every other, in the moral, as in the material world ;
and all are interdependent; there being no possibility of
dispensing with any one, or any number of these stages,
and the work of progress go on to full and complete
consummation. Youth follows infancy; the more ma
ture period of young manhood, youth ; full maturity,
this ; age and decline closing up the career of the physi
cal man, who lives out his natural term of life in a fixed
order, from which there can be no variation, in the nature
of things. Thus, in every realm of being and force ; the
interrelation of forces of all grades and characters, fix
ing the law. The intellectual plane exhibits the higher
action of this law, but does not change i t ; the variations
from what is observed in the physical order in the out
working of planetary life, etc., etc., being this higher
action.
The human race accomplished a great stage previous
to the historic period. This stage was subdivided into
minor ones, each a marked one, with reference to some
department of intellectual growth, which was exhibited
in some branches of the great family, and not in others,
according to circumstances. The culmination of prog
ress in the evolution of language, arts, literature, and
religion, as these existed in the period immediately pre
ceding the age of decline, marked the extreme of devel
opment to which the race could attain in the then exist
ing condition of things. It marked the evolution of the
VOL. II.
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higher type of forces; which, as the reader will remem
ber, always has birth just previous to the age of decline
which closes up all eras, being adapted to the higher
conditions of the succeding era, as a spiritual birth—“ a
voice crying in the wilderness, prepare ye the w ay” of
progress. A spiritual birth, these superior forces were,
most assuredly. The advanced step was taken which
overleaped the chasm of the great dark age, when the
advanced nations had developed the forms of language,
literature, arts, and religion, that outlived this, and
formed the bases of structures the new age was to uprear
on the ruins of all that was destructible in the old.
There needed a remodeling of society after a higher plan ;
a working over of the material, and a selection of the
better part, wherewith to start anew the progressive
journey towards a more complete unfoldment of the
powers and possibilities of human nature in the aggre
gate. This could only be done by extraordinary means
— such means as the exigencies of the situation devel
oped, according to the plan exhibited in the order of
things, from first to last. Extraordinary emergencies
are sure to develop extraordinary means of relief from
them ; as witness the crises in eras of physical develop
ment, of national and individual life. The very difficulty
begets the means of deliverance from it, by developing
the resources, the energies, physical or mental, or both,
that will outwork the problem of progress by overstep
ping the crisis. In this case, the means was nothing less
than the disintegration of society,— of nations and com
munities, the destruction of old forms and institutions,
and the partial depopulation of the earth ; and the re
modeling of all these from the selected material, on the
higher plan which a new age, with renovated conditions,
should develop.
The reconstruction of society by means so extraor
dinary, has its parallel on a smaller scale in every epoch
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of revolution among tribes and nations, in every age.
Old models are copied as far as they serve the purposes
of reconstruction on a new plan ; elements indestructible
in their nature impressing themselves upon institutions
of every age, as immortal germs that are destined to out
work an individuality by interacting with others in the
social system. Ancient models needed to be forgotten,
in part, by people on the intellectual plane of the fathers
of the new age, lest they be copied too true to life; and
to do this was not for the advantage of their successors.
The history of events that led to the catastrophe of
the complete subversion of the ancient order, and the
substitution of that which introduced the historic age,
does not belong to the subject proper, of this chapter, only
so much of it as is intimately associated with the princi
ples it is intended to set forth and exemplify. To state the
fact, that prior to the great Noachian deluge, there was a
state of society in the earth that evoked the maledictions
of heaven, is only repeating what the Christian world has
always believed ; but what the reason of a materialistic
age doubts, or disbelives altogether. And fu rth er: To
state that prior to the age of Noah, there had been a bet
ter state of society morally, and spiritually, one that had
given birth to the ideas, the religion, of this old Mono
theist and preacher of righteousness,— the philosopher,
who could declaim against the corruptions of a people
whose very presence in the earth was a corrupting influ
ence to it, the prophet, whose spirituality enabled him
to foretell the event that should consummate the ruin of
the transgressors — is to state what can readily be infer
red from the Scriptural account of these events, and from
all ancient history that reaches back to the first limits of
the age of fable. That there had been a golden age in
the far, forgotten past, is attested by all the evidence
that can be brought to bear upon the question. This
age was the theme of song in the Homeric, and the Yedic
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ages; gods and goddesses, marvels of virtue, power, and
prowess, figuring as the heroes and heroines of tales so
old that their true significance had been lost in fable. '
The idea of it, so prominently set forth in ancient writ
ings, has inspired sectarists with the belief in the actual
fall of man from a paradi^cal state in which he is sup
posed to have been created, to that in which he is believed
to have been at the commencement of the historic era.
The following truth has seldom been conceived by ancient
or modern theorizers on the subject; viz., that the race,
subject to the same law of progress as lower Nature, at
tained to a certain stage of advancement in the prehis
toric age, where it rested and recruited its energies, pre
paratory to taking a new start in a new and more ad
vanced stage of its career; that this rest was like that of
the forces of Nature in the early eras more than any
subsequent one could ever b e ; that it was such disinte
gration of social forms as may be likened to the disor
ganization of suns in a universe; or of forms of matter
on a planetary surface in an early era, in the inactive
intervals that precede active periods.
The idea must, at once, suggest itself to the careful
thinker, that the loss of attainments in civilization, in
anything that bespeaks the intelligence of a people, in
dicates superficiality, and radical defects in intelligence
and acquired knowledge. This is a principle that must
be carefully borne in mind, for it has a direct bearing
upou the subject. That is necessarily deficient in organic
force, which can fall to pieces when brought to the test
of measuring strength with disturbing agencies. That
civilization is hardly worthy the name, that cannot sur
vive the onslaughts of barbaric force, unless it be con
fined to a people too weak in numbers to be pitted against
hordes. It is the peculiar prerogative of knowledge to
overcome ignorance, and propagate itself at the expense
of crudeness and barbaric customs. But, to be a power
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in a world where ignorance and barbarism are prevalent,
true civilization must have the balance of power on its
side; it must be sufficiently diffused among the masses,
or some races, to have attained a foothold that cannot
be disturbed and lost when revolutions overthrow gov
ernments and create confusion in the social body. Ante
diluvian civilization was not of this kind — could not
have been, in the nature of things. Knowledge was not
widespread ; true enlightenment had not enstamped itself
on the institutions of any people with sufficient clearness
and power to fix their stability through an era of revo
lutions. The progress that had been made, however, was
real; having engraved itself in durable landmarks on
certain forms and institutions, which transmitted their
excellencies as a legacy to all future ages. As an ex
ample ; the Monotheistic idea, handed down to the pres
ent age through the agency of the early Hebrews, has
proved its immortality; its priceless worth as a civilizing
agent. The light that shone from the past upon the
present era was in few and scattered scintillations ; but
it was sufficient in volume to illumine, though dimly,
the pathway that led the fathers of this age to a higher
plane of progress than the older fathers occupied.
In infancy and youth, all acquired knowledge is super
ficial. Experimental knowledge, alone, is deeply rooted
in the individual mind ; such as youth cannot possess for
lack of years. In the late antediluvian age, the fore
most races were young in all that pertained to true civil
ization. They were experimenting with ideas and dis
coveries but lately born ; and their mistakes and failures
were as natural as the real progress they made. The
pause in the progressive career of the race was universal,
because of the status of all branches — high as well as
low. Youth had not the strength of mentality to resist
the depressing influences that threatened i t ; it lacked
the experience, the strength of character, which maturity
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supplies as a safeguard against threatened evils. Conse
quently it succumbed,—the highest branches of the race
suffered with the lower, being engulfed in the same mael
strom ; which was an abyss of depravity to most peoples,
and a low level to all. Physical forces, in their decline,
pulled down people who had not the intellect and force
of character to devise and put in operation means to
arrest the spread of demoralizing influences in society;
which influences react upon physical Nature, hastening
decline. Barbarism begets wildness in Nature, as in
telligence, civilized methods kept in operation by an en
ergetic people, beget energy and fertility in the soil. In
an age when the industries lag for want of knowledge and
stimulus of the right character to keep them in opera
tion, while at the same time the universal tendency
throughout the material world is to depression, decay,
there is no power to arrest decline of both the mental and
physical forces; both, so inextricably entwined, retro
grade together to the plane where they must pause, and
gather themselves up for a renewal of the battle of prog
ress. They can fall no farther backward than to the firm
ground, the secure stepping-stone, already reached, from
whence they have essayed to climb to heights beyond
their reach before their strength shall have been renewed,
their energies stimulated to a pitch beyond what they
have been heretofore capable.
In the present industrial age, when the numerous in
dustries of enlightened nations react with each other,
and from nation to nation, over the civilized world, and
trade is stimulated by healthy emulation, while new dis
coveries in the domain of science and art, and newly dis
covered wants, are perpetually stimulating to greater
exertion, and in all possible directions; and commerce
is ploughing all seas, carrying the seeds of enterprise to
the doors of the most debased tribes,—in such an age,
Intelligence is the power that supplies a stimulus to
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forces that would otherwise lag. Intelligence, the latest
born and superior force, has asserted its sway, demon
strated the influence of intelligent man upon a planet,
teaching, by analogy, the converse — the influence of
non-intelligent and depraved man on the localities he in
habits. The latter becomes, first, the leech that drinks
from the sources of life without returning nutrim ent;
then the ghoul, that devours the living and feasts upon
the dead ; until Nature becomes a waste, where not even
the destroyers can find adequate subsistence.
The degenerate people of the old world polluted the
springs of life upon the planet, by their habits. The
anath/ina pronounced by Noah bespeaks the conditions,
—“ The earth also was corrupt before God.” The floods
of sensuality and barbarism that overswept the earth, at
this period, were unprecedented in the history of man
kind. The floodgates of ignorance and moral degradation
were flung wide open, when the restraints of government
and moral rule were removed by the overthrow of gov
ernments and religious systems, and of the other various
restraining influences ; all of which are the result of
civilization, and its safeguard, while populations are
slowly improving in every thing that makes men the in
stigators of safe social forms. The vanguard of civiliza
tion is the host of moral reformers, statesmen, priests,
and prophets, who are in advance of the masses, and
devise forms of society, as governments, religions, forms
of marriage, etc., and who lead in fixing the moral sen
timent of the social body. In the early days, the people
were more dependent on leaders than at present, where
the highest social forms prevailed ; and revolutions were
more dangerous; since so few possessed the requisite
qualities of reconstructors of stable social fabrics. Rev
olution meant retrogression and destruction of the safe
guards of society, when the social body lacked the
stamina, the enterprise, to devise new forms.
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The exigencies of revolutionary times are sure to bring
out the intellectual resources of an energetic people;
which, together with patriotism and kindred virtues, are
sufficient to evoke some sort of order out of confusion,
and set a people again on the road of improvement. In
telligence is developed by the very emergencies that try
men’s souls in their most tender sensibilities; love of
home and family, of kin and country, being the spurs
to awaken all there is in a people, in struggles that
threaten danger to cherished institutions. But where
energy is lacking, there is no savior for a people from
the consequences of this want. .They are on the plane
where stimulation of their vital forces has become a vital
necessity to their very existence. They will decline un
til a new start is given by some foreign influence, or they
will die out — be utterly lost from the earth as a distinct
people; the last remnants of the race dying from very
stagnation of the life forces. The energies of the ancient
people had waned; and hence, with all conditions as
they were, they must decline until the stimulus was sup
plied to set in action their dormant forces. They had
not, to any large extent, developed to the plane where
their industries supplied the force to counteract the wan
ing tendency of the physical forces. There were but few
people who were qualified to raise up barriers against
the onslaughts of disintegrating forces, that were surely
marching on to overcome where they might. B ut these
few proved a h o s t; for although they could not stem
the overwhelming tide, they were a power to force reac
tion sooner than it could have come had all peoples been
on the low level of the most degenerate races.
Degeneracy in those days meant what Noah and
other early prophets characterized it,— what it means in
every age when savagery has degenerated into the lowest
sloughs of sensuality, when once civilized people have
perverted the uses of civilization to serve the basest pas
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sions of degenerate man. On the upward grade, when
races are emerging into the light from the primeval dark
ness in which they were born, they exhibit tendencies of
character kindred to sensuality, but not that base sen
sualism that is the result of pampered passions,— edu
cated bestiality,—if the term may be allowed, which is
the perversion of natural appetites into the grossest
lusts. History and revelation depict the vices that
societies develop when fallen from an estate where they
have learned the virtues, unfolded the natural attributes
of human character, and practised the arts, all of which
they have perverted to the uses of a barbarism more
barbaric than the name ordinarily implies. Association
of people on the downward grade develops the loath
some vices that poison the fountains of life at their
source, by corrupting the reproductive forces. The seeds
of decay and death are thrown broadcast into the atmos
phere, taking root in the soil, and in every thing that has
life, from the “ lazar-houses,” or infected districts, where
men and women live in debauchery, practising incest, and
other crimes against themselves and each other, and
against all the universe outside, as w ell; since all Nature
is a unity, in the sense that forces act recipocally, prop
agating each other from center to circumference of the
domain of life and force. Man or communities of men
are so much to Nature, in the matter of instigating life
and force, that when they suffer, all Nature in their do
main suffers with them. They carry devastation in their
train, like the terrible Zenghis, when they disregard the
laws of their being, sinning against themselves. The race,
or nation that fosters the vices referred to, is, above all
others, c o rru p t; and finds no room for repentance, after
a certain stage is p a s t; but must meet the destruction it
has bred. The scourge it has invited will as surely de
scend upon it, as that laws defied are their own avengers ;
and with a severity proportioned to the offense.
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Noah inveighed against all people; the whole earth
was under the curse uttered by the prophet. This is sig
nificant of the truth, that degeneracy was universal; de
cline was sapping the fountains of life of not only the
race of man, but of all the world under his sway. Na
tion reacted with nation, tribe with tribe, with but few
exceptions, and all with the material world, to intensify
depressed conditions. It was as though chaos had come
again; and but for the remnants that proved the saving
element, and “ found favor,” like “ righteous Noah,”
the earth would have become depopulated, so sunken
had the majority of mankind become in that pit from
which there was no extrication, but through means of
the favored few, who served as the nuclei around which
to start the reorganization of society.
W ho shall depict that social state of which there re
main^ no records but such as are contained in extrava
gant fable and in the brief history of Noah’s time found
in the bible 3 It needs not the pen of the historian to
tell in detail, the story of times so degenerate th at what
remains of their memory appalls by its hideousness, and
excites gloom and foreboding by its contemplation. The
denunciations of the prophet were to a world lost—gone
beyond the hope of salvation. “ I will destroy men
from the face of the e a rth ; they are too corrupt to live,
and are a corrupting element to the earth.” This was
the burden of the recorded curse. It is, indeed, a pa
thetic denunciation; implying more of human misery
than can be readily conceived ; and more of warning to
all future generations of men. History is said to repeat
itself; and this history has repeated itself on a smaller
scale in many cases of nations, tribes, and families, of
the human race, since that period ; and must continue
to do so, when the same conditions are repeated. There
is a philosophy in the rise and fall of states and nations,
their progress and decline, that all in this age would do
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well to study; since there is such a crying want of a true
understanding of the science of life and of social prog
ress. The lessons of history are for the present and fu
ture ; and for the people to neglect them, and disregard
their import, is injustice bordering on criminality.
The mythical character of the history of Noah and the
deluge contained in Genesis, and of all other histories
of the same event, which are more mythical still than
that, causes them to be disbelieved by most of those who
do not take the scriptures and old legends as their literal
standard of belief. However, it cannot be doubted, in
the light of ancient records, that Noah lived, and that a
deluge occurred, whereby destruction of life, and devas
tation of an extensive district, were caused — how exten
sive, can be inferred only in part. It will not appear
m ythical— that portion of the scripture record that
narrates the causes of the destruction that overtook
men^ to those who comprehend what the situation must
have been. The myth is the exaggeration of the extent
Of the flood, and the supernatural character attributed
to natural causes and effects; besides, the preceding and
succeeding portions of the narrative are vague, and in
the main, unreliable. Legitimate causes produced legit
imate results; and the overflows that closed up the
Seventh Great Era of earth’s history, were the means of
purifying it of the uncleanness entailed upon it by gen
erations of degenerate people.
The law has been detailed in a former chapter, which
decides, that worn out; corrupted conditions of plane
tary surface, shall not be propagated from age to age
across the natural gulf that divides stages, or eras of
progress. In the case in hand, this law is illustrated
and fully vindicated. 44A remnant shall be saved,” was
the fiat of the Supreme; and the desolation which waited
on events to bring it to its consummation, was hastened
by the rapid decline of the race, after it had passed the
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turning point, and entered fully on the downward grade.
Man became the vampire that sapped the life-iorces in
the localities where he fell the lowest. He consumed
more vitality than he returned, after he lost his native
force by indulgence in debasing habits. The gardens
that his industry had made to bloom and bring forth in
abundance energizing elements for his own use and that
of his surroundings, became devoid of life-giving mag
netic force;— “ desert places,” is a fit name for them.
Force there stagnated,— declined rapidly, under the
depressing influences; and decline was propagated from
these human centres, and the climax hastened. As it
was Man’s prerogative to hasten on progressive condi
tions, in this case, he undoubtedly accomplished this
end by the inversion of the true law of progress. “ The
wrath of man shall praise him, and the remainder of
wrath shall he restrain,” said an old prophet. Here the
meaning of this saying was literally exemplified. The
designs of Infinite Wisdom were not foiled by the trans
gressors; but good was wrested from the unavoidable
catastrophe. The defiled met the destruction they
courted, but Nature, Divine Justice, Mercy, was vindi
cated by the ultimate result. It appears from this his
tory how sure are Nature’s compensations, and how they
^are sufficient to satisfy the, so called, “ judgments of
G od” on transgressors of natural laws.
The floods devastated where subsidences occurred.
“ The fountains of the great deep” of the oceans and
seas were loosed, for a season, and overflows were the
ord er; while storms prevailed, adding terrors upon ter
rors, to the wild warfare of the elements. The floods
were of short duration in localities where the crust had
attained thickness and strength to resist the influence of*
subsiding areas, as sea basins and natural depressions
where no such barriers to subsidence existed as mountain
ranges or rocky ridges. Stable lands were, in numerous
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instances, disturbed and partially drawn down with the
sinking sections; but they rarely remained long de
pressed, since they reacted upon adjoining strata, and
either severed the connection with them, or forced them
to higher levels by the solidity and strength of their
structure. Thus, Noah’s flood was of short duration, it
being a consequence of such a depression; reaction in a
short period restoring the old level, or, at least, causing
a subsiding of the waters to such an extent as to leave
dry surface where the few survivors of the region could
commence life anew. The record does not state, what is
the fact, that the waters subsided so gradually in that
section that years elapsed before the present level was at
tained, or before any considerable portion of the deso
lated area was drained so as to be habitable. Around
the Mediterranean, on its eastern and southern borders,
was an area that subsided, partially, with that great sea
bed, and soon regained its level above the bed of that
basin, by reacting upon it with such strength as to sever
its connection with it where the strata would perm it; .
and, where dislocation was impossible with the force ex
erted, by forcing the latter to a higher level; coast lands,
in such localities, remaining at a lower level than in the
others, and, in some instances, submerged, until reaction
had raised the entire depressed area to the original level, or
that which it would retain for the ensuing era. This is
one instance out of many, where a dense population suf
fered from inflows and overflows ; Noah’s being the typ
ical family or remnant saved from destruction by arks
of safety, or flight to highlands bordering the inundated
districts, of the many scattered over the continents.
The earth’s surface was remodeled to but a slight ex
tent, comparatively, as the reader already knows from
statements in a former chapter, by the movements that
closed up the Seventh Era and opened the Eighth. The
human race had impressed the story of its decline and
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degradation upon the earth in characters that should
tell to remote future generations the consequences of per
version of natural laws. The law of transfer of force
from one section to another of the surface, from conti
nent to continent, or hemisphere to hemisphere, at the
epochs of change between active eras, has been fully ex
plained and illustrated in the proper place; but in this
connection comes a complete exemplification of the law,
which the reader should fully comprehend.
The exhaustion of force by the degeneracy of men, or
from any other cause, or all causes combined, in any sec
tion, large or small, was followed by the legitimate con
sequence ; the same that had resulted from the same
causes through all the past. Action, in the new era, was
transferred to new localities from where the waste had
been so g re a t; and so the old gardens where the people
had flourished most, and sinned most, that had been de
populated, remained waste places after the revival of
force. Deserts had usurped the places of cultivated
areas, in some instances, and in others, seas covered the
sites of cities and densely populated sections. Sodom
and Gomorrah had their parallel in more than one in
stance in an epoch of change that was intensified in lo
calities by such causes as have been described. The
“ fabled A tlantis” was no fable; but a reality set in
myth ; and is typical of many islands of seas and oceans,
that were submerged by the sinking of sea beds to greater
depths. At this epoch, numerous branches of the race
that had scattered themselves over the continents and
islands of the vast Archipelagoes of the oceans, became
isolated from the rest of mankind by the deepening and
widening Of the main ocean channels that separated them
from each other and from the continents ; and some were
obliterated from the earth, as above intimated.
The highways once destroyed, that had preserved, in
a degree, the unity of some races, by affording easy
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means of communication between the remotest lands,
racial characteristics became fixed as decidedly distinct
where formerly they were less so. America, in the an
cient age, was accessible from the Eastern Continent in
northern latitudes, through series of islands that thickly
studded the Pacific; and until the present, it has con
tinued easy of access in its northern division; but the
degenerate races of the Arctic Zone of the two conti
nents have lost the art and the memory of intercommu
nication.
The races that peopled America were not of the type
to survive great disasters like the one under considera
tion, with a new lease of life and progress that should
never expire while the planet afforded conditions for ex
istence, like the white varieties of the Eastern Continent.
They survived with a degree of native energy that outwrought different stages of semi-civilization in different
branches; but decline overtook them while striving for
that stability they could never secure for their national
ities or their posterity. Being of inferior types, they
were doomed by virtue of their isolation from the devel
oping agencies afforded by intercommunication with
superior races. The story of their existence, their strug
gles, their triumphs, and their decline, and the utter ex
tinction of the once advanced races of the continent, is
inscribed on monumental records scattered over its length
and breadth, and on the surviving tribes, whose status
speaks volumes of the philosophy of national life, pros
perity, and perpetuity. The soil and other conditions
in some of their once most populous centres, tell of ex
haustion, and the neglect which fails to use the means
at the disposal of man, to improve his condition, and
create that high order which is success to nations and
individuals, and a powerful means of securing a stable
footing in the earth.
Asia had been the great centre of progress for the ad-
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vanced portions of the race, since its existence; and, of
necessity, its vital forces had been drawn upon to so vast
an extent as to preclude the possibility of its continuing,
through another great era, to be the nucleus of the high
est forces. A transfer was inevitable, from its most
crowded centres to new lands and continents, unshorn
of their vitality, and ready to the hand of the adven
turous explorer and emigrant. So with Africa. Its
races, natural born and foreign, had vitiated themselves
upon its soil; and, together, race and country suffered
in the great decline, and its ultimate consequences.
There were, however, portions of these two grand divis
ions, that were of more recent occupation than oth
ers ; and, consequently, possessed of more vitality and
strength to resist the great decline; and to recover from
its consequences. Europe, too, was a vast field for the
enterprise of the arousing nations ; its storehouse of vital
elements was full to the overflowing. It was, as it were,
a reserve force, to be drawn upon by contiguous local
ities in the Southern and Eastern Continents, while these
were nursing the human elements that were to possess
themselves of this land of promise, ultimately; and make
it a centre of progress from whence would emanate
streams of force, to react with saving effect upon all the
earth. From Asia and Africa to Europe, thence back
again, to and fro, and to America, the new “ Eden” of
the white race, has been the direction of the current of
vital force the superior race has created, which has been
gathering strength and vitality with the lapse of the
ages, and the unfoldment of the resources of human na
ture, until it is on the eve of overspreading the whole
earth ; not excepting the remote islands of the sea,
and the recesses of that continent which has, hitherto,
seemed forbidden ground to all but its native races.
From conquest to conquest, has been its march, from the
period when the race awoke from its dream of ages, to
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contemplate its habitation desolate, its inheritance laid
waste, in some of its most favored portions ; with occa
sional lapses of nations and states in different countries,
consequent upon the same general and local causes that
precipitated the great decline, and intensified it.
In pursuance of the history of the race to the opening
of the historic age, but little remains to be said ; and that
with reference to its status immediately subsequent to
the disturbances that closed up the old and opened the
new order of things. The era of disturbance was short,
comparatively, over the whole earth ; as conditions sym
pathized with each other over its length and breadth.
The climax passed with the “ Deluge,” — or deluges, and
reaction was speedy and effective. The repose of the
race, which had assumed the character of a death-like
stupor towards the dawn of the new era, so profound had
it become, was disturbed when it had effected its pur
pose. Like the deep sleep just before the break of day,
which is so invigorating, this rest had effected a new
birth for the race, or such portions of it as had not passed
the limit beyond which there was no salvation. There
were signs of vigor in the reawakening that were rich in
promise for the future. It is not to be supposed that the
influences of the decline were not propagated into the
new era otherwise than has been already indicated. They
lived in the survivors of the great catastrophes, and were
impressed upon the institutions these originated ; sur
viving generations of men that were gradually coming
into the light. They were propagated as hindrances to
progress, until the generations were bom that could rise
superior to, and supplant, them. It is recorded how
Noah and a son of his sinned ; and this is typical of the
status of many of the surviving tribes and nations of the
earth at the period ; some of which did not long survive
the revival ; others outliving their degradation and es
tablishing their posterity upon the earth. The cities of
VOL. II.
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Sodom and Gomorrah are cited in scripture as examples
of communities that invited the vengeance of heaven by
their departures from the path of virtue and rectitude,
until they were completely immersed, as an entire peo
ple, in the slough of sensuality—such unrighteousness
as the persistent Abraham deplored when the angel re
turned, as is recorded, after repeated visitations, and
found not even “ ten righteous” in all Sodom. This ac
count is stated after the manner of the times in which it
was recorded, and is expressive of two great truths, that
stand out clear and distinct amid all the rubbish with
which superstition has invested the facts; viz., first,
angelic interference in the affairs of mankind, nations,
and individuals; second, the potency of wide-spread de
basement of moral character, such as existed in the
doomed Sodom according to the account, as a corrupter
of all conditions, and a means of breeding destruction to
all life in the localities in which it prevails. The ex
haustion of force by poisoning the springs of life in the
abuse of the sexual functions, is clearly indicated in the
case of the “ cities of the plain,” which were destroyed
by a convulsion of Nature that left the locality a sunken
area covered with salt waters. Heaven itself— the an
gelic hosts, who do the behests of Divine Wisdom^were
not disinterested or careless spectators of sins like these;
since, in their ultimate result, by the eternal law, they
must work such ruin to man and his w orks; and it was
the business of these ministers of the Most High, to warn
and entreat through prophets, and finally, to denounce,
and help to precipitate the catastrophe that was inevit
able. Such, it is recorded, was their mission, and it was
according to law and practice in all the ages.
The Canaanites, as recorded, did not forget the sins
of their fathers, but inherited the curse, which the He
brews were instrumental in bringing upon them. The
latter tribes inherited their domain until they, too, for
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feited it, by transgressing evident laws ; when they were
scattered to the four winds and lost, save a few tribes,
whose remarkable vitality and unconquerable zeal for
national institutions no reverses could extinguish ; but
which have preserved them a separate people, up to the
present.
The Hebrews were a remarkable people from the first ;
remarkable in the one characteristic of superior spiritu
a lity — susceptibility to spiritual impressions. In other
respects, they were not superior to other nations and
tribes, as is shown by their history. Their progenitor,
Abraham, was a prophet ; and his son and grandson
after him ; and prophets and seers were multiplied among
the people with their numbers. This peculiar gift served
them in a remarkable manner, as their records show,
' and as is the truth, though their national pride and
vanity has magnified facts in numerous instances. Their
deliverance from Egyptian bondage through a series of
remarkable prophetic interferences, is unequaled in na
tional history; being a profitable lesson for all genera
tions to study. The exaggeration of the incidents of this
history has given it a mythical character ; yet, shorn of
this, enough remains to show the facts in the light above
stated. Abraham transmitted to his posterity the idea
of Monotheism, as has been stated ; he having been, ac
cording to the statement of Melchisedec, the priest,
“Abram of the most high God, possessor of heaven and
earth.” This idea was corrupted in his descendents,
who made of their Jehovah/ a man after their own
hearts^/ clothed with supernatural powers. Yet, it re
tained sufficient vitality and purity to work out a higher
system through a new order, the Christian, which is di
rectly traceable to it, through its originator, and claim
ing the relationship, by adopting the Hebrew Scriptures
as part of the sacred canon. This transcendent Idea
was the “Ark of the Covenant,” which was committed
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to this spiritual people, as its safest guardians, to be
transported by their sacred high priests of prophesy and
seership, to the distant era when truth could be compre
hended more clearly by the masses; when it should be
enshrined as the “ Holy of Holies” in the temple of a
far-reaching civilization, where it should be safe from
sacrilegious touch. Its journeyings were through the
deserts of barbarism, through tribes and nations, who
scorned it with its keepers, but who could not lay im
pious hands upon it for its destruction, since it possessed
within itself the elements of perpetuity. It was, and
ever is, the “ God with us,” that lives by virtue of its
supremacy over every other idea the human mind has
conceived of Divinity.
Other tribes contemporaneous with the early Hebrews,
in their vicinity, corrupted this religious idea, and mul
tiplied their deities and debased their worship. The age
of fable, of gods and demi-gods innumerable, projected
itself into the historic age, and decided the character of
the religions of the people, for ages. Nations East,
West, North, and South, adopted Polytheism ; so cor
rupting what of the true idea they had ever possessed
as to almost obliterate it from their religious systems.
Much of good survived in these latter, as they were
amended in the new age by priests and prophets, who,
like Abraham, were the vehicles of transmission of ideas
to future ages. Ideas were re-born in the revival of
thought, so modified in their enunciation as to appear
new, which in old dispensations had worn a guise that
disfigured or obscured them. As is the case in every ad
vanced step the race has taken, some rubbish was dis
carded with the first remolding of thought; while there
was much in the old that was worth preserving unmodi
fied, at least by the light the new age afforded.
The thoughtful mind that contemplates the early his
toric age in the light of history, as it has come down to
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the present age, sees reflected in it the old and the new ;
the latter usurping the place of the former so gradually
as to be scarcely perceivable; the former maintaining its
position with a pertinacity the outgrowth of custom
continued for ages, and only yielding to the mandate of
progress. Every successive age repeats the picture of
truth contending for the mastery; and it is only by
comparing widely separated ages or centuries with each
other, or with the present, that it can be clearly discerned
what progress it has made in any one age or era. The
earliest records of the nations whose history is best
known, open in a mist of fable, that is eloquent of the
state of literature and all knowledge at the time. Con
tinuing down towards later ages, the light grows more
distinct, until, at length, it becomes easier to discern the
true from the false, in the mass of accumulated narra
tive; which, in itself, is evidence of progress in intelli
gence, that was wanting with reference to the preceding
age when this was ushered in. The narratives them
selves were records of faults, failures, utter ignorance
and degradation, sometimes seeming to convey the idea
that human nature was on the sure downward path and
near its term inus; but seasoned with enough of hopeful
omen to inspire confidence in a brighter future to be
revealed.
The transition from the barbaric age to that which re
vealed the civilizations of ancient Greece and Rome, was
^(fleeted so gradually, and with so many drawbacks, that
the history of the period is blurred like that of the pre
ceding. This indistinctness is the result of the same
causes that, intensified, obliterated that of the barbaric
age. Fable, exaggeration, breaks, omissions, all com
bine to make the history of this period unreliable. But
the glory of the age of Pericles, and of Augustus, breaks
in upon the vision, dazzling it with a splendor that ob-
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scures the surrounding conditions, and the age that
slowly outwrought such results from such beginnings.
The path the human race had trodden had trended
upwards, with many steep acclivities to climb, many
long stretches of more gradual incline to travel, and some
deep vales to traverse, the horrors of which surpassed
those that Bunyan’s hero encountered in his vale of des
pondency. It had now reached a level where it wound
through fields of delight, such as it had not before found,
and which were but the entrance to the delightsome land
beyond, above, on the mountain top. But, a la s! there
yawned yet a chasm that was to be overpast; and, in its
passage, was obscured, for a space, the light the race
was bearing onward. A record of decline is written on
the ruins of Greece and Rome; the history^ and causes
of whicly are well understood at the present day; writ
ten the same as on monuments of an age lost in the in
distinct p a st; — the same as on Egyptian monuments of
different ages, on those of old Assyria, of Palmyra in
the desert, of Arabia Petrea, and multitudes of others.
These all tell to every age, that lapses are the rule with
nations and communities of m ankind; which correspond
to the stage of civilization to which the individual nation
or community of nations, or tribes, has arrived.
Reciprocity of action between nations and communi
ties of nations, like that between localities and sections,
large and small, on the surface of a planet, determines
that all suffer with one, and one with a ll; but, in a de
gree depending upon individual status. Yet, that por
tion of the race that has passed within the boundaries
of civilization, into its broader light, revealed in the
community of enlightened nations of the earth, have not
to dread such lapses as marked former ages, when this
radiance was dimmer, and diffused over smaller space.
The volume and character of the light precludes the pos
sibility of its extinction in a future, when spiritual ilia-
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urination is destined to be a power to add a strong and/
a perpetual stimulus to the flame that has already bel
come a sun in splendor and power of illumination anc
fructification. The balance of power and influence is
now with the civilized portion of the race; and this facl
settles the destiny of all branches of it, that are not out-\
side the pale of progress. Progress cannot cease on a \
planet at the stage of earth at present; but it can be de- I
layed in various directions, stopped in certain channels, (
and confined, at certain epochs, to a select portion of the /
race; the selection being according to the law heretofore I
fully defined. Henceforth, when the advanced nations
rest, it must be in the light of civilization. Their decline
will be from the dizzy hights to intermediate plateaus,
but not to the low plains.

END OF VOLUME IL
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? ■7 Africa—magnetic conditions of, 233 ;
status at period of the great decline.
America—how peopled anciently, 87,
255; character of early races of,
223, 225.
Animal Kingdom—basis of, 29,155;
how instituted, 30, 155-156; char
acter of first forms of, 31; oldest
traces of forms of, 32; law of in
teraction of, with Vegetable, 11-45.
Animal Life—terrestrial, when ap
peared, 43.
Asia—earliest centre of progress, 233,
256; decline, 256.
Atmosphere—condition of, in first era,
15; in fourth era, 35; agencies of
purification of, 65.
Atom—motion of, basis of life, 106;
polarity of, propagated outwardly,
106; of the ultimate, 107; loves of,
how ultimate, 111.
Attractive Force— how embodied,
106; in matter exhibits what, 111;
of human system, 190.
Azoic—formation when deposited,
32; limestones how formed, 32;
lands of present, 49, 59.
Barbaric Age—character of great,
244, 246-251.
Brain—use of, 24, 129.
Celibacy—sin against Nature,140-143.
Cell-life—character of, 24-27; con
summation of, 30.
Champlain Epoch—use of, 81.
Chemical Affinity—where developed,
155.
Chemical Compounds—when and how
began to assume form, 16.
■
Cities of the Plain—causes of de
struction of, 254, 258.
Civilization—earliest, 227; cradle of,

230; progress of, in Asia, Africa,
Europe, and America, in ancient
age, 233-234; causes of decline of,
244; character of antediluvian, 245.
Climate—when and how regulated,
67-68.
Coal Era—use of vegetation of, 44.
Cold—influence of in early eras, 15.
Continents—when first appeared, 40;
how built up, 40; character of an
cient, 4-41; number of ancient, 42;
evidences of old, 47-49; stable
form of, when and how built up,
49; causes of subsidence of old
and elevation of new, 57-60.
Conservation of Force—how exempli
fied, 168; implies what, 158, 160.
Crust—Earth's, how formed, 16,155.
Currents—Atmospheric and Oceanic;
use of, in regulating magnetic con
ditions, 67; direction of when and how fixed, 68.
^
Deity—how central power of uni
verse, 103; how propagates mind
. and bodily force, 108; attributes
of, and how exhibited, 111, 116;
fountain of law, 112; how separate
from all below, 115-116; is what,
122, 123; is dual, 123; subject to
law of his own being, 124; life of,
how varied, 130; how manifest in
Christ, 197.
Deific Principle—nature of, 107; how
vitalizes life-centres, 107-108.
Deific Sphere—supplies life-germs,
108, 111.
Deluge—Noachian; when occurred,
87, 251; character and causes of,
251-253.
Development—object of, in universe,
113-114.
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effect of, on evolution of planetary
conditions, 15.
Diversity—law of, illustrated, 92-94;
is law of progress, 135.
Earthquakes—cause of, 57.
Eden—gardens of, 204-214; of white
race, 216; the African, 219.
Egypt—in ancient age, 230; art,
science, etc., of ancient, and
whence derived, 230.
Elements, Basic—how formed, 16;
r means of refinement of, 153.
, Elemental Kingdom—how derived
. 7 ' ¿stability, 31.

Embryo—quickening period of hu

man, 187; of brutes, how vitalized
with spirit, 190; human, whence
derives superior spirit-germ, 189.
Embryology—lesson of, 166-167,170.
Eras—nature of, 18-19; evidences
of such natural subdivisions of
time, 61; action in opening and
waning periods of, 82-85.
Eruptive Forces—where most active,
20; character of in fourth era, 41,
57.
Ethers—character of, of space, 86;
animal, etc., 36; office of, 38, 67.
Europe—status of, at great decline,
256.
Evolution—is what, 28, 153, 160;
synonymous with what, 153.
Forces—direction of, etc., in upheav
als, 57-60; on material plane,
where centralize, 110; is what, 111;
economy of the mode, 210; higher
types of, when and how evolved,
82, 85, 242; physical and moral in
sympathy, 246, 249, 250; law of
transfer of, from one section to an
other, 58-59, 254.
Form—cradle of, 119.
Formation—use of, 119; culminating
point of, 162.
Formative Era—length of, and how
characterized, 162; how culmin
ates, 162.
Glacial Epoch—when introduced, 68;
character of, 69; causes of, 69-72;
?henomena of, 72-74; uses of, 74
7; of similar, in earlier eras, 70
71; of more recent, 78; how
closed, 80.
. Golden Age—evidences of, 243.
Government-forms of, indicate what,
231; Monarchical of ancients, 231;
first form of, 232; evolution of Pa
triarchal and Monarchical,232-233.

260.

Hemisphere—relation of forces of

eastern and western, northern and
southern, 51.
Historic Age, Early—conditions in,
257-262.
Idiots—non-immortality of some, and
causes of idiocy, 195.
Imagination—power of, 97.
Intelligence—how acts upon Nature,
96; fountain of force, 105; super
vised in man’s evolution, 204-206.
Interchange—law of illustrated, 93.
Language—evolution of, 225-227;
science of, in present age how de
rived, 228; origin of Aryan and
Semitic, 228-229; of stability of
higher, 229; of inferior tribes, etc.,
229; cradle of higher, 230.
Laws—origin of, of matter, 112-118;
instruments of God, 206.
Life—origin of, 103, 106, 115-116,
118; process of universal, 117.
Light—atmospheric, when devel
oped, 35; nature of, and how
evolved, 35-39; how renders cometery bodies visible, 39; conditions
productive of, 140.
Magnetic Forces—office of, 22; how
defined, 106; material, embody
spirit, 110.
Mammalian Type—when appeared,
66; when culminated, 82.
Man—early traces of, 78-80; prep
aration for, 82; period of evolu
tion of, 85; Nature’s representa
tive form, 97,126; order of human
constitution, 96; a trinity in unity,
and unity in duality, 99, 100, 123,
204; typifies what, 104-105, 108;
germ of mind whence derived, 108,
187-198; mind of how dominates
body, 112; ultimate of Nature’s
work, 114; office as a spirit, 114;
ultimate of progress of, 122, 162;
the only intelligent being, 126;#
law of immortality of, 127; Func-*
tion in Nature, 128, 133-140, 14&149, 203, 218; universal distribu
tion of race necessary, 149; order
of evolution of in systems of uni
verse, 149; related to animal how,
to God how, 182,184; development
of, 182-186; ancestral species of,
182, 184-186, 203, 213, 214, 216;
one species, several varieties, 182
183, 203; nascent species, 183; ani
mal traits in, 185; varieties of,
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first developed on earth, their use,
and relations to each other, 204;
varieties where originated, 204;
cause of diverse varieties, 205; in
stincts of first men, 207; evidence
of derivation from few centres,
207-211; supervised in infancy by
spiritual powers, 208, 210-212,225,
258; selection and interaction of
first families and communities of,
212-213; instincts of, at.first monogamic, 213; character of first hu
man children, 214; first families,
how took rise, 214; habits of first,
and eating “ forbidden fruit,” 216;
effect of intermixture of primitive
white varieties, 217; character of
black, and causes, 219-221; arts of
early, 224; earliest teachers of,236;
order of progress of, 241, 244; first
great stage of progress of race, 241;
evolution of new stage, 242; in
fluence on planet, how shown, 247.
Matter—is inertia, 110; relation to
force, 111; spirit inheres with, 115.
Mesozoic Time—action during, 66.
Mind—office of, 98; how unfolded,
125.
Mineral Kingdom—basis of, 29; how
derived stability, 31.
Mineral Forms—how eliminated,
44r-46.
Molecule—action of, how impelled,
106; central force of, 106, 107.
Motion—inherent in matter, 92; how
results, 94.
Mothers—influence of, on prenatal
life, 189, 192-198; of Jesus, 192,
196-197.
Nature—evidence of duality of, 102;
a trinity and duality, 104; spirit
ual body of, 104; superior princi
ple of trinity of, 105; origin of
present order of, 122; pre-existing
order of, 128-132; present ordqr of,
how characterized, 131; a co-work
er with God,205; compensations of,
* 252.
Natural Selection—law of, 160-161.
Noah—character of, 243.
Oceans—oscillating areas of, 89.
Oily Mineral—how produced, 43.
Organic Forms—use of, 29, 46,154.
Organic Life—when appeared, 22;
manner of evolution of, 22; plane
of, 24; first forms of, 25; starting
point of variety of, 25; variation
how effected, 25-27; character of,
in different ages how determined,

62; old orders of, how destroyed,
63-64; crowning type of, 64; cen
tres of, 180.
Planetary Eras, First-order of ac
tion in, 14-17; characteristic action
of, 14; length of, 17.
-------------------- , Second—order of
action of, 17-22; characteristic ac
tion of, 19.
-------------------- , Third—character
istic action of, 32; order of action
of, 33.
-------------------- , Fourth-action in,
35, 38-39; characteristic action
of, 42; geologic ages included in,
43.
-------------------- , Fifth—action of,
49-50; characteristic action of, 52;
closing age of, 52; comparative
length of, 52.
-------------------- , Sixth—action of,
53, 85.
-------------------- , Seventh—quality
of action of, 86-88.
---------------------, Eighth—opening y ,
of, 88-90, 254.
Prehistoric Age—man in, 203-263; j (
learning in, 231-232; government ' r '
in, 232; religion in, 234; art in, ^
240; age of decline in, and causes/ ' u }
of, 240-251.
Procreative Force—how acted to in \ PI >troduce organic forms, 28; func
tion exercised unconsciously, 99;
law of, 119; progressive, 119-122;
only operative with essences, 126;
impulses of all Nature to procrea
tion, 135; effect of waning of vig
or of, 139; impulse in man, use of
in Nature, 140; proper use of func
tion, 140-145; function pertains to
man eternally, 145; use of in spir
it, 146; effects of abuse of function,
147; when incarnated in forms,
158.
.
Protoplasm^-character of, 23.
Races of Men—origin of white and * 1
black, 204; origin of mixed, 222; 1 ‘
origin of distinctions of mixed, ^ k 222; reactions of positive and neg<
ative, 204, 222, 223; evolution and
migrations of, 223; how became
isolated, 254; march of white in
historic age, 256.
Reaction—the law, 93; between
physical and spiritual, 103, 110.
Reincarnation—not the law with
spirit entities, 126; how the law,
127.
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Religion—evolution of, 234-238; first
' monotheistic form of, when devel
oped, 238-239; revival of systems
of, in historic age, 239; monothe
ism how transmitted to present
age, 245; in early historic age, 260.
ReptUlian Type—use of, 53.
Repulsive Force—sphere of, devel
oped where, 110; balances at
tractive, 110.
Rest—necessity of, in nature, 114; on
spiritual plane, 117; mind must,
124.
Rock—stability of, how secured, 31
32.
Rudimentary Organs—167.
Savagery—took its rise when, 214.
Sexes—embody what, 107; relation
^ .of, spiritually and physically, 135;
- are God manifest in the flesh, 140.
„ u\Somnambulism—illustrates what,
101.

Sound—phenomenon of, how gener
ated, 37.

Special Creations—how the order,
164.

Species—provision for introduction

of, 62; how preserved in Glacial
Epoch, 71, 74; condition of intro
duction of types, 82-86; specific
qualities how conferred, 84; con
ditions favoring preservation of,
in infancy, 85; evolution of, when
occurs, 154; react how, 157, 161;
principles of evolution of, 155-161,
180; variation of, 159, 164; epochs
of evolution of, 159; law of modi
fication of, 161, 168; culminate in
what, 162; representative, 169;
missing links, 169; causes fatal to
perpetuation of, 163; deterioration
of, 177; radiation of, 178; of aerial
life, 178; typical, 179; how disdistributed, 179; example of mode
of individualizing, 182-199; ances
tral, of man, *184; evolution of,
not transmutation of, 201, 207.
Spirit—how acts upon matter, 100;

matter inheres with, eternally, 100,
115; the positive force of Nature,
103; signification of word as dis
tinguished from soul, 105; how
vitalizes human form, 106; how
impresses itself upon physical Na
ture, 109; inherent in all matter,
109; embodied in attraction of
gravitation, 109; germs of diffused,
118, 181; planes of, 129; key to
physical phenomena, 173-176.
Spirits—functions of in creation,
198-200; psychologize animals,
200; interfere in human affairs for

Spiritual Body—evidence of, 100.
Trance—origin of phenomenon of,
101.

Transition Epoch—action in, 81.
Types—primitive, combined what,

161; culminate in what, 162; of
comprehensive, 168-169, 179; dif
ferences of grand, 168, 172; evi
dences of evolution of, in egg,
170-172; use of, 172-173; diverg
ence of, 177.
Universe—eternal order of arrange
ment of planes of, 129.
Uplifts—cause of, and origin and
direction of forces in, 57-60.
Vegetable Kingdom—first form of,
28; basis of, 29, 155; stability of,
how fixed, 30; character of first
forms of, 31; oldest traces of forms
of, 32.
Vegetable Life—terrestrial, when
appeared, 43; use of Flora of an
age, 44.
Volcanoes—cause of, 57.
Vital Fluids—vehicles of spirit, 110.
Water—formation of, 18; mist and*
rain, 18-20; character of first, 21;
office of, in early eras, 31.
Will—power over human system, 97;
potency of, 126, 131, 200.
Zone—character of elements of torrid,
219-220; of intellectual strength,
220.
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